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For all two-way radio enthusiasts
Giant test: FT102 vs 1C740
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H. LEXTON LIMITED
DRESSLER AMPLIFIERS

R ANCIS OAD
R

191
TEL

0854

0F1 -5 58

LEYTON E.10

TELEX 8953609 LEXTON G

GASFET DRESSLER PRE -AMPS

These are high power 240V lingers using 4C x 150 or 4C x 250 or 4C x 350 Eimac
Tubes NOT using the grounded Grid system .
Fully protected, no thermal damage to PA finals possible.

VV1

VV2GAAS 150W
VV200GAAS 750W
VV2000GAAS 1KW

VV2RPS 50259
VV2RPS N Type
VV7RPS 50259
VV7RPS N Type

DRESSLER AMPLIFIERS
£495.00
£285.00
£496.00
£600.00

070 70cm 2013vvfm 400 PEP

D200c 2mtr 125wfm 200w PEP
13200 2mtr 300wfm 600w PEP
D200S 2mtr 400wfm IKW PEP

£40.00
£69.00
£79.00

Non switching £22.00
£24.00
£22.00
E24.00

Powered by the linear or with separate interface.
0.7 - 0.9dB signal to noise
0.2dB insertion loss
GASFET MASTHEAD PREAMPS

3SK97 GASFET Asa aaie secaiatel,

E4.50

WE WOULD LIKE TO WISH A MERRY CIIRISTMAS

AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

letprzummin,

ECM
10740 HF 100W

£699

IC720RHF 100W G C
IC730 HF 100W
IC2KL Linear
IC2KLPS P.S.0

E899

PS15 P.S.U.
PS20 P.S.0

AT500 A.T.0

£ 99.00
£130.00
£299.00

RX70 Receiver
PS15 P.S.0

£469.00
£99.00

£586.00
£829.00
£211.00

TX- Rx

FT

FP107 P.S.U.

FT1017D 160-10mtr

FC902 A.T.0
FL2100Z 1 2KW PEP linear

CSP3 Speaker

E 29.00
E 29.00

P.O.A.
30.00

fM SSB
F1480R 2mtr mobile
FM SSB
FT78OR 70cm 7 6swift Shift
FT780R 70cm 1.6 swift Shift
FM
FT208 2mtr portable
FM
70cm portable
FT230 2mtr FM mobile
F RG7700 receiver AM/FM/SSB
FRG7700 memory

£425.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

DATONC

FT29OR with mods

£245.00
£365.00
£400.00
£440.00
£195.00
£205.00
£220.00

FRV7700A 118 150
FRV7700B 50 60 118 150
FRV7700C 140 170
FRV7700D 70 80 118 150
FRT7700 Aerial Tuner
F RA7700 Active Antenna
FF5 Filter
MM1311 FT290 Car Mount
NCI IC Charger

1295.130

FJC8 Base Charger

E 80.00

FT208/208 108

f135 00

FC102 Speaker

FC102 A T U
FV102 V F 0

P.O.A.

FISMILIZEO

MBA electronic morse,RTTY reader
Microdot/morse. RTTY printer
VDU 'Key Board all one peice

£650.00

FL1 Agile filter
FL2 Active filter
FL3 Agile filter & notch
Ilk ASP Auto clipper

SP200 1 8 160MMZ 20 200 1KW
SP300 1 8.500MMZ 20-200-1KW
SP400 130500MMZ 5.20-150
SP250 1 6-60MMZ 20-200-2K
SP15 1 08.160MMZ 5 20200
CT150 150/400W Dummy Lead

£ 59.00
E 79.00

AC38 3.5. 30MMZ A.T.0

E 59.00

f 59.00

f 19 95

SP1OX 108.150MMZ 20-20n

£ 56.35
£137.00

£ 79.35
£ 89.70
£129.37

C1:111MIAZII
,round MK706

Hirnound HK7022
Kenpro squeeze key 100

iilectronic key

TONNA

D75 Manual clipper
RFC Speech clipper
AD270 Indoor active ant
AD370 Outdoor active ant
RF A Wide hand AMP

E 57.00

7 amp Max 12amp

144 9ELE £12.00 432/440 21 ELE
144 9ELE E16.00 432/435 21 ELE A.T.V.
144 9ELE crossed 30 0 144/435 9 19E LE
144 9ELE portable 30.0144 19ELE X
144 16ELE £33.00 1296 23ELE
144 13ELE portable £29.00 Phasing Harnes

f19.00
£27.00
£31.00
£30.00
£27.00

435 19ELE

E19.00

£249 00
HF133T

ROTATORS
KR 250.
Hirshmann HR 250

Keno,' KR400RC

HI3341
HB35T

E 44.95
50.00
£100.00
£85.00

E

3.75

9.75

f 18.98

'h.

SP230

E 45.00

DM801 GOO

R600 Recei,ei AM SSB

E 60.00
E 75.00

£11000
E 34 00
£ 60 00
£19000

MORSE READERS

65.00

£ 72.00
E 37.00
£ 36.00

CW PT T

£

9.95

DIAWA

£

8.00

RM940 Mic
CN620A
CN1001
CN2002
CN518

E 44.00

£ 56.35

£250

Infrared

E 45 00

f 52 81

1KW SWR

Auto A T U
2KW Auto A.T.0
2.5KW A.T.0

£156 00
£228.00
1175 00

£189 00
£202.00
P.O.A.

E 56.00

DR7500X

£29.90

E 47.15
£ 64.40
E 33.92

DR750OR

E95.00
£100.00

DR7600X

035.00

DR750OR

MAO

E 49.95

20arnpMair 22amp
E 79.95
Fully protected against overvoits.
over current S/C protected & RF protected
Trade enquiries invited
and own name can be provided

430,440 19E LE crossed telescopic masts

1131:1=1:130=11

TS7850 40W 2mti FM
TS7800 25W ?int; FM
TR2500 2mtr Portable
TR7730 2mtr FM
AT230

6.95

f 39.50

POWER SUPPLIES
£ 11.00
E 20.00
E 22.50

"%.

,`

E

£49.00

K706

£41.00

2M 50W Linear amp 1 3W19
E 62
2M.- 70W Linear amp 10Win
£ 90
2M - 100W Linear amp 10W,
E115
e 500. CWARTTY Terminai
£299 00

£ 20.00

E995.00
£650.00
£475 00
£495 00
£390 00
£300 00
£245 60
£200.00
1245.00

£ 82 80

Dawa DK210 Electronic

TONO

E 12.00
E 29.50

DURING DECEMBER OUR PREMISES WILL BE
OPEN SUNDAY FROM 10-3

43.00

f 29.95
f 31 00

TS830 100W HF
T5530 100W HF
TS130 100W HF
TS130 25W' 2mti FM SSB

4.25

AF406 Active Filter
AF 606 P.L.L. Active Filter

D70 Morse Tutor
PC1 Gen. coy converter

£170.00

TS930 Genera, CO,,,r
E

CWM9 SP Mic
CBP2 6V pack
CBP3 9V pack
CBP4 empty pack
CBP5 12V pack
CCP1 charging lead
CDC1 12V cat pack
LC8 leather case
BC30 Base Charger

E235.00
£366.00
£495.00
£630.00
£445.00

021113l

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

FT9020141 160-10mtr AM, FM
SP901 Speaker

£15900
E 99.00

CSM5 Mic

£1295.00
£690.00
P.O.A.

F T102 150W 10mtr 160mtr
FT707 100W 5.10mtr
FP707 20A P S U
FC707 A T V
FT107M 9 band 100W

C2E 2mtr fm portable
C4E 70cm fm portable
C25G 2mtr 25w Ins
C290 2mtr 10w frn ssb
C251 2mtr 10w fmkw ssb base
C451 /0cm 10w fmkw ssb/base
C490 70cm fm ssb mobile

Accesso.es
CLC 1 2 3 case

HB35C

PO A

S022144
S0220 X 144X4
S0007 70cm

E 5500
E 9000

standard C5800 Multimode 25W SSB FM CIA 2Mti

ii -F2001

1140 00

MML 144 30 1 3w drive
MML 144 100 L.S. 1 3w drive
MML 144 100 S 10Wdrive
MMC 435 600 ATV converter
MM2001 RTTY receiver
MM4000 RTTY tranceiver
MM1000KB key board transceiver
MMT28-144
MMD050 frequency counter

E

£359.00

£181.70

E 46.00
£ 47.72
£ 12.00
5Y2M 5ELEYAGI
E 15.50
8Y2M 8ELEYAGI
£ 33.00
10Y2M10ELEYAGI
PBM1010EPARABEAM E39.50
P8M1414EPARABEAM £48.00
C52M colinear

GP5 2mrrcolinear
6 4DB
£33.00

E 27.90
£18900
£269.00
£299.00
£109.95

£ 75.00

£24.70
131.00
£40.80
125.80
06/2M
133.90
08/2M
£39.00
MBM548/70crn £31.00

5XY2M
8XY2M
10XY2M
04/2M

MBM88/70cm £42.50
8XY 70cm
£36.80
12XY 7Orm

PO A

E139.95

ALL MODE LS STOCK ED
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TB3 HF 3 band
VR3 band vertical

9.95
£159.95

E46.00

DX1 discone TX TX
£34.00
HF5DX 80-40-20 15 10 mtr
Vertical
E84.00

ALL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE -PLUGS SKTS CO -AX 2MTR COLINEAR £31.50, 70CM COLINEAR £31.50
PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT THE PRESENT RATE OF 15%

OPEN MON-FRIDAY 9:00-5.30. SATURDAY 10:00-3:00.INSTANT HP FACILITY AVAILABLE
EASY ACCESS M2 -M11 -M1 NORTH CIRCULAR ROAD -EASY PARKING

ADIO
5 Your letters
What you think about Amateur Radio
magazine. Just a few of the hundreds of
letters we have received during the past
month or two. Please keep them coming
- it's your magazine, so you tell us what
you want to read. And we're not too
proud to take criticism - unlike others we
could mention ...

22 The new bands

60 Fair report

We've some new bands to play with.
Chris Drake describes what are available,
and who will be able to use them.

We visit the Electronic Hobbies Fair in
London. Picture report.

24 Shoptalk

62 DX on FM

New products appearing on the shelves.
Prices, and where to get them.

Improve your reception on FM. What is
involved, and how to go about it.

66 A beginner's

7 Current comment
All about this issue - important news that
affects you - what we plan for the future.

licence?
Is the Home Office holding back on a
novice licence? We bring the negotiations
up to date, and suggest a workable

8 Straight and level
On this page we talk to you. A sort of
opposite to the letters pages where you
talk to us.

answer.

69 Colour codes

11 Short Wave

Capacitors and transistors are all colour
coded. We explain the colours, in plain
black and white!

New developments in short wave
listening, by The Editor.

12 Work the USA for
under £20
Well, in fact it could be under £5, but,
well we thought you might need some
extra pennies for other things ... Here,
the Rev. George Dobbs, G3RJV, of the GQRP Club, describes how to construct a
home-brew CW transmitter to work the
Americas. Full description.

26 The AR88
Full technical and handling description of
this giant in "established" receivers.
Written by the man who probably knows
them best, Bob Henly, G3IHR.

33 A put up job
Peter Dodson on antennas. A review of
the different types on offer from Jaybeam,
and what's involved in erecting them.

37 Supplying the power
Basic power supplies explained. The bits
that go between the mains socket, and
your rig.

70 Books lately
The staff of Amateur Radio review the
latest books, and some old ones too.

71 Free classified ad
form

72 Amateur Radio
Classified ads.

42 Starting from
scratch: AC circuits
Chris Drake explains how AC circuits
work, and how they fit into the amateur's
world.

47 Antiques or rubbish?
Should we be looking after our old
equipment? Will they become collectors'
items in years to come? David Lazell says
we should learn from the US in this
matter.

51 Earth -Moon -Earth
Or EME as it's known. Here, Nigel Gresley
tells you how to go about bouncing your
transmissions off the lunar landscape. It's
more difficult than you might imagine.

54 Transceiver build
16 The Angus McKenzie
Report
Major comparison test between the
Yaesu FT102 and Icom IC740. The first of
a series of test reports by this respected
technical reviewer.

Editor: Christopher Drake
Technical Editor: Nigel Gresley
Graphic Design: Gina Satch
Art Editor: Frank Brzeski
Photographer: Tony Large
Advertisement Manager: Linda Beviere
Ad. Assistant: Rose Kirtland
Production Co-ordinator: Alison Pezzarro
Managing Director: Eric Rowe
Published by Goodhead Publications Ltd,
27 Murdock Road, Bicester, Oxon,
England. Telephone: 08692 44517.
Printing by Wiltshires Ltd, Bristol.
Distributed by COMAG Ltd, Tavistock
Road, West Drayton, Middlesex.
".;:';Goodhead Publications Ltd.

All about valves, how to get the best
from them, and why they're making a bit

Whilst every effort is made to ensure the correct
reproduction of advertisements, neither the Publishers nor
their advertisement contractors accept any responsibility
for errors in, or nonappearance of the final reproduction
of advertisements.
Advertisements are accepted and reproduced on the
understanding that the Publishers' "Conditions of
Acceptance" apply in all cases. Copies of these conditions
are also available from the Advertisement Offices.
All material printed in thrs magazine is the copyright of
the Publishers and must not be reproduced in any form or
affixed to as any part of any publication or advertising
whatsoever without the written permission of the

of a come -back.

Publishers.

How to build a transceiver from a kit
provided by Wood and Douglas (who
advertise elsewhere in this issue ...I,
by our tame constructors.

58 Valve technology
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Letters Letters. Letters Letters Let
find your magazine to be
very interesting and I am
pleased to take advantage of
the free advertisement service,
and hope to advertise with you
in the future!
I have two other comments;
I am puzzled by the fact that
there is no date on the front
cover - this would be of help
to readers. Secondly, it may be
a good idea not to print
coupons on the back of
companies' adverts, as they
may complain that they are
losing out, when readers file
back copies of Amateur Radio.
W. E. Griffiths C.Eng,
I

M.I.E.E. G6CVW

Please let me enlighten you
about the activities of the
Northern Heights Amateur
Radio Society. We meet for a
lecture on the second and
fourth Wednesday and a
noggin and natter night every
other Wednesday. All of this
happens for the time being at
the Bradshaw Tavern,
Bradshaw, Halifax.
The following is a list of
lectures and visits for the first
six months of 1983:
January 26 Visit to Elland
Power Station. February 9 RAE
participants invite night.
February 23 Junk sale. March
9 G4MH Mini Beam by Jim
Fish. March 23 Visit to
Bradford Police HQ. April 6
AGM. April 20 Alignment
evening. May 4 Visit to Leeds/
Bradford Airport. May 18
Construction competition.
June 1 Treasure Hunt and
family evening. June 29 Radio
in light aircraft, by M.Gaunt
G3WGW.

The club also has its present
project, a monitor receiver for
two metres which has been
designed by a club member
and is available at a low price
in kit form. A transmitter is
expected to be made available
soon.

If anybody requires further
information about the club,
they can contact me at
Bradford 83442.
N. B. Aspinall, G6CJL

I own an FRG 7700 and just
recently purchased an AR88,
and as you say in general the
performance of the AR88 is
really very good, I hope you
can persuade the editor to
publish a design for a preamplifier to help it along. But
if you cannot run to an article,
could you tell me where I can
obtain a design?
M. Nixon, 103 Patrick Street,
Grimsby, South Humberside.

Good idea - we'll work on
something along these lines.
Meanwhile though, can any
reader help out? -Ed.
4

These are just a few of the many letters and
telephone calls we have received at
Bicester; many thanks to all of you for the
kind words, and interesting comments.
Many of the ideas put forward are being
acted upon.
Amateur radio has a very
constantly growing potential
and this is proved by the huge
increase in the Home Office
and G&G RAE examination
applications.
Think of all these new
people in amateur radio!
Where is their own magazine?
The RSGB is useless and
expensive at over £12
membership, plus a magazine
which requires you to have a
doctorate in science before
you can understand it. OK, so
there is Practical Wireless. But
it has never quite recovered
from the traditions of F.J.Camm,
it original editor.
The same circuits and
waffle. We want your magazine
to help us learn the basics and
understand radio, and how to
get something out of it before
we get our degrees. The same
applies to computers - but
even here many of the new
computing magazines are
already getting to the end of
their useful life with readers.
Finally, I and many others
look forward to the next issue
of Amateur Radio, but unless it
goes monthly, I fear it will be
another magazine to be stifled
and fall into obscurity.
R. Pyatt,
Orpington, Kent.

I have had a long standing
interest in ham radio since the
early 30s but only took it up
seriously a year ago. I wish
now I'd done it years ago.
was prodded into taking the
RAE by my son who is a
college lecturer and knows the
multiple choice exam system
well.
He also took the exam and
we both passed, but where I
got a credit is PT1, and a pass
in Part II. My son got credits in
both parts yet he's not an
SWL, but has a few more brain
cells than me. What I am
writing to you for is about
Mrs. Frances Knight of
Cheltenham, (see last issue,
letters page). For goodness'
sake, tell her she can do it.
did, and I'm retired because of
ill health. I had a severe
mental breakdown in 1976,
spent a long time in hospital
and nearly three years as an
outpatient. Fresh interests
were suggested, (because the
breakdown was caused by
overwork) and I took the
plunge, bought a new FRG7
I

I

with insurance policy payments,
obtained advice from G3 XOV
on antennas, and finally took
the exam.
Before, I couldn't even

understand how to fill in the
exam paper, but now here I
am, writing for my Class B
licence. I'm working on my
Morse and logging exotic DX.
Point the lady in the direction
of the Radio Amateur Invalid
and Blind Club - they are very
helpful, print QSL cards run
nets, and generally do a
damned good job.
Can you run more articles
on construction for people like
me, a beginner? I particularly
like the small sketches
illustrating the wattmeter

Do please keep the magazine
broad based and be
experimental with features.
liked the Falklands story. There
are lots of other articles we
I

would find useful - frequency
allocations, callsign allocations,
peripheral communication
developments, the appalling
cartel that seems to exist - but
then I suppose you'd lose all
your advertisers. Anyway, I
wish you success.
Paul Dicken, Cobham, Surrey

read with interest volume
two of Amateur Radio, and in
particular the article on short
wave listening.
Could you tell me if the
computer pictured, was a
separate microcomputer, or
the TRS80 that was used to
I

decode CW and RTTY signals.
If it was the TRS80, would it

be possible for you to publish
details of any software or
hardware used?
D. F. Smith G6HPD
70 Suffield Road,
High Wycombe,
Bucks HPH2JL

article

Stan Clark, Great Barr,
Birmingham.

I am delighted both with the
magazine and your article
Don't Interfere - in which you
mention the RSGB Interference
Committee.
I thought I should tell you
that apart from the knowledge
and experience that we can
draw on, as you said in your
article, we also write "social"
letters and deal individually
with difficult situations where
we can. At least one member
of the committee is available
at most RSGB exhibitions to
deal with problems and we are
currently engaged in the
production of a new
Interference Manual. This will
be much more comprehensive
than the present Television
Interference Manual, and it will
encompass a wide range of
electronic devices from
computers, electronic organs,
cardiac pacemakers, to video,
audio and aerials, etc.
I hope you'll continue the
magazine. 73s
Sheila Gabriel G3HCQ
Vice -Chairman, RSGB

Interference Committee

Amateur Radio has filled a
gaping hole between the
turgid magazines like Radcom
and Short Wave and the
shallower CB publications. A
group of about 15 of us have
become dissatisfied with CB
and are about to embark on
the RAE, we found that
Amateur Radio (first two
issues) gave us much valuable
information about basics of
radio.

Yes, it was the TRS80, and the
experimental programme was
written by the owner - Ed
Some years ago I saw a
wavelength and frequency
chart given away with a
magazine. But now I can't
obtain one. I would appreciate
any information about this
elusive chart.
C. Gaven, 7 St. Lawrence,
Haddington, East Lothian,
Scotland.

Again, can anybody help? - Ed

I have now obtained a copy of
your Amateur Radio. But it
was incredibly difficult to find
it among the newsagents in
Liverpool. Are you a monthly
magazine? And if so, how can
I get copies?

E. Rottgardt,
Merseyside.

If any readers have difficulty
getting hold of Amateur Radio.
moan at the newsagents, but
if you still have no success,
write to us and we'll pass
the information on to our
distributors. Back copies are
available however . .. Amateur
Radio was designed as a
quarterly magazine, but as
from March 1983 we go
monthly. Subscriptions are
now being accepted! - Ed
I consider Amateur Radio
magazine to be a worthwhile
contribution to amateur radio,
and I hope it will stay on the
lines of the first two issues not too highly technical. You
have reviewed books and
magazines very accurately in

A new venture totally unconnected with any other amateur radio retailer

tern Letters Letter
your first issue ...

As a suggestion for a future
article, may I suggest one on
tests - necessary to keep
within the regulations of the
amateur licence, and which are
supposed to be carried out
from time to time and logged.
I am well aware that various
books and sections on test
equipment, but more often
than not it comes out as a
highly technical, mathematical
and jargoned article which
leaves one scratching one's
head in bewilderment for very
amateur like me!
I am an old age pensioner
who has taken up amateur
radio as a retirement hobby I'm not very practically
minded, and merely wish to
chat round the world and keep
within the regulations. There
are a lot like me nowadays!
William J. Morey, G6AEM
South Humberside.
Thanks for the suggestions. Ed

I would like to suggest a club
column in your magazine. This
would be of great use to
newcomers to the hobby who
might not know of the
existence of a local club.
I enclose a list of club

happenings, in the hope that
you can publish them. We
meet at The Control Tower,
Bearley Radio Station, Bearley,
nr. Stratford, and we are the
Stratford upon Avon & District
Amateur Radio Club. Meetings
start at 7.30pm on the second
and fourth Mondays of the
month.
December 13 Probably cw
meeting. January 10
Construction evening. January
24 Visit to BBC Pebble Mill.
February 10 Intro to 10Ghz
microwave equipment, by Glen
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Ross G8MWR. February 28

Junk sale. March 14 Review of
members' equipment. March
28 AGM and cine film. April 14
Quiz on the RAE. April 25
Setting up a station. May 9
Home construction techniques,
by Vic Peake G4GEP. May 23
Crime prevention/insurance for
the radio amateur. June 13
Test your rig evening.
Sophisticated test equipment
available. June 20 Making use
of Oscar, by Glen Ross.
More information from the
club's PRO (me).
Clive Ousbey, G6DCL,

Ormond Lodge,
Newbold on Stour,
Stratford upon Avon,
Warwicks CV37 8TS

IT!

TELECOM.
THE BEST IN AMATEUR RADIO
EQUIPMENT BY:

YAESU MUNSEN
SOMMERKAMK
ICOM
TRIO
COMPUTERS BY:

ACORN 'ATOM'
COMMODORE 'VIC-20'

DISTRIBUTORS OF:
THAN DAR PORTABLE
TEST EQUIPMENT AND
LEADER TEST INSTS.

AERIALS BY:
CUSHCRAFT
J -BEAM
REVCO
WESTERN

6 NEW ST, BARNSLEY, SOUTH YORKS

Phone: 0226 5031

WADI()

magazine is going . . . monthly!
Due to the literally amazing response from readers to
Amateur Radio magazine - until now a quarterly - you
will be able to buy the magazine on a MONTHLY basis
from your local newsagent. The first monthly Amateur
Radio will be the March 1983 issue, and publication date
is the third Friday in the preceding month.

reviews, investigations, news and reports, equipment analysis, con-

AMATEUR RADIO will feature the best in amateur radio every month

struction projects, and our already successful sections on shortwave
listening, antennas, technical and teach -yourself features, and not
forgetting the valuable FREE classified ads pages - a worthwhile reader
service!

AMATEUR RADIO - at your newsagents on the third
Friday of every month!
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ARROW
7 Coptfold Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4BN

Tel: 0277 226470 or 219435 Ansafone on 219435 Telex: 995801 (REF: A51
Open 5 days a week. Closed Thurs.

ACCESS VISA INSTANT HP TWO YEARS' WARRANTY
BEST TRADE-IN PRICES

FRG7700
New FT102 HF all mode
with superb specification.
Details by return. Phone for
a quotation: Also available
new FC102 ATU &
FV102DM VFOs SP102

FRG7700
FRG7700

Yaesu

FRT7700

Tuner
Filter
Converter
Converter
Converter

FF5

FRV7700A
FRV7700B
FRV7700C

Sommerkamp with
memory

speaker.

FT -ONE

Units now available with
psu mod, IF unit & local unit
mods. FM units, RAM units,
etc etc. Extra filters from
stock. Please phone for
quotation.

FT707
t

Now with Auto tone burst

FT29OR

(repeater mode only) and
push to monitor repeater
input.
Plus FREE NCHC Charger!
Nicads and chargers
Helical aerials cases.
Phone for best UK deal!

FT707 "WAYFARER" from
stock with full range of
accessories FC707 atu, FP707
psu, FV707DM VFO, MIC's
4YM35, YM36, extra filters, &
FTV707 transverter frame
2M/70cm/4M modules from

FT48OR
Sommercamp or Yaesu all mode
mobile 144-148 MHZ
Phone for price

-1-

.

FT101ZD

stock.

AM or FM models.
Speakers, ATU's, fans,
transverters, filters,
widest range of stock.
Please telephone for
quotation.

FT107
F T107 special offer6.

Ready fitted withinternal
power unit, digital

10011111600.1

memory & microphone.

Interest free finance on many major items available
- its easy: Scheme "A" 20% deposit divide balance
by 6 monthly payments or Scheme "B" 50% deposit
balance divided by 12 monthly payments it costs you
nothing in interest charges and that new
rig/receiver/accessory can be yours now!!
Phone for a written quote by return post.
NEW LINES:
"TET" Antenna systems are the best mechanically we've seen. HF beams
that go together in two hours & have excellent broadband characteristics.
Price list & details by return.
"TONA" The famous F9FT range now ex stock at Brentwood & at the many
shows we visit. Full price list & illustrated catalogue on request.
KENPRO rotators, DAIWA instruments, HOXIN mobile antennas now
stocking .

.

WELZ Coaxial switches, dummy loads wattmeters of

FT902DM

all

types now

stocking .
Competitive prices on all Welz models.
.

FT902DM. ATU's VFO's,
extra units for FT902
series. Please ask.

Plus of course the fullest range of accessories, nicad packs, antennae.
chargers, microphones, headphones. Please phone for full price list sent
free with colour Yaesu brochure of that new rig you fancy.

Yes - just phone 0277 219435 or 0277 226470 & we will send im
mediately a quote, price list, brochure, HP quotation.

FT7B (shown with YC-79)

MOP
...A.

Still a marvellous buy for
that first rig. FT7B still
available. PSU's & YC7B
displays stocked.

"PHONE YOUR ORDER FOR TODAY'S
DESPATCH. ALL WE NEED IS YOUR
Pril OR "Jr NUMBER, SMALL

SPARES - PLUGS - AERIALS PHONE FOR A QUOTE FOR THAT NEW

RIG!"

\

OUR LIST & SHORT FORM CATALOGUE FREE OF
CHARGE - SAE APPRECIATED

ALL -IN POLICY: ALL ADVERTISED PRICES INCLUDE TAX AND FREE DELIVERY (SECURICOR FOR RIGS)
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Current comment
Planning for a bright and busy future
Well folks, largely because
of the nice things you've said

it-and committed to it.
Plans

are

already

for-

to us and the amazing re-

mulating in our minds for

sponse to our questionnaire,

the future, but as we've said
it's your magazine as much
as ours and it's down to you

we've decided we must be
doing something right and
we're going to go monthly
with this here magazine!
We're very aware that
there's a gap in the nature of

the publications available to

to praise us if we print the
right things and kick us if we
get boring. Short of running

up against the law of the
land, we aim to print the

the UK radio amateur and
we're going to do our level

truth as we see it and we're

best to fill it, but to do it well
we'll need your help.

we've got it wrong if we have

We need you to tell us
what you want to see and
what you couldn't care less
about, and we promise to listen and do what we can. We

aim to make this magazine
something that really does
things for amateurs and cat-

ers for their needs, unlike
some of the competition
who seem hell-bent on selling

magazines no matter

how they do it and what gar-

bage they print - so that's
our intention. Obviously we

need to sell magazines to
stay in business, but we in-

tend to have a lot of fun

while we're at it and to report
on what's what in the

amateur radio world from a
perspective of being part of

. . .

quite prepared to be told

- being human beings we
expect to make the occasional blunder, but not because we're trying to mislead and tell half the story if
we can help it.

We're hoping to get the
best people to write for us
too, as you'll see from this
issue. The name of Angus

especially for this issue. So
out with the soldering irons,
and get stuck in! (didn't
mean to be chauvinistic,
especially since we see from
the questionnaire that we've

when he lands on the roof,
that he'll bring you
some goodies to get you on
the air or keep you on. Me?
and

I'm hoping for a 1296MHz
transverter this

year, al-

a good few lady readers - though I don't know whether
we'll have to mind our man- the message to Santa got
ners and
rude . .)

not

get

too

.

through under all the QRM there was one hell of a pile-

We're looking to have a
good relationship with the

up...

amateur radio trade as well,

Bicester wish you

although there are one or
two things we'll be looking
into in the course of the next

few months. Obviously we
value our advertisers - we
need them, in fact, since we
couldn't afford to produce a

magazine without them but inevitably there are likely
to be times when we get up

Seriously, all of us here at
a very
happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year bung -full of
all the rare DX you want and
lots of bargains at the rallies.

May your linear never blow
up; may the pen with which
you fill in your log never run
out of ink and may the Home

Office get round to sorting
out some licences sharpish.

someone's nose. If we do,
They still owe us two letMcKenzie, G3OSS, is known it'll be because we're trying
to practically every amateur to be fair to all parties, not ters ... if you're in for the
and hi-fi buff, and we count because we want to start a RAE this year, we wish you
the best of luck with it and we
ourselves lucky to have an fight.
in-depth review of a couple
Okay. Welcome to Issue 3 hope to work you when when
of current radios from him in and it's nearly Christmas, you get your magic bit of
this issue. Likewise, the Rev- isn't it? Let's hope that the paper.
erend George Dobbs is well snow hasn't piled up and
Thanks for supporting us
known to readers of other stopped you getting into the this year and encouraging us
magazines and from his shack, and let's also hope to go ahead - let's hope you
work as chairman of the G- that S. Claus (call sign become a regular next year!
QRP Club, and he's written S4NTA/M) didn't bend all the
one of his delightful articles elements on your beam
73 de Chris Drake

RADIO
on subscription

Make sure of your copies of Amateur Radio. Order 12
issues for the basic price of £10.80 - no extra charges
Just complete the coupon and send it, with a cheque or postal order for £10.80 (£16.80
surface mail outside UK) to: Amateur Radio Subscriptions, 27 Murdock Road, Bicester,
Oxon OX6 7RG.

Please send me Amateur Radio magazine for one year. enclose a postal order/cheque
made out to Goodhead Publications Ltd., in the sum of £10.80 (£16.80 surface mail outside
UK). Please write clearly.
I

Name

Address
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IWOOD & DOUGLAS
WHY NOT TRY ONE OF OUR
WELL PROVEN KITS
AS PART OF YOUR

CHRISTMAS ACTIVITIES?
PROJECT

CODE

ASSEMB
KIT

LED

70cms EQUIPMENT
Transceiver Kits and Accessories
FM Tansmitter 10.5W)
FM Receiver
Synthesiser (2 pcb's)
Synthesiser Transmit Amp
Synthesiser Modulator
Bandpass Filter
PIN RF Switch
Converter I2M or 10M i.I.)
FM Package 2 (Synthesised)

70FM05T4
70FMO5R5
70SY25B

A X3U 06F
MOD1
BPF 433
PSI 433

70RX2 2
70PAC2

38.10
68.25
84.95
27.60
8.10
6.10
9.10
27.10
163.00

23.10
48.25
60.25
17.40

4.75
3.25
7.75
20.10
128.00

TV Products
Receive Converter (Ch 361
Pattern Generator

TV Modulator
3 W Transmitter (boxed
3W Transceiver (boxed)

TVUP2
TVPG1
TVM1
ATV -1

ATV2

26.95
39.95
8.10
87.00
119.00

19.60

885

32.53
5.30

70FM1
70FM3
70FM10

10W to 45W

70FM45
70PA/ FM10

14.65
19.65
30.70
19.75
58.75
48.70

70LIN3 LT
70LIN3 10E

25.75
39.10

Combined Power Amp/Pre-Amp
Linear's
500mW to 3W
3W to 10W (Compat. ATV1 '2)

70FM3 10

13.25

22.10

your ideas in the next issue, and
in the meantime we'd like to say

great loss to anyone. No, wait a

a big thanks to all who com-

36.40
64.35
78.25
26.85
6.10
9.10
138.00

22.25
45.76
59.95
19.40
3.25
7.75
105.00

144FM10A

18.95
33.35

13.95
25.95

26.80
35.60

19.87

Power Amplifiers/Linears

26.95

Pre -Amplifiers
Low Noise, Miniature
Low Noise, Improved Performance
Low Noise, RF Switched

144PA3
144PA4

144PA4 S

8.10
10.95
18.95

6.95
7.95
14 40

SYNTHESISER ACCESSORIES
Display Decoder/Driver

DISP1 2

22.60

16.10

GENERAL ACCESSORIES
Toneburst
Piptone
Kaytone
Relayed Kaytone
Regulator
Solid State Supply Switch
Microphone Pre -Amplifier
Reflectometer
CW Filter
TVI Filter (Boxed)

TB2
PT3

PTK3
PTK4R

6.20
6.90
6.80
9.95

SSR1

680
580

MPA1
SWR1
CWF1

5 40
6.35
6.40

REG1

HPF1

3.85
3.95
4 25
7.75

425
3.60
2.95
5.35

475

595

MDO5T
BPF 384

29.50
5.10

20.40
3 25

4FM2T
4FM2R
4PA4

21 20
43 15

4PA4 S

34.75
61.65
10 95
18.95

6RX2

27.60

19.95

4M EQUIPMENT
FM Transmitter 11.5W1
FM Receiver
Pre -Amplifier
Pre -Amplifier, RF Switched

795
14.40

6M EQUIPMENT
Converter 12MI

minute, that can't be right??
Anyhow, we had a terrific response. A great many of you
took the trouble to fill them in,
and we've also had more than
100 letters since the last issue;
as you can imagine we had a lot
of fun reading them and trying
to analyse what sort of a
magazine you want.

Radio amateurs are an amazingly diverse lot if that questionnaire is anything to go by. You
seem to do everything from fly-

ing gliders to potholing to archaeology and everything in be-

tween, and we were surprised
and delighted to note that
there's a wide range of ages that

read Amateur Radio. As far as
wireless goes, you're interested
in every single aspect of it, right

the way from the most basic
things of how radio and elecof-the-art stuff, and you all want

to read articles covering your
basic interests. Fair enough we'll do our very best to keep
you all interested and get a good
mix of basic and advanced stuff.

One interesting thing was that

Enquiries by post should contain a SAE. Please restrict telephone
technical enquiries between 6pm and 9pm in the evening on either
0256 24611 or 07356 5324. Access and Barclaycard orders can be
taken on 07356 5324.

MAIN AGENTS
J. Birkett. LINCOLN 0522-20767
Darwen Electronics, LANCS 0254-771497
Amateur Radio Exchange, ACTON 01-9925765
Wood & Douglas (Scandia) HB, SWEDEN 040-94-89-55
Prices include VAT at the current rate. Please add 75p postage and

handling to the total order. ATV -1 and ATV -2 orders should include £2.00 for postage and insurance. Please allow 28 days for
delivery if not stock at time of ordering.

9 HILLCREST, TADLEY
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS RG26 6JB
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to keep those for reference.
Point taken, and if we do another

tronics works to the real state-

MICROWAVE PROJECTS
Microwave Drive Source
Bandpass Filter

vertisments, and one of the

and actually we must hang our
head in shame and admit that
we haven't got round to answering all your letters yet because

from this column which is no

144FM2T
144FM2R
144SY25B
SY2T
BPF 144
PSI 144
144PAC

144LIN1OB

neatly removed a couple of ad-

We haven't finished a close
analysis of the questionnaire
forms and all your letters yet,

one we'll print it over the page

8.25
21.10

144LIN10A

- yes, we know we shouldn't

28.95
5.95
6.80
14 75

144FM1OB

naire we printed in the last issue

18.60

Transceiver Kits and Accessories

1.5W to lOW FM (No Changeover)
1.5W to lOW FM (Auto -Changeover)
1 5W to 10W SSB/ FM (0/P c/o)
1.5W to 10W SSB/ FM (Auto c/ol

have space for.

words about the little question-

comments was that people like

2M EQUIPMENT
FM Transmitter (1.5W)
FM Receiver
Synthesiser 12 pcb's)
Synth Mutt.' Amp 11.5W o
Bandpass Filter
PIN RF Switch
Synthesised FM Package (1.5W)

us details of what they're up to.
Good show, keep the info coming - we'll print as much as we

14.20
45.20
34.65

70PA2
70PA3
70PA2/ S

7.90

issue, one way and
First, though, a few

did since if you cut it out you

Pre -Amplifiers
Bipolar Miniature (13dB gain)
MOSFET Miniature (14dB gain)
RF Switched 130W Max)

the last
another.

have printed it quite where we

Power Amplifiers (FM CW Use)
50mW to 500MW
500mW to 3W
503mW to 10W
3W to 10W

There's been a lot happening in
the world of amateur radio since

some of you didn't want to see
pages of who had worked what
and when; you say that other

there were so many of them. We

hope to incorporate some of

pleted the form and to say that
we'll be doing our best to give
you all what you want.

So, what's been happening in

the world of wireless itself?
There was the Leicester exhibi-

tion, which was thought a bit
dire by many of the dealers -the

Granby Halls were never the
most salubrious venue for rallies anyway, but this year some

things were really boring. The
refreshments(?),

for

one.

There's always a nice atmosphere at Leicester, we must
admit, but one way and another
we wouldn't be surprised if this
years' Leicester show was the
last if some remarks from deal-

ers were anything to go by.
There's inevitably a lot of poli-

involved, and we must
admit that there are some very
tics

odd things in the world of
amateur radio dealers; we'd
dearly love to find out how come
the price of rigs is the same (to

the nearest penny) from four
quite separate dealers. If you
mentioned the word "discount"
to one dealer in particular at the
Leicester show, you'd have
thought you'd just said a Rude
Word to the Archbishop of Can-

terbury to judge from the re-

magazines did that and it wasn't

sponse.

when we could use it for other
things. Rig htyho - it looks as
though, unless we get howls of
protest from the rest you'll have
to read RadCom or Short Wave
Magazine to get hold of that.
Another thing
which has

We've been in the publishing
industry a very long time, par-

worth us wasting the space

ticularly in things like motor cars
and consumer electronics, and

we must say that some elements of the way amateur radio

emerged is that you'd like to see
brief info about what radio clubs

equipment is priced make us
think of words like "cartel" and
"price fixing". If we did a story

are doing. Which is fine by us.
It's your magazine, and if you

what's the betting we'd lose

want club news we'll carry it. On
that note, a few clubs have sent

on prices of amateur radio gear,

rather a lot of our advertising?
Watch this space. .

.

.

ON THE
STRAIGHT
AND LEVEL
News and views from the world of
the radio amateur, compiled by the
staff of Amateur R dio.
National
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Another interesting thing on
the rally scene is that it looks as
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though we've had the last Ally
Pally. The RSGB's exhibition
next year is taking place in early
March at the National Exhibition
Centre in Birmingham instead of
at Alexandra Palace (where

they've been for about the last
century) and we feel this is a
good thing. From what we know
about the costs of the Pavilion at
Alexandra Palace, the RSGB
must have been lucky to break

even on last year's exhibition,

whereas most of the traders
thought it was expensive to be
there! The RSGB are apparently
having two sections of the NEC,
one for an American style "flea -

market", although we haven't
had any firm details yet.

What's next? That Ministry of
Defence thing we mentioned in
the last issue was more interesting for what some
other
magazines made of it than for
much in the way of intrinsic
news value; poor old Practically
Witless got it screwed up in a big
way, hinting darkly that we were
about to lose all the 432MHz
band and coming over all hysterical about the Phase 6 repeaters.
Our sources, which we think are
impeccable, tell us that Phase 6

will get the go-ahead any time
now and that the loss of 431432MHz was absolutely nothing

to do with the MoD system.
We're beginning to think that
Practically Witless is taking an
anti-RSGB stance simply to sell
some magazines and making out
9

WATERS &
STANTON
ELECTRONICS
18 20 MAIN ROAD. HOCKLEY.
ESSEX TEL (07021206835

Many of you reading this publication will have just become interested in the
hobby. Congratulations and welcome. You are embarking on a hobby that
will bring you a lifetime of pleasure and bring you friends from all over the
world. Whether you are interested in the technical side of the hobby or
simply chatting to friends in other countries. Amateur Radio will provide a
level of pleasure and friendship few other hobbies can match. I have personally been licensed for 22 years and can therefore give you the benefit of
my vast experience. If you are a beginner please do not hesitate to contact
me or one of my staff for good honest advice. My company is now enjoying

its 10th successful year in amateur radio retailing and you may rest
assured of a good deal from us. The lads in our service department are
there to help you with any technical problems as well as giving speedy
back-up service should any equipment require attention. Our lassies in the
mail order department make sure that your goods go out the same day your

order is received. On the ground floor we have the largest display of
amateur radio equipment in the South East and full demonstration

facilities. If you are some distance away from us we can offer an excellent
mail order service. Either send us a cheque of telephone your order in

quoting credit card number. If you can visit us then you will be very
welcome to come and discuss your requirements. We are 5 miles from
Southend on Sea.

look forward to hearing from you.

I

PS. Send SAE for copy
of our latest catalogue.

£235
carriage

£5

If you're a beginner lust starting out in radio you'll be delighted with the performance that the R600 offers you.
Considering the electronics that are packed into this receiver, the price is remarkably low. A few years ago this
performance would have cost you twice as much. Ful' digital readout and really simple tuing in SSB signals
makes this one of the few top receivers that the beginner should consider. With all the gloom and doom one
hears about it in the news these days, why not put a pair of headphones on your head, plug them intothe R600 and

whisk yourself away into the wonderful world of wireless. Signals from the Australian outback or the flying
doctor, radio amateur expeditions on some remote Pacific island, signals from Russian amateurs or young
American novices, the latest World news before the BBC reports it, aircraft over the Atlantic, shipping distress
frequencies; all this and much more is possible on this little receiver. So don't delay any further, send today for
full details and introduce yourself to an exciting new hobby.

The FRG7700 is for the advanced listener or for the enthusiast who demands the best in short wave reception.
The receiver covers the complete spectrum 200kHz to 30mHz with a highly accurate digital display The receiver

offers excellent sensitivity and selectivity and has separate detectors for AM, FM and SSB, plus switched
bandwidth on AM. Other controls include automatic gain control, noise blanker, attenuator, squelch, rf gain
control and clock with timer. There is also facilities for fitting an optional 12 channel memory unit. The receiver

£319
carriage

runs from 230v AC mains or 12v DC and there is an optional aerial tuner to go with it. And if you are interested in
VHF, there is a complete range of specially designed converters to go with the receiver that covers the amateur,
aircraft and marine bands, etc. Why not send today for ou, coloured brochure and get to know more about what
the FRG7700 has to offer.

TRIO

£5

YAESU

TUX 1.8 30mHz Ton 230a AC 100w

£1.070
1824
£534
£525

11631 1 8 30mHz Ton. 230v AC 100w

£3530 1 8 30mit Ice. 230v AC 100w
TS1305 3 5 30mHz Tcvr. 12v DC 100w
116000 2M FM/SSB Torr. 12v DC 10w
119130 2M FM,SSB Tcvr. 12v DC 25.x
T17730 2M FM Ton 12v DC 25w

£359
E395
E247

112500 2M FM handheld tcw 3w

£201

fT102 18 30mHz Ton 230v AC 100w

WSE PRODUCTS
£725

WOW 2m FM Ton 12e DC 25w

1111102 MI 1 8 301.0ft Tcvr. 230v AC 100w

E109

£11115

11117111 2m FMSSB Tear. 12r DC 10w

FT10121011 1 8 30mHr Tcvr. 230v AC 100w.
FL21002 1 8 3Ornlir 1kw amp 230e AC
F149011 Our FM SSB Tcvr. IN DC lOw
FT290 2m FM SSB portable Icy; 3w
8126011 2m FM handheld tcer. 3w
112302 2n1 FM mobile 'car 12v OC lOw

£995
£425
£379
E249
£209
£238

£289

UNA UHF transverter for above
P.11 2m FM handhefd icy, 2w

E199
E109

8033068 2m FM Ton 12v DC 25w

£219

PC11360 2m FM handheld tcvr. 3*
1111-2 2m SS8 handheld tcar. 200mw
SILOS Super power swr meters 1 8 1 50mHz

E179

E69

116.95

TRIO, YAESU, FDK, ICOM, AZDEN, WELZ, JAYBEAM, MICROWAVE, ETC

18-20 Main Road, Hockley, Essex. Tel: Southend (0702) 206835/204965
Open Monday -Saturday 9arn-5 30pm. EC Wednesday 1pm

that all these nefarious things

ON THE
STRAIGHT
AND LEVEL

happen because the RSGB isn't
doing its job properly, which, as
far as we can see, isn't true. PW
made something like a dozen errors of fact in the October issue,
and followed it up with an antiRSGB leader in the November
issue which was a classic case of
what my very first editor in Fleet

Street called "not confusing a
good story with facts". We don't
envy the RSGB in many ways be-

cause whatever they do won't
go down well with everybody
and this 50MHz business is a
good case in point. You'd need
the judgment of Solomon to pick
40 people without getting kicked
by 400 others, and our feeling is
that unless the national society
gets support from all and sundry

it can't hope to do a good job.
OK, so there are heaps of things
we could criticise about the
RSGB if we put our minds to it.

However, we also know that
they're trying very hard to do
their best with the resources
they have and we think they do a

pretty good job for much of the
time. If we feel it's necessary we
wouldn't hesitate to put the boot
in - but we do know what it's like
trying to run that sort of organisation and cater for 32,000 members who all want different
things yesterday.
In

case

you

didn't

know,

they've just moved to a new
headquarters in Potters Bar 10

having been to Doughty Street
ourselves recently, it strikes us
as the best thing they could have

done. We haven't been to the
new building yet, but if the staff
have proper offices to work in
and there's a bit more space to
store books it has to be about a
million per cent better than the
last place. Good luck to them in
their new HQ, and let's hope that
some of the things they haven't

been able to do very well will
change for the better when
they've got themselves together.

The new phone number for
them, we gather, is Potters Bar
59015.

As we said last time, we now
have 18 and 24MHz also, subject

to the restrictions we've mentioned elsewhere. These look
like being very interesting. As
mentioned elsewhere, we were

trying to suss out exactly who

was on them in time for this

but being
miserable
wretches who spend too much
time in the pub and on the wireissue

less, we haven't. Don't worry we will for next time, honest!!
One of the lovely ladies in the

office just popped in and gave
me a few more points from our
questionnaire. One of them is on
the subject of our style. The vast
majority of you like it because it's
chatty and informative, although
five of you (who all prefer to re-

main anonymous - well, you
don't have a hope of winning the
prize, then ...(took us to task for
not writing in a more serious and
sober vein. Our feeling on this is

that such majestic publications
as Radio Communication and

Wireless World are what you
read if you want the weighty stuff
and if you happen to have at least
a B.Sc in electronic engineering -

here at Swinging Bicester we
work on the assumption that
most radio amateurs are ordinary citizens who have come into

a complex subject as a hobby
and who don't necessarily want
to have to wade through several
pages and sprain their brain after

a hard day's work or a painful

E & OE

day's redundancy. In other
words, you don't want to work at

it and you don't mind the odd
laugh or two. Fair enough - we'll
continue to write for human be-

ings unless you all tell us you
want us to write as though we
were the Proceedings of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
Nothing at all against the IEE,
you understand, they're a great

body of people, but you know
what we mean..

What else? The Americans
have now got the 10MHz band as

of 28 October - well, 10.100 to
10.109 and 10.115 to the top of
the band at any rate. Like ourselves, they have it on a secondary,
non-interference basis, although
they can run rather more power
than we can. Our very first
Stateside contact was W5CRR/9
on the 1st of November and he
told us that the power limit is 250
watts for CW and RTTY, which

are the only modes they're allowed: he was a good 569 on our
10 MHz dipole running an IC740.
We were trying out an FT102 at

the time, which is a new variant
of the FT101 - our initial impression was that it wasn't a very
easy wireless to get the best out
of but we'll give a proper analysis of it in this issue. The Americans' appearance has certainly

livened up 10MHz after about
2300, and given a bit of life to
what was becoming something
of a quiet band.

SWL SWL SWL SWL SWL SWL SW
The short wave listener's wide world.
By the Editor
For this issue we thought
we'd have a column especially for the shortwave listener and what we thought
we would do is throw it open
for any queries or comments
that you might have on anything to do with SWLing.
If

you've any technical

questions we'll have a go at
answering them and maybe
enlighten others of the faith
who are a bit baffled about

something or other. Many
other magazines run huge
columns of who has heard

what, and we seriously wonder how many SWLs are really interested in these

things; we get the impression that many of you aren't

all that bothered, so let us
know what you want and
we'll see what we can do. so
-from here on in, this is your
page if you're an SWL.

One thing that's cropped
up on the phone a few times
is the matter of preamps for

elderly receivers. It's a fact
that many of the older generation of valve machines tend

the weight, and almost any
of the early Collins receivers
are well worth having is you
can find one at a reasonable
price.

Another handy unit to
have around if you're a listener is some form of antenna tuning unit. The idea
here is to match the impedance

of

the

The 21MHz band has produced some nice openings
all over the world in the last
few weeks as winter condi-

the dust in a big way. You
need a good front-end to
make much of 7MHz after
dark, and it's also an excel-

tions get well and truly established, but this band by about

driving a receiver properly

next April won't be a patch

and getting the best out of it

on what it is at the same time

in the presence of nasty great

last year. As always it'll be

signals, jammers and all the

14MHz that carries the major-

rest of it.
Talking

antenna - ity of amateur traffic round

which in many cases is

a

length of wire down the garden-to the input impedance

of the receiver, and it does
this by means of inductors
and capacitors. We've discussed a little of how these
work in our article "AC Circuits" in this issue, and we'll
them
investigating
be
further in the next few
months. The thing is that the
impedance of any antenna
depends on all sorts of fac-

the world for practically the
entire 24 hours - at least for
a while.

We must confess that
we're very fond of 7MHz here
in the office, not least because it presents severe tests

for all the various receivers
that come in and out of the
place and it's always fascinating to put two different
receivers side -by -side on this

band and compare them. As

we mentioned last month,
tors, and the main ones as the thing with 7MHz is that
far as the SWL is concerned
are the length of the antenna
and the frequency you're listening on.
Since any "mismatch" between antenna and receiver

lent place to learn the skills of

about jammers,
does anyone have the real
explanation for those perennial lists of numbers read out
in a heavy continental accent
for hours and hours in various parts of the band? We've

heard several in our time,
and the most common one
seems to be that they're
coded messages from the
Eastern Bloc to its "agents"
somewhere or other. We'd
have thought ourselves that

there were better ways of

of whom have the

doing it, such as high-speed
Morse or data of some kind,
and if I were a secret agent I
think I'd go to sleep waiting

slightest right to be there-so
until someone stages a coup

for my number to come up,
as it were - but does anyone

in

know the real truth? Come

fender in this band, and to

on, own up! Can it be the various English and Continental
radio magazines telling each

there are several broadcast-

ing stations in
none

it,

or on

it,

Albania (no kidding Radio Tirana is the worst of-

to get a bit deaf when you

will involve a loss of signal
strength (do you remember

15MHz, and some of them
are prone to other assorted
ills such as image problems

the bit in our last issue about

add insult to injury the Alba-

the conditions for optimum
power transfer in an AC circuit? No? Ah well, dig it out
of the bin and take a look) it

nians don't seem to know

other what their circulation

how to make a stable transmitter. If my amateur station
wandered about in fre-

is? Or isn't?

in

build a little matching unit.

Tirana does, I'd turn in my li-

let's have 'em and we'll try

signals on one frequency, or

Many firms make them, or if
you read any of the standard
textbooks you'll find a circuit
made of a couple of variable

cence) we're stuck with a

and make this a really good

situation whereby the weak
amateur signals are in competition with the mighty
broadcasters. This is out-

section for the SWL.

get higher up than about

and a rather high tuning rate.

One good way round this is
to build something called a

converter, which takes

frequency band, and converts them to a lower band
where your receiver probably works better.
Another good wheeze is to

make a little preamplifier this can be battery -powered

and go inside the set if
there's room. It needn't have
lots of gain - just enough to
override the front-end noise

in the receiver - and it can
bring new sparkle to a receiver that seems a bit tired
of life above 15MHz or so.
Elsewhere in this issue
there's a superb article of the
AR88 by someone who
knows it inside out. The

AR88 is a really classic receiver of the old school, and

we'd recommend any listener who doesn't have a

isn't a bad idea to buy or quency as much as Radio

capacitors and an inductor
or two which will do nicely.
What else? Conditions on

the short wave bands have
been very up-and-down of
late, and it looks as though
we're now well into the decline of the solar cycle from

Anyway, that's it for now.
Remember, this is your page,

so any queries or problems,

rageous from one point of
view, but it does make 7MHz
the place where many receiv-

ers which have otherwise
been very good have bitten

its peak of a year or two ago.
In general terms, this means
that the higher frequency
bands aren't going to work as
well as they have been for the

next few years - the CB DX
fraternity are going to be a bit
cheesed off, for instance,
since 27MHz just isn't going

to propagate very far since
there won't be enough solar
activity to cause the band to

bottomless pocket to investi-

open up and CB stands a bet-

gate the availability of one.

Equally, there's the Racal

ter chance of being used for
what it was always supposed

series, if your table can stand

to be in the first place.
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WORK THE STATES
FOR UNDER EV). . £10
. . . OR EVEN £5!

One of the opening clauses in my

Beginning our regular series
of home-brew projects, the
Rev. George Dobbs G3RJV
constructs a miniature
crystal -controlled transmitter
seems to have changed in twenty that can work the Americas
years!

amateur radio licence now amazingly,
at least to me, twenty years old, tells
me that it was issued for ".
. the self
training of the licensee in communications .
.". How that "self training"
.

.

recall when radio amateurs were
known for their skill in operating, their
skill in building their own equipment or
their skill in modifying surplus equipment. But now it seems as if the only
skill required is convincing one's wife
that £500 is a reasonable amount to
I

spend on a transceiver. Yet it would be

untrue to say that we have degenerated to mere "equipment users", for in
recent years a whole new generation
of home constructors has appeared on
the amateur radio scene. Quite a few of

them build very sophisticated equipment but many are happily building
and using inexpensive simple equipment. Most
operators.

of

these

are

QRP

Morse Q code for "reduce power" and

so operators who use low power
equipment are said to be QRP. This can

mean really low power levels. Five
watts is common and many use one or
two watts and even fractions of a watt
on the amateur bands. Daft? Well, not

really, as the actual power used in
transmitting a radio signal is less of a
factor than many seem to think. Taking

the common radio amateur RST reporting code, the S point scale of one
to nine for signal strength takes a six dB
change as equal to one S point change.

A power/dB chart soon shows that six
dB is equal to a power change of FOUR

TIMES. All very technical you might
say. What it really adds up to is that a
station needs (in theory) to increase its
power four times to gain one point on
the S point scale. Worth thinking about
when you are considering paying a bit
more for Grey Box A because it runs 25
watts and the cheaper Grey Box B runs

10 watts
no one will probably
notice the difference!
.

.

QRP operation has the advantage
that it is possible to build equipment
without having to resort to expensive
components or special techniques.
Simple and surprisingly effective
transmitters and transceivers can be

built by the average radio amateur
using ordinary hand tools in his own
home. This has been an attraction for
those who want to reject the concept of
12

lights, the dancing LEDs and the digital

readouts on your Japanese Grey Box
or perhaps you cannot afford one, then
have a go at this simple little project.
But be warned! It is addictive. Begin
making contacts with the little transmitter described in this article and you
may become so amused and enthralled that your commercial equipment
could lie gathering dint at the back of
the bench. The cost will be well under
£20. In fact if you cannot build it for £10

or less, you should be ashamed of

What are QRP operators? QRP is the

.

radio amateurs as "box users", not to
mention those who just cannot afford
the prices of commercial equipment.
So, if you are fed up with the twinkling

yourself!

The circuit diagram for the OX is

shown in Fig. 1. It is a two -stage crys-

tal -controlled transmitter with a third
transistor acting as a keying switch.
Usually equipment for the HF bands is

VFO (Variable Frequency Oscillator)
controlled and the operator can move

around the band at will. Although it
may appear restrictive to be crystal
controlled, this is less of a problem
than many imagine. This circuit is VXO
(Variable Crystal Oscillator) controlled.

The variable capacitor, C1, in series

with the crystal, X, allows the frequency agility. The prototype OX had a
tuning range, using C1, of some 10KHz
which is quite a useful amount of shift.

Another imagined problem is that
crystals for the amateur bands are impossible, or at least very expensive, to
obtain. A supplier for an ideal crystal

for the OX is given at the end of this
feature. Our circuit even includes a
cheap way out for the variable
G3RJV's little masterpiece, the OX. Dead
easy to build and works like a charm!

capacitor, C1, which could be an ex1;')

The BC107 transistor is a crystal oscillator, controlled by X and C1, with C2

providing the feedback path to maintain oscillation. This is fed into a very

simple PA (Power Amplifier) stage
which uses the inexpensive 2N3866

CIi
RI

100

c3

4

DC and RF coupled to the 2N3866 oscillation will not occur without both

ing the circuit a stage at a time and then
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Fig. 1. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

vidual adjustment. But more of that

1
DIRECTION OF COPPER TRACKS

later. A homemade Radio Frequency

Choke (RFC) provides the collector

load for the PA and the output

LI

.01

8

C

R3

testing each stage cannot apply here.
Both stages have to be completed before the circuit will work. The emitter
resistor R5 controls how much current
is drawn by the 2N3866. If the resistance of R5 is too low the PA can draw
too much current so R5 may need indi

r ---e
R

L7

C

loco'

)

1..

RFC
Trim

IlvoLTs

R6

6

1.1r

CS

5+r

transistor. Because the BC107 is both

transistor stages being built. So the
common, and wise, practice of build-

(1

2/J3906

pensive item.

is

coupled through C7 into a basic low
pass filter made up of C8, L1 and C9.
C II

CIO

A better -sounding
Morse signal

12v + (SIA)

Rt.

L!ji=11].

KEY

C7

RFC

-1-, OUTPUT

cs..-640

( )

The circuit is so simple that the third
transistor, a 2N3906 PNP type, might
even be thought a luxury. It acts as a
keying transistor to switch the PA on
and off in time with the Morse key. It is

IS2AI
C

R3

added mainly because of the 12 volt

MOUNTING

125

BOLT

power line to the PA is keyed and it enables one side of the Morse key to be

connected to the ground (minus 12
volts) of the circuit which is common

Fig. 2. COMPONENT LAYOUT
(TOP SIDE)

practice. The circuit could be simplified

by leaving out this stage and keying
the 12 volt line directly by inserting the
key in the position occupied in Fig. 1.

by the emitter and collector of the
2N3906. However this stage also provides a little shaping to the keying
switch action in that C10, R6 and C11
smooth down the sharp on -off action
and produced a better -sounding
Morse signal. If a solid state 'bug -key'
is used this may have a transistor output in which case the switching stage

_.

KEY12v

must be used. The circuitry is so simple
it

is hardly worth leaving it out any-

way!
The OX is built on Veroboard, a com-

PUTOUT

-

.
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)

Sc)

l1=1)
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---() 1)
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X
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mon construction method for simple
circuits. This is a commercial circuit
board with a matrix of holes (0.1" spacing in this case) and a pattern of copper

strips. These strips can be broken or
bridged to obtain the correct circuit interconnections on the underside of the
board. Veroboard is easy to use if a little care is exercised. It requires the use

(o 1".p.-rci41

VEROBOARD LAYOUT
(TRACK SIDE)

of a soldering iron with a small tip; a
common fault is blobs of solder bridg-

= BREAK IN TRACK

ing the tracks. The copper tracks should

= SOLDER CONNECTION

be cleaned prior to soldering with fine
abrasive paper. Because the holes are
all one size and some leads may be
slack the solder joints must be made
with care. Push the tip of the soldering

= COPPER LINK WIRE
ACROSS TRACKS
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iron bit into the corner of the track and
the wire and touch the opposite side of
the wire/track junction with the solder
so it is melted by the wire, not directly

by the iron. The solder should flow
smoothly to make a small joint - but
check for bridges between adjacent
tracks.

The layout for the components on top
of the board is shown in Fig.2. It is best

to solder all the components in place
before the breaks in the track are made

on the underside. There are three link

wires to be added to the top of the
board in thin copper wire. The types of

component required are given in the
component list. The capacitors C2, C4,

C8, C9 and C12 really need to be as
listed to fit the board but almost any
suitable types could be used for the rest
including cheap disc ceramics. The RF
choke is made by winding seven turns
of 32 swg enamelled copper wire

through a ferrite bead. This must be
done with some care as the edges of the

hole can scratch the enamelling off the
wire and cause shorted turns. R5 may

require adjustment for individual PA
transistors but several OX circuits have
been tried using two 39ohm resistors in

parallel for R5. This should work in
most cases but the cautious could try to

arrange that R5 allows the PA to draw
around 85mA. This can be checked by
inserting a meter between RFC and the
collector of the switching transistor.

The coil, L1 in the low pass filter is
very easy to wind. The former is an
Amidon T-50-6 toroid core. This looks
like a grey Polo mint with some yellow
paint on one side - a stockist is listed
later on. The coil requires 14 turns of
22swg enamelled copper wire. Each
time the wire passes through the hole
counts as one turn. The winding
should occupy about two thirds of the
circumference of the former.

How about a spot
face cutter?
When the components have been
soldered into place the breaks in the
copper track can be made. There are
special tools, spot face cutters, for this
job but a 3mm drill used with the hand

works well with some care. This pattern for removing the copper track to
make the breaks is shown in Fig.3. This

diagram also shows that a number of
shorting links are added on the copper
side of the board. Take care to ensure
that only the correct breaks are made
and that the cutting does not damage

control C1. It would be possible to use
a proper airspace variable capacitor for
C1 but these can be very expensive.

The prototype used a control fabricated from a semi-airspaced trimmer.
The method for doing this is shown in
Fig.4. These trimmers have a small
shaft which accepts screwdriver control and this is converted into a knob

transmit to receive and the wiring diagram is shown in Fig.5. Screened lead
is required for the inter -connections
between the transmitter, receiver and
antenna. Small bore coax cable, such
as RG174, is ideal although screened

microphone lead cable will do for
these short runs of cable. The transmitter, antenna and receiver cables must

control by adding a 1/4" shaft. A piece of have their screen leads joined as
1/4" shaft, abut half an inch long, can be shown. S1A ensures the oscillator is
culled from a spare potentiometer or switched off during receive so that the
wafer switch which usually come com- note does not interfere with the replete with a very long shaft.
ceived signals. A miniature toggle
switch was used but a large one could

One end of this is counter -bored to
be a tight fit onto the trimmer screwdriver control point and can be secured
with Superglue or Araldite. Two of the
contacts on the trimmer are close together and these are used, in conjunction with a U-shaped piece of bent stiff
copper wire (about 18 gauge), to se-

cure the trimmer to the front of the
case and also provide the grounding

be just as good. Take care to check

which way across the contacts the
switching action occurs.

The prototype OX had a little LED
added as a refinement. It serves little
purpose except to enhance the front of
the transmitter. I connected it into the
keyed line so that it came on as the
transmitter was keyed - neat eh? For

connection. This is shown in Fig. 4. The

this action the circuit for the LED,

The circuit board is now complete -

third contact provides the connection

shown in Fig.6, is connected to the col-

mounted in an HC25U crystal holder
on the front panel close to the VXO

The switch, S1 (A and B) provides the

adjacent tracks.

simple wasn't it? The crystal X is

14

which goes to X.

circuit change -over functions from

lector output line from the switching
transistor. That is the junction of C5 and
RFC. The LED could just indicate when
the OX is switched to transmit in which

0

(Antenna Tunning Unit) will be re-

VXO

case it is added to the main 12 volt line
from S1A. That is the emitter end of the
2N3906. A series resistor controls the
current drawn by the LED. I used a miniature red LED which looked cute in operation. Watch out Yaesu Musenl

quired to match the transmitter.
(o

0

X

FRONT
PANEL

The whole transmitter was housed
on a home-made base panel with front
and back plates as shown. These were
made from double -sided printed circuit
board offcuts. This is quite an easy material to work, especially the fibre glass
type. The front and back panels, after
being drilled, were seam -soldered to

There are certain techniques for QRP
operation. Because the power is low it
requires just that extra bit of skill and
cunning. Avoid calling CQ but try calling stations who are making CQ calls.
Try tail ending, that is listening to the
end of an existing QSO and jumping in
with a quick call for one of the stations.
Check which stations are calling G stations; if they are getting good reports.

then the QRP signal is in with a real
chance. Most of all just try it out, be

ANT REC KEY 12v

the base plate. The layout for these

bold, assume you will make lots of contacts and watch out for the praise from
the other station when they know you

panels is illustrated. The circuit board is
joined to the base plate with small nuts
and bolts (6BA) but standoffs must be
used to raise the board above the copper of the base plate. Mounting the VXO

are a low powered and homebuilt.
Another tip is not to tell the station
your power until after you have re-

BACK
PANEL

control and the LED is simple as they
are soldered onto the inside of the front

ceived a report - it makes quite a difference!

panel as shown in Fig.4 and Fig.6.

Four sockets are required for the antenna, receiver, key and 12 -volt supply.

These can be any type of connecting
socket available or in common use in
used the inexpensive
the station.

BACK

FRONT

I

phono sockets as these are standard in
my shack. It may seem a little risky

ideas. For details contact: The G-QRP
Club, c/o Rev. G.C. Dobbs, G3RJV, 17

using the same termination for every-

Aspen Drive, Chelmsley Wood, Bir-

thing including the power input line

mingham, B37 7QX.

but they can be clearly labelled.

SIDE
VIEW

Component Stockists:
CRYSTAL (X): Miniature HC25U crys-

Making it look
pretty
To make the casing look attractive

tals with a frequency of 14.060MHz
(the international QRP calling frequency) are available from P.R. GolI

cleaned the front panel (controls removed) with household scouring powder. Labels were then added using Let-

raset rub -down letters. A good final
finish can be added to the front panel by
adding a layer of clear sticky back plastic film of the sort sold to cover books.

The transmitter is now built, but before switching it on for the first time,
make a number of careful checks. Check

out the wiring against the layout drawings and the circuit diagram. Look for
poor joints or bridges between the Veroboard tracks. Simple little PA stages
do not like to be used without a proper
load so the transmitter should not be
keyed or tested without connections to
the output. If bench testing is to be attempted connect a couple of 100ohm
resistors in parallel across the transmit-

ter output first. The oscillator can be
checked by listening for it on a receiver.

If no low power wattmeter or SWR
bridge (terminate it with a dummy load)
is

available try a low wattage bulb

across the output to check for RF.

nominal 12 volts DC, which can come
from batteries or from a 12 -volt bench
supply. The current demand is so low,
smoothed 12 -volt source would serve
as a supply. The OX is designed for a
common in
50ohm terminaton,

amateur radio equipment. So it can
feed into any antenna (such as a dipole) with this characteristic impe-

(£3.00 for GQRP Club members)

TOROID COIL FORMERS: The T-50-6

former is available from TMP Electronic Supplies, Unit 17, Pinfold Land,

Buckley, Clwyd, CH7 3PL (data and
prices for sae).

dance. If a long wire or other odd impe-

dance antenna is used then an ATU
cerarnic
0.01uF
siiver
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ledge Electronics, Merriott, Somerset,
for £3.75 including VAT and postage

under 150mA, that almost any well

This little circuit is a real 'goer' so if
suggest you

yours does not work

Many amateurs enjoy QRP operation and building simple equipment.
Why not join their group? The G QRP
Club specialises in low power operation and home construction and their
journal SPRAT includes many circuit
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YAESU FT102
vs.

In the first of a series of important major test
reports; Angus McKenzie MBE, C.Eng., FIERE, G3OSS,

compares two of the most popular transceivers
available today.

The FT102 and IC740 have already es-

tablished good reputations for themselves, despite the fact that they are
both very recent rigs. Whereas the
Yaesu FT102 is designed purely for

mains operation, the Icom can be
worked off 13V DC or mains, the latter
being accommodated with an optional
AC psu, which can be fitted internally,
or an alternative psu can be used externally.

Two photographs show the front
fascias from which it will be seen that
the Yaesu is larger, measuring 38 x 38
x 14cms whereas the Icom is 29 x 37.5
x 12cms. the IC740 weighs 8kg (with-

out internal mains psu) whilst the
Yaesu is 15kg. The most important dif-

ference between the rigs is that the
Yaesu uses valves for the transmitter
output section, and runs much more
power that the IC740, which is completely transistorised. The FT102 is not
synthesised, whereas the IC740 can be
tuned in 1kHz, 100Hz and 10Hz steps,
also having an excellent memory facility and two separate VFOs.
Both rigs have digital frequency read
out, and can transmit or recieve on all

amateur bands (including the new
ones), from 160m to 10m, although CB
is excluded as normally supplied. Both
can be supplied with optional FM or TX

and RX, although the Yaesu optional
16

board also accommodates AM. The
IC740 was supplied with the normal
mic, and with two additional ones, a
hand mic type HM11 which has up and

down steps and search facilities, and
an

electret desk microphone with

goose neck, type SM5, which only has
a lock on ptt switch incorporated. The
FT102 cannot be stepped up and down
from the mic unless you also install an
accessory FV102DM external VFO.

The following facilities are incorporated in both rigs: CW, USB, LSB, FM

with option, tunable T notch filter,

band pass tuning, switchable RF pream;p on rx, vox control, noise blanker
with variable threshold level, switchable compressor with mic gain control
(the FT102 also has a compressor gain
control), metering selection (FT102 has

two meters) rf gain control, tone control, squelch control (operating on FM
(SSB/IC-7401), receiver and transmitter

independent incremental tuning, optional additional filters for CW, facilities for operation with external transverters and linears, external alc input,
phone patching in and out, external
ptt, rf output power control, internal
speaker,

external

speaker

socket,

spare phono socket for any required
application, Morse key jack, S0239 an-

tenna socket, headphone jack (1/4),
and microphone input.

Above: the Icom HF tranceiver IC740 (left
alongside the Yaesu HF all mode
transceiver FT102. Both rigs look good
and come with myriad facilities.

The IC740 has continuously variable
rx agc from short to long, whereas the
FT102 is just switchable between two
speeds. The 102 has tx treble and bass

controls acting in the audio circuits,
and adjustments for cw sidetone pitch
and level, these being underneath the
rig. On the back panel are the vox anti -

trip control and power output meter
calibration. The band pass tuning con-

trol is split between a lever and knob
which are friction locked, allowing independent adjustment of the bottom
and top parts of the IF pass band. In addition to a 24.5dB tunable T notch facility, a separate knob can be switched to

operate a peak sharp band pass for
rejecting interference either side of a
required CW transmission. Since the
102 has a valve PA driver, and three
6146 PA valves for the transmit power

output stage, anode load and tuning
controls are complemented by a pre selector drive tuning and power variable drive control.

Those not used to tuning up valve
PAs may find these awkward to set up

initially, but would soon get used to
them, as many amateurs have done
over the last 50 years or so! A mains
switch is complemented by a valve

heater switch, which turns off both
driver and PA valve heaters, either if an

external transverter is being used or
the rig is being used for receive only.
An optional filter switch is provided. A
the
on
turns
monitor switch
loudspeaker with amplifier for checking microphones (also on IC740), but
this will howl round if you leave it
switched on! The mode switch has a
tune position used for transmitter output tuning up, which should be done as
rapidly as possible. Sockets on the rear
include AF output for tape recorder, ptt

line, two separate IF outputs (before
and after the IF filter), phone patch
input, accessory 1 and 2 multipin sockets, external receiver interconnection
socket (multipin) and external VFO interface socket, transverter IF output,

receiver input break points (also on
IC740), but a shorting switch for internal linking is provided on FT102, and
again an S0239 aerial socket for an-

tenna connection. A large earthing
wire wing nut and bolt is provided
(spring loaded earth clamp on IC740).

FT102 subjective trials
Both rigs were used on the air on several bands with special attention paid

to obtaining transmission quality reports, and receiver checks at various
times of day to assess overall performance. The transmission quality of the
FT102 was generally considered very
good, and I suspect it would have been

even better with an improved microphone to the rather cheapo hand mic
supplied. No spreading was ever re-

ported, and the response balance
seemed ideal. The compressor was
most effective in increasing readability
in difficult conditions.
No drift was noted on transmit or receive after the rig had warmed up for a

few minutes. The tuning knob was a
pleasure to use, rotation being very

smooth and fairly lit, whilst a finger
hole allowed rotation (when a finger
was pressed in it) without friction. The
maximum loudspeaker amplifier output level seemed slightly limited when
driving an external speaker, although

the internal one was quite sensitive,
and reproduced adequate volume before distortion came in.
The RF pre -amplifier, when switched
in

required the pre -selector to be

peaked for optimum performance, and
a large shift of frequency, particularly
in LF bands, required re -peaking.

Slight radio frequency intermodulation products and general mush were
added underneath the received signals
on 160, 80 and 40 when the pre -amp

was selected, but one would not normally use the pre -amp on LF bands, so

this is not a problem. No such hash,
etc, was noted with pre -amp in on
higher bands, the pre -amp noticeably
improving input sensitivity. Even in the
slow position of AGC, gain was recovered rather too rapidly (our pen chart
tests of this showed between one and
two secs recovery time for a 40dB signal reduction to come up to fill output
level, though much of the gain recovery was within 1/2 second. This will
mean that you will have to back off the
RF gain control when you are receiving
a strong SSB signal in which you want
to relax back and listen to the full transmitted dynamic range.

is at 100uV. S3 with RF pre -amp in was

2.4uV thus seven S units represent a
change of only 20dB, which is a little
ridiculous.
The incremental tuning was useful,
allowing one to leave the transmitted
frequency constant, whilst following
other amateurs in a net who either cannot net properly, or whose rigs are con-

tinually drifting! Both the compressor
level control and squelch levels were
easy to set, The tuning knob rotates approximately 16kHz per revolution, and

in tuning over the various bands with
a 50ohm dummy load screwed on to
the aerial terminal, I noticed weakish
spurii at 28.0 and 500kHz points across

the 10m band, with a few other spurii
at between noise and an audible S3, al-

I preferred the IC740 here. The T -notch
filter gave quite a good notch of annoy-

though the meter did not read any of
them above its SO indication, even
with pre -amp on. Bands from 1.8 to
24MHz either had no spurii, or ones
that could be totally ignored. The FM
discriminator and filter were well optimised for 25kHz channel spacing,
some interference being noted from

ing CW within an SSB pass band,
whilst the CW peaking control was

though.

The AGC action would otherwise
bring up shack noise much too quickly
when the other operator stops talking
for a moment. The pass band tuning facility was slightly confusing at first, but
I got used to it quite quickly, although

found to be superb. The meter switch

selects HT volts, total PA current,

power output, and compression, a separate meter indicating received signal

strengths or transmitter ALC action.
The S -meter, unfortunately as is usual
with so many Japanese rigs, had very

small dB increments at the low end,
but larger increments towards the
upper end, S9 to 9 + 20dB representing

an RF level change from 23uV to
360uV, approx 24dB, with rf pre -amp in

on 10m. The RF pre -amplifier gave
13dB gain, and so S9 without pre -amp

12.5kHz

spacing

transmissions

The receive selectivity was considered to be very sharp, and almost ideal,
and the reciprocal mixing performance

seemed good, extremely strong stations a little off channel only causing a
problem it they themselves were
spreading. The rfim performance was
reasonably good (interference on the
Below left: With the top off, the IC740
looks complicated but isn't once you've
sorted the separate sections and
components. On the right is the FT102
with boxed -in sections and generally
neater -looking layout.
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YAESU FT 102
vs.

ICOM IC 740
wanted channel being created within
the set from two or more unwanted sta-

tions off channel). The sensitivity on
10m with RF pre -amp in was very good,

but not outstanding. When used with
transverter, and with RF pre -amp off, all

received signals seemed reasonably
clean, unless they were themselves
grotty!
Overall impression of this rig was
that I greatly preferred it to many of its
predecessors, including the FT101
series, and that it can be recommended
for fixed station use both for normal LF
and HF band tx and rx, and for driving
transverters. The transverter transmit
output level though is ridiculously low

at around 100mV rf into 50 ohms, so
if you are using it with a Microwave
Module transverter, you will have to

our own lab tests. It thus seems very im-

portant that any external transverters

signals if very strong signals exist off
channel. The signal to noise ratio of a

pre-settable which could drive back to

very weak station being received at say

the rig acting as an exciter. The RF
power control does not affect the
FT102's PA output on SSB when no
compression is used, but comes into
play when the compressor is switched

on, or on CW and FM. It seems very

probable that many complaints of

full 10w output from the transverter.
MM can modify old transverters for

spreading on VHF, when transverters

this, or can supply new ones appropri-

Thesystem and so those portables on

ately equipped, but the requirement

field days should watch out for this.

nal linear or transverter switching, alc
input, and many other important facili-

ties. The transverter rf feed

is

at-

tenuated internally with a series
560ohm resistor, and presumably one
could obtain more transverter drive by

reducing this value, but take care to
avoid loading the 102 too much. The
transverter feed is taken from a secon-

dary coil of the driver valve's input
transformer.

One local amateur who had pur-

are in use, are due to the lack of ALC in

FT102 laboratory tests
The rf input sensitivity measured very
well on all bands with the rf pre -amp in,

with pre -amp out it fell quite appreciably by an average of around 12dB.
The rfim performance, checked with
two carriers at +20 and 40kHz respectively, was only fair with RF pre -amp in,

but good with pre -amp out, thus confirming the subjective tests. The equivalent to a 12dB sinad input spurius
was developed with the two carriers

each at 2mV, whilst raising the 1m

chased an FT102 with almost all mod

product level by 28dB approximately,

cons also ordered a 4m transverter
from Microwave Modules. At first he

input carrier levels, which is about

found he was hardly getting any output

on 4m, but after Microwave Modules
modified it he was able to get full output, but he then had a problem with distortion and spreading.

After lengthy trials, in the middle of

the night with me, we realised that
when the heaters were turned off, there

was no ALC action on the transverter
drive socket and so the position of the
microphone gain control was extremely critical, and only slightly raising his voice flat topping occurred on

1C740.

or linears after them should have a
modification to give an ALC voltage

specify maximum sensitivity to obtain a

must be specified special order.T he accessory sockets give facilities for exter-

Side view and rear end of the Icom

required just over a 9dB increase in the

what one should expect. The rfim intercept point was not directly measured,
but approximations of interpolation in-

dicate that it should be between -10
and -5dBm with RF pre -amp in, and
quite a bit better with pre -amp out,
These figures are good, but not outstanding. The RF pre -amp selectivity
was fairly sharp, giving similar figures
for rfim at 200/400kHz spacing, but
much better at 1 and 2MHz spacing on
40m.

0.3uV would thus be noticeably degraded by a 5mV signal off channel.
The T notch filter could notch out by
24.5dB either of two equal carriers
spaced 600Hz apart. This performance
is very useful, but not good in compari-

son with the excellent T notch filters
that I have met with on a few rigs in the
had
past. One Collins receiver
notched around 50dB!
I

The audio distortion, when reproducing a 1kHz tone resulting from an rf

carrier, at a strong input level, was
1.8% at an output level of 125mW
across 8ohms. 10% distortion was
reached at an output level of 1.7w,
which is not quite adequate for some
speakers. The AGC was checked by
pen charting the audio output when
suddenly reducing the RF carrier level
from 1mV to 10uV, and 100uV to 1uV.
Almost complete restoration was
reached in just over one second at the
higher level, and around two seconds

for the lower level tests. Most of the
'gain though had restored by 1/2 second too fast. AGC action was rather

poor below 1uV, showing that you
would have to increse audio gain to in-

crease the apparent volume of weak
signals on 10 to 15m for example. The
FM input sensitivity was good for 10m,

but not good compared with a really
hot vhf FM receiver (around 0.25uV for
12dB sinad). We noted that as normally

supplied, the CW position used the
SSB filter, but with the addition of an
extra audio filter. The input noise figure was measured on 10m and was
found to be approximately 9dB which
is reasonable considering that band
noise even on 10m is higher than this

sultant ALC action dramatically im-

IF selectivity was excellent, a typical
pass band, as set, being 2.7kHz wide
for -6dB, and 3.8kHz for -60dB, giving
a shape factor of 1.4:1 which is excellent. The reciprocal mixing ratio per-

proved quality on 4m and allowed the
MM transverter gain presets to be adjusted just right so that his signal did
not spread even when he shouted into

formance at a 20kHz spacing measured
approximately 84dB which is good but

could be easily inserted in the receiver
break points.

not excellent. This parameter is extremely important, but exceptionally

had -6dB points at 300Hz and 3.2kHz,

difficult to measure, and concerns the
amount of noise generated within the
local oscillators of the rig which causes

we noted a slight 2.5dB bump at 1.8kHz
on USB which was not present on LSB,

the drive. When he switched on the
heaters, and tuned up the rig on 10m,
driving an external dummy load, the re-

the mike from a reasonable distance.

Distortion came up if he spoke close
to the mike as would be expected from
18

noise to be added underneath weak

until the band dies out. An external
pre -amp could help slightly, but would

not really be all that worthwhile. This

The transmitted audio pass band
and with tone controls set nominally

the two side bands when selected

of the IF filter, the pass band was subjectively considerably reduced to

about the optimum for retaining intelligibility in a very crowded band,
and any filter breakthrough noted in
Side view and rear end of the
comparison rig, Yaesu FT102.

otherwise being very similar. 1 kHz side
band rejection as transmitted was

around 36dB, which is quite reasonable, whilst carrier rejection was excel-

lent, reaching 60dB after a few seconds. The audio distortion within the
pass band, with compressor switched
out, was around 3% typically, although
this rose dramatically with higher
imput levels, showing that you
shouldn't either eat the microphone or
shout at it! Power output on CW was
between 130w (10m) and a maximum
of 180w on 40 and 80m, with SSB PEP
measurements between 180 and
240w. Two tone intermodulation tests

with audio frequencies spaced well
apart, but easily within the filter pass
band, showed lower IM products
measuring very well, but high order
products being adquate, and certainly
much better than those which would be
measured on many other rigs.No transient problems were noted with ALC action, and IM measurements did not significantly change with up to 10dB or so
of indicated ALC, the checks being done
on 10m which is the band most likely to
show up a problem with a PA, as neutralisation is most critical at high frequencies.

We checked for transmitted spurii
and harmonics on all bands, and whilst
10m and 15m showed no serious problems, 20m and lower showed second

harmonic outputs which might be
slightly troublesome in a few circumstances. the worst harmonic was
-40dB on 80m (second), but this harmonic might only stop a neighbour listening to Radio Moscow! Harmonics
would be appreciably lower if the internal ALC was increased to reduce the
peak output power slightly, and if the
rig was used with a good linear with
ALC, harmonics would again almost
certainly be greatly reduced.

IC740 subjective trials
I used this rig for some days, driving di-

rectly into my own Drake 2700 aerial
tuning unit, using the same aerials as
already used with FT102, namely a

High Gain TH6 DXX for 20, 15 and
10cm and a G8KW trapped diapole antenna for 80 and 40m. Brief tests were

also carried out on 160m on both rigs.
A few days after the IC740 arrived, the

(corn AT500 automatic ATU arrived
which was interconnected with my
normal system. I have tried many auto
ATUs before, but the AT500 outshone

the remainder in its ergonomics by a
very wide margin. The ATU is capable
of being used with steady carrier levels

up to 500, and with SSB up to 1kW.
the IC740 bandswitch is
changed, the AT500 automatically follows, switching both band and pre -deWhen

termined antenna at the same time.

the lab did not seem to be of concern
subjectively.
The T notch filter facility, switched
on with a push button with the notch
position, again varied with a sideways
acting fader, whilst being useful, did
not notch out interference sufficiently,
and this was a little disappointing. The
mixing
performance
reciprocal
seemed very good even when used

with transverters, and no problems
were noted on any band. The AGC,
continuously variable, was superb, the
long AGC characteristics allowing one
to relax back and listen to a strong SSB

signal without much pumping of hiss
unless the transmission ceased for

When the AT500 is initially set up, pre-

set ATU positions can be adjusted

more than seconds. As with the Yaesu,
the S meter showed no inclinaton to re-

using two presets for each band for op-

timum VSWR at the most used fre-

spond to even fairly weak signals al-

If you change frequency with the
transmitter,and either whistle or hold a
morse key down for not more than two

seconds, the ATU automatically corrects the VSWR to better than 1.2:1. In
practice, it usually fell to 1.1:1, two

separate motors adjusting large variable capacitors unbelievably rapidly.
I

was able to tune all the way from 3.5 to
3.8MHz for example, without any problems, VSWRs of 3.1:1 being corrected
a half to one second.

The receiver input's sensitivity was
the best I have yet encountered on any

receiver provided the pre -amp was
switched in. There is no pre -selector
tuning for this pre -amp, which again
saves time in operation. Although I did
not note any problems, on the bands
even on 80 or 40cm only with the pre amp in, very faint IM products were audible. Sensitivity on both these bands
was more than adquate with the pre amp out. On 10m, the pre -amp made a
marked difference to extremely weak

signals very late at night, when the
band was virtually closed down from
any skip. The sensitivity was thought
excellent throughout all bands, and
there would be absolutely no point in
even considering extra pre -amplification. The IF selectivity was incredibly

sharp with the wide filter, and CW interference at the top or bottom end of
the pass band almost completely disappeared with a very small adjustment
of the sideways acting, fader type control, used for placing the position of the
band pass filter. In the narrow position

though it was better than the 102 here.
However, it seemed accurate on very
strong signals.

The IC740 has two separate VFOs,
and these were a delight to use, each
being controllable in 10Hz or 100Hz or
1000Hz steps allowing one to get from

one end to the other of a complete
band amazingly rapidly. The RIT and

TIT functions worked well, and the
built in memory, allowing one to
memorise one frequency on each band

(four different frequencies on 10m)
was excellent. If one selects a memory
frequency you can VFO up and down
from it, but return to it again when you

re -select memory: this will surely be
found extremely useful, particularly if
you are using the rig with transverters,

allowing you to return to the calling
frequency, for example. It is possible to

use the two VFOs in split mode, but
each frequency must be in the same
500kHz segment. A lock button allows

any frequency to be locked so that it
does not change if you knock the tuning knob.

An FM board is optional, and the
mode switch selects FM, normal SSB
(USB on hf and LSB on If) reversed
SSB, CW and RTTY. The vox control
needs to be set up carefully (switchable
in/out and variable threshold, anti -trip

and delay) but worked very well. The
noise blanker was fabulous, switchable
off, normal and wide, as well as having

a variable threshold level. The wide
position was particularly effective
when virtually no other noise blankers
19

rather envy those who have a complete loom installation, which can of
course include the Icom transistor

YAESU FT102

linear as well as auto ATU. We did find
one snag however in that the auxiliary
input which the instruction book

VS.

claims is both microphone amplifier
output and direct input to the mike gain
control, is absolutely useless as a tape

ICOM IC 740
on other receivers would help,

recorder or phone patch input, the
input response falling by 6dB per oc-

al-

around
-30dB!). On examining the circuit diagram, it is clear that the manufacturers
forgot to include a series resistor in the

tave

though considerable distortion occurred if the threshold was adjusted too

far. The built-in compressor was extremely effective, switching in considerable bass cut. The hand mike supplied only had a PTT switch and most
listeners felt that it was coloured, and

above

100Hz

(3kHz

output of the 741 IC acting as input
mike pre -amp. As with the FT102, the

feed level of a transverter is ridicul-

produced rather a hollow sound.

ously low again at around 100mV but

One amateur fitted the mic amp from
inside the HM7 into his Shure 444, and
the sound quality was incredibly
woofy without compression, but

date this level to special order.

Microwave Modules can accommoIC740 laboratory tests
All the tests carried out on the IC740
were done in the same way as had been
used for the FT102, test equipment in-

superb with the compressor switched
in, its combination with IC 740 showing

up the mike amp's strange response

cluding two Marconi 2019 generators
and a 995, an HP8558 and Marconi

noted in the lab tests.

spectrum analysers, a Racal computerised power meter, a Bird through

Returning to the rig's ergonomics, I

found myself using 1kHz steps for

seconds which is about ideal, provided it is properly exponential. Audio
distortion at 125mW output was 0.9%,

about half of that of the Yaesu and
maximum output for 10% THD was
3.1w into 8ohms. The T notch filter only
gave a relative attenuation of 16dB, and
this is rather poor.

Without the optional CW filter, the
SSB filter is used but a 400Hz wide
audio filter was incorporated.
When we tried to measure the trans-

mitter equivalent audio pass band
using the auxiliary input, it was quite
evident that there was a design problem, so we measured it by injecting
tones through a 10 micro farad
capacitor into the microphone socket.
We were surprised to find that with the
compressor switched out, the resonse
from input socket to RF out was almost

flat down to below 25Hz, whilst atincredibly rapidly above
2.7kHz USB & 2.3kHz LSB due to the ex-

tenuating

cellent shape factor of the filter. This
would mean that anyone using other
than an !corn mike (don't forget that a
capacitor is necessary to hold off DC

here) would transmit any rumble,

line/PEP indicating watt meter, and a
30dB Rhode and Schwartz attenuator

hum, linear amplifier blower etc, and I
think this is rather ridiculous.

load. For audio measurements we used
an HP8903 audio analyser, a B & K 2010

frankly cannot understand !corn's
philosophy here, for it would be easy

station for the correct pitch. Many

super heterodyne wave analyser, and

to

users are content with 100Hz steps
here, but some people (including my-

a 2307 chart recorder.

quickly scanning the band, 100Hz steps
for scanning a small portion and

roughly tuning in a station, but 10Hz
steps for very precisely tuning an SSB

The input sensitivity measured
0.14uV on SSB with the wide filter on
virtually all bands for 12dB sinad, the

self) are very sensitive to pitch errors.
The tuning knob drag can be adjusted
with a cross -head screw underneath
the chassis, but on the review sample,

with this unscrewed quite a way,

sensitivity decreasing to 0.3uV with the
preamp out. Sensitivity thus was excel-

I

could not really make the knob spin as
I might have expected it to, although it
would be possible to make it feel quite
stiff. The finger hole was too small and
When changing to reverse SSB, the rig

unfortunately does not hold the same
carrier insertion frequency, so it is not
possible to check someone's alternative sideband rejection without retuning. This was found slightly annoying
but is not really serious.

CW is received well, even without
the optional filter, an audio filter being
incorporated. CW tone seemed very
free of distortion and therefore much
purer than usual, and this was delightful. The treble control was found quite
useful, particularly on FM which itself
was received at far better than average
quality, the filter being fairly steep but

not quite sharp enough for 12.5kHz
spacing. The squelch control worked
amazingly well both on FM, and unusually, on SSB, provided in the latter
case; the input signal was fairly strong
and not subject to interference. The RF
power control is most useful, in that it

allowed the rig to be run on a lower
output power, particularly on FM and
CW.

I enjoyed using this rig very much in-

deed, and after much consideration
feel that it is one of the best rigs in its
class available today. Quite frankly
I

I
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insert 6dB per octave bass cut

capacitors at say three points to give
18dB per octave cut, below 200Hz,
rather than putting perhaps only 6dB
per octave in the microphone. I have
often noted that many Icom transmis-

lent.

sions are rather toppy and this may be
because there is just a 6dB cut in some
Icom mikes, but cutting from too high

The rfim performance at lower levels
was rather better than that of the FT102,

an audio frequency. Matters improve
greatly though when the compressor

but higher levels were fairly similar, in-

is switched in, very steep bass cut only

dicating that rfim performance was
being affected by more than just one
mixer. The intercept point will thus be
approximately the same as that of the
Yaesu, but subjectively the performance would sound better at normal
levels. I suggest that just quoting the
rfim intercept point is fairly useless in
evaluating how a rig will perform in

friction warmed up my finger a bit.

I

practice under normal operating condi-

tions. The selectivity of the wide filter
was incredible, showing 1.3:1 shape
factor, the bandwidth for 6dB attenuation being around 3kHz.

then being incorporated. It is for this
reason that I suggest so many people
find compressor -in sounding much
better than out.

Maximum CW power varied

be-

tween 110w on 10m down to 80w on

40m, whereas SSB powers were
around 15 to 40w greater. PEP measurements were very difficult to tie in
between the PEP meter and the spectrum analyser, and I suspect that whilst
average PEP measurements were as

indicated, some higher readings obtained on a transient after no modula-

The narrow filter gave some strange
readings, for the 60dB attenuation point
seemed to be as poor as 6.1kHz, slight
whistles and noise appearing, and this

tion for a few seconds, were created by

may be due to some form of synthe-

we actually noted 180w PEP on 10m on

siser leakage, or leakage across the narrow filter. The reciprocal mixing ratio in

an isolated middle frequency vocal toneburst! In the review sample, the 10,
18 and 24MHz bands were not enabled
for transmit, so when you are purchasing one don't forget to ask the dealer to
do this. Also, the marker option including 25 or 100kHz markers with a level
potentiometer was not included. The
1kHz SSB rejection on the alternative
sideband showed -44dB which is ex-

fact measured extremely well, being
noticeably superior to that of the Yaesu.
The S -meter required 0.47uV for S2 and
4.1uV for S9, S9 + 20 being 44uV - fairly

accurate relative to S9. The pre -amp
gain we inferred to be 10dB by finding
the required level for S3 with and without pre -amp. The AGC on the slowest
setting showed the capability of quite
gentle audio recovery time of around 2

the ALC not quite catching the transient quickly enough. Using the spectrum anaylser method, for example,

cellent, although lower frequencies
showed a far poorer rejection, because

up should hardly be beyond the capability of a licenced radio amateur, but
my preference here for the Icom is that
it just requires picking up the mike and
talking - provided the aerial is a good
match, or you are using the auto ATU
and are prepared to whistle for a sec-

of the mic-amp characteristics. Carrier

rejection on switch -on was around
-40dB, falling to -65dB extremely
rapidly, which is superb. Single tone
checks of audio distortion harmonics
showed the mic-amplifier to be good,
but two tone tests revealed the production of several IM products both inside
the filter pass band and up to a few kHz
of channel. The rfim of two frequencies
just within the audio passband was not
too good for third and fifth order prod-

ond or two if you are in a part of the
band away from a nominal setting up
point.
Some of the controls on the Icom are

necessarily slightly cramped because
of the smaller fascia size whereas the

ucts, but attenuated very rapidly indeed at higher orders, ninth order for

Yaesu

example being below 70dB the limit of
our measurement capability.

is very well laid out, which

might be a consideration. Both rigs are
easy to use with transverters, provided

they are sensitive enough at 28MHz
input. I would describe the Icom man-

At worst then, it can be seen that
there might be slightly more distortion
than usual close in to an IC740 transmission, but rather less spreading at

ual as rather poor, and they need to improve this, but the Yaesu one was very

say 10kHz off channel than is present
on many other rigs, which is what re-

good indeed and was up to their nor-

ally matters. No significant improvement was obtained by reducing the
output power from that produced by

I must emphasise therefore, finally,
that while I prefer the Icom for rather
personal reasons, your own choice be-

mal standard.

10dB ALC to that from below the action

of ALC. These tests infer that the rfim
would not significantly reduce if ALC

was fed back from the linear, so

Parameter

it

would be important to use a low distortion linear with the rig to avoid spreading. The Yaesu is clearly better in this

RF sens 12dB SINAD
pre -amp in
RF sens 12dB SINAD
pre -amp out

area, since all products would be reduced with linear ALC feedback. We
checked on a spectrum analyser for
harmonics

and

spurii

and

tween the rigs will probably not be
simple, for there are so many pros and

consider both to be generally
very good indeed, and both outclass
cons.

many earlier models from their respective stables.

Amateur Radio magazine would like
to thank SMC in Southampton, Amcomm in Harrow, and Thanet Electronics for their tremendous co-operation and willingness to answer technical queries, and for loan of the review
samples.

FT102 Test j FT102

IC740 Test IC740

Subjective Result

Result

Subjective

Good

0.14uV

V.good

1.1uV

Good

0.25uV
average

V.good

9dB

Good

6.8dB

V.good

2/ 12.5mV

Good

3.2/6.3mV

Good

Good

8.0mV

V.good

1.3

3/1.8kHz

Superb
Excellent
comprise

0.21uV

0.7 to

Input noise figure at
28.6MHz

were

I

Rfim for 12dB SINAC
product at 28.6MHz pre -

pleased to see that on no band were
harmonics in excess of -55dB, spurii
always being below -60dB, these per-

amp in/out
Rfim for 5uV products pre -

formances being thought excellent.
Conclusion

feel that my colleague Simon
(G8UQX) and I have fairly exhaustively
tested both these rigs, and I find it difficult to choose between them, for their
philosophy of operation is so very different.
I

amp in
Selectivity: shape factor
(6dB/60dB ratio)
Bandwidth for -6dB SSB

5.5mV

filter
Reciprocal mixing ratio

2.7kHz

Excellent
Ideal and
variable

84.0dB

Good

91.5dB

V.good

3.5mV
1.7/ 23uV

Good

5.3mV

V.good

Fair

0.47/4.1uV

Fair

24.5dB

Fairly
good

16dB

Poor

Fairly
good

0.9%

V.good

synthesiser steps. After all is consid-

(20kHz offset) ref 12dB
SINAD point
Recip. Mix. IP level for 3dB
noise increase
S -meter: S2/S9 pre -amp in

ered, and having spent some time with
each rig, I must admit to slightly preferring the Icom, particularly because of its
compatibility in operation with the au-

Max T notch rejection
Audio distortion for

The Yaesu's continuous tuning for
example, was rather pleasant in use,
whereas I had to get used to the Icom's

-

1.4

tomatic ATU. This rig's rather poor T

125mW/ 8 Ohms

1.8%

notch filter was unfortunate, and

Max audio out for 10%
THD/8 Ohms

1.7w

Fair

3.1w

Good

RF pre -amp gain

13dB

Good

10dB

Good

I

would have liked a better transmitter
rfim performance on lower orders, and
I must admit to being irritated by Icom's

philosophy in the design of the mic-

TX PWR out CW min/max

amp response.

TX PWR out SSB PEP

The fixed output impedance of the
IC740, together with its SWR protection

etc, and the fact that it will withstand
CW key down for some down time is a

boon, whereas the Yaesu will take a
while to tune up, and requires much
care in doing this.

The Icom receiver clearly had the
edge on the Yaesu in almost all respects, and it is welcome that the rig
can be used in the car, its size being
quite a lot smaller than the Yaesu. The
Yaesu's requirement for careful tuning

...

130/180w

90/110w

min/max

180/240w

120/150w

Worst harmonics Et spurii
Carrier suppression ref full
output

-401-56dB

Poor

-55/-60dB

V.good

-65dB

Superb

-65dB

Superb

-40dB

V.good

-44dB

Excellent

-35/-37dB

V.good

-24/-34dB

Fairly good

-48/-58dB

Good

-50/-70dB

Excellent

300-3200

Excellent

30-2500Hz

1kHz SSB side -band

rejection
2 tone IMD 3/5 order

2 tone IMD 7/9 order
Mic input socket/PWR out
response, comp out

Hz

Extra -

ordinary
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Amateur Radio's propagation wizard
analyses how the new bands fit into the
great master plan

THE NEW BA

You may have heard we've got some
new bands since the last issue of this
magazine. As we mentioned at the
back end of Current Comments last
time (we heard the news the morning
we were supposed to take all the
deathless prose down to the printers,
so things were hectic at Bicester
while we cut the last story and
stuffed the news of the changes in the printers have only just stopped
muttering at us and threatening to
cut all our antenna cables) some
changes took place as from October
1 and we promised you an analysis
in the next issue.
First off, we've lost the segment
431-432MHz in the 70cm band. Or at
least, "amateurs are requested to

desist voluntarily from using it within
100km of Central London", as the
Home Office stately prose puts it. It
isn't to be withdrawn at present.
Apparently this will go to private
mobile radio in the London area. A
couple of other magazines went off
at half cock over this one (heh heh),
claiming that it was all part of a
Grand Plot to swipe 70cm from the
amateurs and hand it over to MoD well, we have it on good authority
that it isn't. It really is for PMR use,
and it has precisely nothing to do
with the MoD system we mentioned
in the last issue.

Net effect of this? Not a lot, we
feel. It's a pity that this part of the
band wasn't ever incorporated into
the bandplan for the 432MHz band,
and we'd guess that the reason was
that the power restriction of 10 watts
ERP and the rather old geographical
restriction around Fylingdales made
it a bit of a problem to plan for. In
our experience, this part of the 70cm
band was almost never used except
for lo -power local chatting; we used
to have a hand-held natter channel at
rallies on 431.5MHz actually - so
although any loss of spectrum is sad
news for the amateur fraternity, we
honestly can't shed too many tears
over the demise of this bit. It isn't as
if it were slap in the middle of the
simplex or the repeater channels
(which would make life a hell of a lot
more difficult all round), so all in all
the loss of 431-432MHz within 100km
of Central London doesn't strike us
as a great tragedy. As long as it isn't
the thin end of a wedge however ...
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The big problem with 432MHz is
that in the UK the amateur service is
a "shared secondary" user. Which
means in practice that the amateurs
can be given the big E any time the
primary user so desires and there's
not a lot that anyone could do.
Although we came up against one
high brick wall when we tried to
clarify the bit about the military
having overall control of this part of
the spectrum (Current Comments,
last issue) we did ascertain that
although it isn't written down
anywhere, the effective "primary
user" of the 430-440MHz band is the
military. This doesn't affect the
amateurs unless MoD suddenly
decide they want it - in which case,
dear readers, the cold reality is that
we will get asked ever so politely to
cease using it. End of story.

On a

non-interference
basis
The plain fact is that we haven't
any divine right to be there, and if
the MoD announces tomorrow that
they're having, say, 433-437MHz for
something or other, there isn't any
right of appeal. Which is a sobering
thought. Many people wrote to us
after our last issue saying that they'd
invested £X,000 in gear for 70cm and
how could there be any chance of it
being taken away? Well, sorry, but
432MHz isn't like 144MHz (for
instance) which is an exclusive
amateur band, and it could vanish
tomorrow. We don't for a moment
think it will, mark you, and we've
quite an investment in 70cm gear
ourselves, but that doesn't alter the
fact that it could!
Anyhow, enough of 70cm. We've
also given it a fair old airing in
Current Comments, as you'll have
been. What's next? There's a bit of
the 10GHz microwave band that's
been got at, but we suspect that
none of our readers will be avid
10GHz operators so we'll leave that
out. Suffice it to say that amateurs
will now have to share with some
more primary users in the sub -band
10.25 to 10.4GHz. Oh, and while we're
on the subject of microwaves, the
four new bands which were allocated
at WARC have now come on line -

NDS

so if you're absolutely bursting to go
on 47, 75, 142 and/or 248GHz, well,
now is your big chance. None of us
in the office have the slightest idea
how to generate more than about a
micro -pica -watt on any of those
frequencies, and anyone who
designs and writes up a multi -mode
47GHz transceiver for publication in
these pages will win a major prize.

Mind you, he'll probably win a Chief
Designer's job at Marconi as well ...
Now, about the 18 and 24MHz
bands. These were agreed at WARC
in 1979 as well. Or at least, it was
agreed that they'd become full
amateur bands "not later than 1 July
1989". Until then they're used by
various other services. It's been
agreed that UK amateurs can use
them from 1 October, subject to
operating on a non-interference basis
to all other services and a few other
conditions. These are that (a) you
can only use CW, ie no SSB or what have -you (presumably no RTTY
either), (b) maximum antenna gain
shall not exceed 0dB with respect to
a half -wave dipole, (c) said antenna
should be horizontally polarised in
order to reduce ground wave
radiation and (d) the carrier power
supplied to the antenna shall be
10dBW, or 10 watts to the likes of
you and me.

So, we haven't yet got exclusive
use of these new bits of radio space
but we have got shared use of them,
which is nice. Point here is that the
services who presently use these
bands, such as embassies, obviously
need time to find other parts of the
spectrum, which is why the 1989
date was agreed. So we amateurs
must give priority to those services
in the same way as we do on Top
Band and 10MHz.
We don't know why 18 and 24MHz
are restricted to CW only in the UK
but no doubt there are some good
reasons connected with who else
uses these bands; the horizontally polarised bit sounds reasonable
enough, although we do feel that
laying down specifications on what
antennas may be used by amateurs
is a slightly worrying trend. No
doubt the Powers That Be have their
reasons in the case of bands we're
sharing with other users, but it isn't

10MHz
10.1-10.14 CW

10.14-10.15CW + RTTY

So, that's 18 and 24MHz. The other
new band (well, almost) was the
announcement that, for research
purposes only, a "very limited" (we
understand 40) number of Class A
licencees would be permitted to
operate outside UK broadcasting
hours on a non-interference basis on
(pause for the roll of drums) 50 to
52MHz. Those interested in taking
part were asked to write to the
RSGB's VHF manager, Keith Fisher,
G3WSN.

18.068-18.1 CW

18.1-18.168 CW + RTTY

24.89-24.93 CW + RTTY
24.93-24.99 CW

25MHz
The new 18 and 24 MHz bands:
These become full amateur bands
not later than July 1st 1989. Until then,
amateurs can use them subject to
operating on a non-interference basis. See
ithe text for further information.

something we'd like to see increase
and certainly not on amateur -exclusive
bands. Same goes for the 0dB figure.

It seems pretty clear to us that the
horizontally polarised half -wave dipole
is going to be the 18 and 24MHz
flavour of the month, and there's no
harm in that. Certainly if the Home
Office feel they ought to restrict the
possibility of problems to other users
the restrictions seem fair enough.

So all in all, we're delighted to
have the use of them - only six other
countries in the world have, to our
knowledge, and we can't say we've
amassed DXCC on either band yet.
Our 18MHz dipole came into use at
0001 on 1 October, and we worked a
few locals but nowhere farther than
Bristol. We found some problems
with (a) the 24MHz band on the
office rig, (b) one of our sister
magazines and (c), the antenna
which fell down three times. These
have stopped us doing much on
24MHz, although Bicester to Abingdon
was something, we suppose. Perhaps

it was via the long path ...

Great stuff, we felt, although we
don't envy Mr Fisher one little tiny
bit. According to the GB2RS bulletin,
almost 200 folks had applied by the
closing date of 15 October, and
apparently a questionnaire was
going to all interested parties after
that. Hopefully we'll be able to
publish a list of the lucky winners in
our Current Comments, assuming
that the printers will forgive us - ten
gets you one that the list will appear
the morning we go to press ...
As we said, God help Keith Fisher.
We can't think of a situation likely to
stir up as much jealousy, resentment
and general aggro as this one. It
seems to us that the RSGB didn't
have very much time to set it up
after the Home Office gave them the
go-ahead for 40 licencees, and how
the hell do you allocate 40 licences
to the ravening hordes of VHF men
out there? The questionnaire sounds
like a good idea to us, and perhaps
it'll get round the old cracks about
so-and-so only getting one because
he's a friend of a friend who's on the
VHF Committee. Either way, we wish
we were a fly on the wall at the last
committee meeting. We shall
certainly publish the list of the
people licenced to have a go on 50
to 52MHz, and let's hope there's a
good sprinkling of bods
geographically.
It's necessary to show what we
can do with this band in our opinion
- there's no point whatsoever in
using what is essentially an
experimental allocation yacking
across town. There are a load of
intriguing propagation modes on
50MHz which could do with some
look at, so let's hope the VHF
Committee pick people who can
make a genuine contribution, as
opposed to the people who think
they can like the UK Six -Metre
Group. We heard some of this outfit
at a rally recently, and you'd have
thought that they were a selfappointed 50MHz police force,
demanding this and demanding that.
Now, a suggestion: instead of having
a VHF ego trip, why not get down to
some serious work on the band and
leave the negotiations to the national
society?

So - we'll publish the list and wait
for the fun. The only thing we
thought was unreasonable was that

it was limited to Class A licencees;
we realise it's an experiment but if
you're going to have a limited
number of licencees, why not include
Class B people as well? There's
nothing in the Radio Regs to say
they can't - 30MHz is the lower limit
if you haven't passed a Morse test and unless we've missed something
there aren't any stations on 50MHz
who'll need to use Morse to ask
amateurs to QSY. Or do they have
secret thingies on Band 1 TV
transmitters? On the face of it, the
restriction to Class A people looks
like a form of discrimination to us,
and either the RSGB or the Home
Office have something to answer for.
It seems the RSGB pressed for
Class B people to be allowed to take
part in the experiment as well but
the Home Office wouldn't have it (if
our sources within the Home Office
are as reliable as usual), so we don't
feel like kicking the RSGB; however,
the HO wouldn't answer our letter of
11 October in which we asked them,
so we can't tell you the official story.

That, by the way, makes two
letters from us they haven't answered.
We'll keep a scoreboard perhaps,
because our feelings is that they're
being a bit Yes Minister these days.
So - where from here? The BBC
are supposed to be out of this band
altogether in the not -too -distant
future, and the Merriman Committee
advocated an amateur allocation at
these frequencies recently, so we'd
think that cautious optimism is the
order of the day. But surely Class B
folk will get a look -in if we do get a
50MHz slice of the cake? We don't
think it's the RSGB's fault, and we
gather that they've also been asking
the Home Office about getting
70MHz opened to Class Bs. Snag
here seems to be that the military
feel they couldn't cope with any
more amateur activity on the band
so they wouldn't agree to it. This
sounds reasonable to us.
We were talking to an ex -President
of the RSGB recently, who gave us
the gory details of how we got
70MHz in the first place ... We
seriously thought about having a
Christmas competition for you to
guess the answer, but the real
reason is so incredible that we

thought in the end it wouldn't be fair
- nobody would ever guess ...
So that's the story so far. 18 and
24MHz ought to be very good in a
month or two, and we promise to let
you know who else is on the band
for our next issue. We couldn't get
the information in time for this one,
but the story we have is that six
other countries have 18MHz and five
have 24MHz. Our tame propagation
wizard is also preparing an analysis
of what you'll be able to work.
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SHOPTALK
Equipment available today. From hand-held radios to full
blown bench equipment, there is enough to suit all tastes
and requirements. Here is a selection of things available in
the shops currently.

Well, S. Claus is about to make his
annual visit to the shack, and we
hope he's QSL'd your wishes for
Christmas! We've heard of some
nice goodies since the last issue, so
we thought we'd throw in a few
suggestions for what you might like
to have in the shack and elsewhere.
The firm of Zetagi is well known in
CB circles for all sorts of odds and
ends from filters to amplifiers of
more or less legality - in the UK,
anyway. They've come into the
amateur market with a range of three
linear amplifiers for mobile use, and
they look quite good to us. First off
there's the B40 (no connection with
the antique communications receiver
of the same name made by Murphy
for the Admiralty some years ago nice machines, even though they did

weigh about four tons ...) which is a
30 watt 144MHz linear allegedly for
mobile use. It costs £32.07 which is
extremely cheap for this class of
unit. Its bigger brother is the B100,
which is a 100 watt device for
144MHz, and this will set you back
£63.00.

The third Zetagi product is the
B300P, which, according to their
blurb, is "a very high power
broadband HF linear covering 3 to
30MHz with a power rating of 140300 watts PEP on SSB. Output power
is switchable between low and high
power positions. An input power of
approximately 20 watts PEP is
required to obtain maximum output
power. The unit has a built-in
broadband preamp with a 25dB gain
if required". Thus endeth the press
release, and it'll rush you £119.00 if
you want one.
These are very low prices for this
sort of amplifier, and we'd be
interested to see how they measure
up in practice. They don't say
whether the figure given for the
power ratings represents PEP output
or the power input to the amplifier
itself, and of course they're not the
same thing - not that we're casting
aspersions or anything, but we do
wish that manufacturers would make
clear what it is that their spec refers
to. As far as amplifiers are concerned,
we'd like to see an RF output figure
quoted with respect to a given level
of intermodulation performance on a
two-tone test; our technical bod
suggests a third -order IM figure of
-26dB would be about right under
those conditions, and that would tell
you a lot about how well, or not, the
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Above: The Zetagi
B300P broadband
HF linear amplifier
with built-in 25dB
preamp - heaven
help your front-end!
Right: the innards
of the KM4000 keyer
memory, bristling
with what someone
once called silicone
chips! Complete
with added wax

polish ... Below:
LAR's cute Antenna
Noise Bridge, good
even on the
144MHz band.

thing meets its spec in ordinary
everyday use on the bands.
There seems to be a fashion for
amplifiers to have built-in preamps
as well, which is all very well if the
preamp is properly designed but we
still feel that the right place for a
preamp (at least on VHF and UHF) is
the top of the mast, not in the amp.
For HF work it's a different story, and
a preamp might be just the thing if
you're using a short whip, for
example, and your receiver is a little
deaf. Having said that, 25dB of gain
in front of the receiver might be a bit
much for some front -ends, particularly

if it's a broadband 25dB with only
the selectivity of the receiver's RF
amplifier to sort out what you want
from what you don't. We'd hope you
can turn it down a bit if you need to,
because you'll be asking a great deal
of your rig unless it's ever so stateof-the-art.

Now for something complete
different. Namely, a keyer - you
know, one of those things for
sending Morse other than with a
straight key. The February 1982
edition of the RSGB's magazine
Radio Communication carried a
write-up of the KM4000 keyer-

Left: LAR's Antenna
Traps. These weigh
in at a measly 50
grammes, and
should cause less
distress to your
dipole than the
usual chunky ones
encapsulated in
Portland cement or
something.

memory, and we remember thinking
when we saw it that it seemed a nice
device. Basically, it's a combination
of an electronic keyer and a memory
with a high degree of flexibility.
We'd suggest you have a glance at
the technical information if you'd like
the facts and figures, but the good
news is that you can buy a printed
circuit board for the thing at a very
reasonable £9.62 including postage
and packing, or if you really hate
building things (this sort of thing is
an ideal project for those winter
evenings when you're bored with
gazing at the box and putting the
boot in the dog) you can buy the
whole thing ready -built and tested
with instructions on how to connect
it all up and get keying away for
£44.95 including post and packing
again.

We're thinking of something like
this for the meteor -scatter station
we're hoping to put together soon,
since you need a source of high-speed
Morse for things like that. The PCB
looks of excellent quality to us, so try
it if you're interested in keyers.
Talking about MS reminds us that
for good results you really need to
be able to run reasonable power,
and you'll need some sort of linear
amplifier. A popular way of doing
this is to use valves in the 4CX250
family, and you'll also need the right
bases and chimneys for them.
Talking to John Nelson (RSGB) at the
Leicester exhibition about these
reminds us to mention that a company
called Cambrian Electronics is the
official Eimac distributor for valves
and bases, and so on, in the UK as
far as amateurs are concerned and
they keep stocks of all sorts of
mouthwatering goodies for those
who intend to run high power.
He made the point to us that
although new valves and bases are
expensive, you'll probably only need
to buy them once and you'll know
that everything is according to spec
and should produce the performance
the valves are capable of giving.
According to John, most amateur

linear amplifiers don't give anything
like the performance that they're
capable of producing. Cambrian are
at PO Box 10, Stanmore, Middlesex,
and you can ring them on 01-954-1609.

That reminds me - we didn't give
you the address of GVB Electronics,
who do the keyer and its PCB they're at 95 Old Worthing Road,
East Preston, Littlehampton, West
Sussex BN16 1DU, and their telephone
number is 09062 70260.

Low-cost
Noise Bridge
A relatively new company on the
scene is LAR Modules Ltd, who (not
to be confused with Microwave
Modules of Liverpool) come from
Leeds, and we spent a very pleasant
while with their man at the Leicester
show. Their specialities are quite
low-cost items for use in the shack,
and some of them are really handy.
The antenna noise bridge is one this is a super piece of kit for doing
resonance and impedance checks on
your latest Monster Megabeam on
the chimney, and it'll also tell you
things about your feeder that you
may wish you'd not known about!
The LAR one includes 144MHz so
that should help those stalwarts who
make their own antennas on this
band and you get some
comprehensive application notes
with it so you know how to get the
best out of it. Another nice LAR
product is their antenna traps. The
dipole antenna in one form or
another is a popular beast of the HF
bands, and indeed we have several
swaying around on the roof of the
office here - actually, we made a
classic boob with ours because we
saw some nice -looking wire at the
Woburn rally and thought it'd be
good for dipoles for assorted bands
we wanted to play with. The big
snag was that said wire was soft drawn copper instead of the hard drawn stuff you need when there's a
lot of weight in the thing, and we

wondered why ours never seemed to
stay nice and taut-we also wondered
why the 18MHz one in particular
wouldn't hold resonance from one
day to the next. The reason was that,
being soft -drawn, the wire was
stretching. Not good, Brian. Nil
marks for thinking!
Where were we? Oh yes, traps.
Resonant traps are a way of making
a dipole resonant on more than one
band, and they usually work well.
The only problem is that most of
them are a bit on the tubby side and
the antenna wire gets more strain on
it than is a Good Idea. We think it
was the weight of the 7MHz traps
which did our other antenna in,
actually, so LAR have a point when
they say they've halved the weight of
theirs. Their 7MHz trap weighs 50
grammes, which shouldn't cause
anything like the sag our old
encapsulated ones do, and the ones
we saw on their stand look nice and
weatherproof. You can buy sets of
3.5 to 7MHz traps complete with end
insulators and a centre T -piece for
£17.50, and there's a couple of quid
extra for p&p.
If you read the SWL column in the
last issue, you'll remember we talked
about matching units - well, LAR do
those too. Their "HF Omni -Match"
will handle all bands from 1.8 to
30MHz and will handle up to 250
watts; they're very well made and
cost £69.25, which isn't bad really.
They also do similar things for VHF
and mobile work, so if you want to
get your radiating system working as
well as possible (ducky) here's one
way of doing it that'll save you
trekking round the rallies trying to
find the bits. Mind you, there were
some superb roller -coaster inductors
at Leicester for a tenner and we
raided the petty cash and got one should be just the thing for when we
get a really good HF station sorted
out! It's just the variable capacitors
that tend to cost a small fortune,
assuming you can find them in the
first place.
Anyway, you can get hold of LAR
at 60 Green Road, Meanwood, Leeds
LS6 4JP, or ring them on Leeds
(0532) 782224. When we get round to
it we'll buy a set of their traps and
try them on our own antenna (we
clean forgot to get them at Leicester,
silly boy) and we'll let you know how
they do.
Have a good Christmas and New
Year; don't blow the linear up and
we'll see you in March.
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AR 1,11

This receiver is still fairly widely
available on the secondhand market
from near -mint condition to sheer
grot - depending upon the previous
owner. For a modest sum (about
£50) an AR88 can be acquired in
excellent condition.

You should aim for one which has
not been modified. The construction
of the receiver is of a very high
standard and unless any modifications
have been executed to a similar
standard and properly documented
they are likely to detract from its
performance and reliability. The
AR88 is rather like the VW Beetle - it
tends to go on for ever!
The AR88 has a long history,
starting life in the late 30s as a
general coverage receiver but
intended also for amateur use (hence
the AR). This version is not often
seen on the market; it covers the
range 550kHz to 32MHz and is fitted
with an S meter. However do not
confuse it with one which has had an
S meter added!
The 1939-45 war and the need for
reliable communication receivers
resulted in large-scale production of
26

First produced in
the 1930s, the
RCA AR88 still
commands a big
respect from
amateurs. Full
description by Bob
Henly, C.Eng.,
MIERE, G31HR.

the AR88 in various forms including
a CR series (not to be confused with
the Marconi CR 100, etc). Two
models are generally available now.
These are the AR88LF and the AR88D
The main difference between these
two models is that the AR88LF has a
lower intermediate frequency and a

low frequency tuning range 75 to
150kHz. The AR88D is better suited

to amateur use and this article will
therefore concentrate on that model.
First, let us see what it is. The
AR88 is a single -conversion super -het

with a total complement of 14 valves
(those ancient glass things referred

to in a recent article). The receiver is
shown in block -schematic form in
fig. 1. It comprises two tuned RF
stages and 3 IF stages. The two
tuned RF stages are essential in view
of the relatively low intermediate
frequency of 455kHz in order to
reduce its response to second -channel
interference. The coverage is
continuous from 530kHz to 32MHz in
six over -lapping ranges.

The two RF amplifier stages use
6SG7 valves and are designed to
provide only sufficient gain ahead of
mixer to give the required signal-tonoise ratio. The principle purpose of
the RF stages is to provide selectivity
ahead of the mixer in order to
reduce second -channel responses.
This is its main weakness; image
rejection of 500kHz is about 120dB
but at 30MHz it falls to about 40dB.
Fig. 2 shows the manufacturer's
performance figures for sensitivity
and image rejection. Although
current practice would probably use
much less gain ahead of the mixer in
the interest of cross -modulation
performance the AR88 in fact acquits
itself very well when compared with
many modern equipments on this
score.

The mixer is a 6SA7 and the local
oscillator is a 6J5. The supply to the
local oscillator and the BFO is
stabilised at 150 volts by a VR150/30.
The Intermediate Frequency (IF)
stages comprise a single crystal
bridge filter followed by a three -stage
tuned amplifier using 6SG7s. The
inter -stage coupling circuits between
first and second, and between
second and third stages, each use
four tuned circuits. These have
variable coupling links which together
with similar links in the crystal filter
circuit enable IF bandwidths between

AVC

Antenna
Frequency
changer

A 6J5 is used as a Beat -Frequency
Oscillator (BFO) for the reception of
CW. The anode supply is stablished
at 150 volts. The frequency is
adjustable from the front panel over
a range of approximately +/- 3kHz
about the IF. Output from the BFO is
injected at the grid of the third IF
amplifier ensuring a good injection
level. A second 6H6 is used as a
peak noise limiter with the clipping
level adjustable from the front panel.

Audio output is provided by a two stage amplifier comprising a 6SJ7
followed by a 6K6 output stage
which is designed to deliver 2.5
watts into either a 2.5 ohm or 600
ohm load. The front panel jack
provides approximately 10mW into
20,000 ohms from an additional
winding on the output transformer.
The integral power supply - which
contributes a large part of the weight
- operates from either 110 or 230
volt AC and uses a 5Y3 rectifier. A
socket on the rear apron is provided
for operation from external power
supplies.
Both rack and table mounted
versions can be found. It is built like
the proverbial battle ship; overall
dimensions are 19.25in x 11.0in x
19.25in deep and it weighs about
80 lb. Both mechanically and
electronically it is very stable and
although its physical size may be
rather daunting it represents a very
good buy.

The panel layout and location of
the controls is shown in fig. 4. The
central feature is the tuning control
and the two tuning dials. The main

3rd

Tone control

IF

2nd Det

Bandpass
Crystal
Filter

AVC

AF Gain

Local

In addition, two further positions of
the selectivity switch give 'fidelity'
bandwidths. The IF bandwidths are
summarised in fig. 3.

AVC delay.

A

RF Gain

400Hz and 6kHz to be switch -selected.

The second detector is of the diode
envelope type using half of a 6H6.
The second half of this valve provides
carrier -derived AVC which is applied
to the RF stages and the first and
second IF stages. AVC is selected by
a front -panel switch and a novel
feature is that the RF gain control
which also operates on the RF stages
and the first two IF stages alters the

1st & 2nd
IF Amplifier

1st & 2nd
RF Amplifier

BFO

oscillator

260 v
Power [... Mains
input
supply
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Fig. 1
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20 DB SignalNoise Ratio
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1.3
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6x10°
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6.6
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7.0

1.5x103

7.0

103

8.0

400

8.0

400
200

7.0

I -F rejection at 600 kc is 100,000.

Fig. 2

Performance data

dial on the left comprises seven
concentric scales: one for each range
and an inner logging scale. Calibration
is in MHz except on range 1 where it
is in kHz. The logging scale comprises
a number of numbered segments
each representing one revolution of
the vernier scale. The vernier dial
occupies the centre of the panel and
has a single scale graduated from 0
to 100. The two dials are coupled
together, to the tuning control and to
the main tuning capacitor by a train
of split gears which result in a very
smooth 'feel' with zero discernible
'backlash'. This is probably one of
the most attractive features of this
receiver and is one item which
requires careful inspection before
purchase - of which more anon.

How well does it perform under
today's conditions? The answer (in
the author's opinion) is: quite well.
As a CW receiver it is superb and
the crystal filter is quite adequate for
most situations. The addition of an
audio filter such as Datong FL1 or
FL2 more than compensates for any
inadequacy. Its performance in the

presence of strong adjacent -channel

signals is very good - 7MHz is a
good test of any receiver and the
AR88 can certainly hold its own. Its
main weakness is on SSB. This
weakness is due to three main
things. Firstly the tuning rate on all
amateur bands is a little too high to
make the initial acquisition of a SSB
signal easy. Secondly the IF selectivity
curve is not sufficiently steep -sided
to resolve SSB to its best advantage.
Thirdly the BFO is not preset for
upper and lower side -band. The first
is overcome to a great extent by
practice and some owners have
fitted an additional, out -board
epicyclic drive to the main tuning
control to slow it down. The IF
response can be modified a little by
careful alignment (of which more
later) or the filter can be replaced by
a more suitable type, but this is
major surgery. As far as the BFO is
concerned a variable control is
invaluable for CW and therefore it is
necessary to determine the two
settings for upper and lower sideband
respectively with a little patience and
record them for future use by two
discrete marks on the front panel.
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In general, sensitivity is adequate
but the signal-to-noise ratio on the
HF bands, ie, above 15MHz could be
better. This is generally improved by
the use of a low -noise pre -amplifier
ahead of the receiver. A tuned preamplifier or even an antenna tuning
unit will improve image rejection
above 15MHz.

Although the electrical and
mechanical design is inherently
stable there is often a problem with
frequency stability and re-setability
above 15MHz. This derives from
several causes - mainly a direct
result of the age of the specimens
available. Firstly some 6J5s tend to
be microphonic and careful selection
is necessary. Thumping the front
panel is a good test and tapping the
valve envelope. On a secondhand
receiver of this vintage there are
often bandswitch problems. Generally
this is not due to wear or damage
but simply dirt and grease which has
accumulated over the years. It can be
solved by the careful application of
switch cleaner. This involves the
removal of the coil -pack covers and a
large number of nuts. Do make sure
that you replace every one and when
you gaze on the beautifully
constructed coil do resist the
temptation to touch it any more than
is necessary!

Finally there is instability caused
by ageing of components which can
cause both frequency instability and
gain instability. The worst offenders
are capacitors used for decoupling.
The capacitors used in the AR88 for
this purpose are either moulded
mica for small values or oil -filled
paper for the larger values and both
have a very good reliability record so
approach this problem with care! If it
proves necessary to replace any
moulded mica capacitors in the RF,
LO or IF sections then use only
polystyrene of a suitable value and
working voltage. The author
discovered in his receiver that a
previous owner had replaced all RF
and IF coupling capacitors with Hi -K
Disc ceramics; this included
decoupling capacitors in the Local
Oscillator and the BFO. Their
replacement with polystyrene
capacitors made a dramatic
improvement to Local Oscillator drift.
So far no open -circuit resistors
have been found but if gain or
signal-to-noise ratio is thought to be
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Above: With the
top casing removed,
this is what you
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switch positions.
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Finally, in purchasing an AR88D,
examine carefully the physical state
of the equipment. In the upper end
of the price range the appearance
should be clean and unscratched
with no sign of modification. Check
that the tuning drive gears are not
worn or the assembly distorted.
There should be evidence of grease
on the gears and the drive should be

smooth and positive with no 'slop'
or backlash. Ideally it should come
complete with a handbook, two
trimming tools and an Allen key
clipped inside the cabinet. In many
cases it may have the original
packing crate and a spare set of

!
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below par then it pays to check
screen -grid decoupling resistors/
capacitors - assuming that the valve
concerned has first been tested.
Design of the RF and IF amplifiers is
very conservative and results in
stable performance. If instability is
experienced when aligning the
receiver then the relevant circuit
components should be carefully

valves.
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around the upper
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SELECTIVITY
SWITCH
POSITION

SELECTIVITY

NOISE LIMITER
ARO A vC

BANDWIDTH KHz

3dB

60dB

1

14

22

2

7.0

16

3

3.0

11

4

1.5

10.4

5

0.4

8.4

We shall now look at the alignment
of the AR88. In my experience
recalibration is necessary from time
to time but the IF alignment
deteriorates very slowly. Do not
undertake realignment unless you
have the time and patience to do a
complete and careful job; tweaking
up is not recommended!
Ideally an oscilloscope and a
sweep generator is required to
achieve the very best results. However,

with a little care it is possible to

TYPE

MODE
SWITCH

AM

REC. MOD

SIGNAL

AF
GAIN

AVC
SWITCH

GAIN

AVC

CLOCKWISE

RF

AS
REQUIRED

OR AVC-NL
REC. CW

CW

MANUAL

AS

OR

REQUIRED

CLOCKWISE

adjust all IF transformers for maximum

MANUAL-NL
-AS FOR CW SELECTIVITY POSITION 3-

SSB
REC. MOD

FM

MANUAL

AS

OR

REQUIRED

C 'W
1

MANUAL-NL
USE SELECTIVITY POSITION 3 OR 4
I

1

Hook, to engage

in trimmer shaft

------

Locking
ring

Trimming
tool

Trimmer
shaft

I

Above: This is a
general guide to
the control settings
on AM, CW, SSB,
and FM signals.
There is, naturally,
more information in
the original manual
- if you can obtain
one. They are
almost as valuable
and rare as the
equipment itself!
Left: Details of the
trimmer and the

tool with which it
can be adjusted. A
well -kept AR88
should come

supplied with two
trimmer tools and
an Allen key inside
the cabinet.

achieve very good results using a
high impedance voltmeter and a
stable signal source - I use my BC221
frequency meter. A signal generator
is preferable however for the RF
alignment, provided that its calibration
is reasonably accurate and it is
stable. Beg or borrow one if necessary!

Beware though some of the cheaper
signal generators on the market have
inaccurate calibration and are
unstable even at 455kHz! It is
essential that, with the signal source
used for the IF amplifier alignment,
one can estimate +/- 7kHz from the
central Intermediate Frequency.

Alignment must commence with
the IF amplifier. Although the
handbook gives the intermediate
frequency as 455kHz this is the
nominal value. The value which we
shall use is the actual value of the
receiver's crystal filter which will
probably differ from the nominal
value by a small amount.
Connect a high impendance
voltmeter of the analogue type (eg:
AVO8 or similar 20000 ohms/volt) on
its 5 volt range to terminal 5 on the
rear terminal strip which carries the
loudspeaker connections; the

one should look for faulty valves or
components before making any
adjustments.
To proceed with the alignment
assuming that all is well and we
have the signal generator set to the
frequency of the crystal filter as
above. Set the selectivity switch to
position 2 and the crystal phasing
(C75) to its mid -way position. Now

positive lead of the meter being
connected to chassis. Connect the
signal generator via a 0.01µF capacitor

to the frequency changer signal grid
(6SA7 pin). Select Selectivity switch
position 5, mode switch 'REC MOD'
and AVC switch to AVC (fully
clockwise). Sweep the signal
generator either side of 455kHz
looking for maximum reading on the
voltmeter. The signal generator (unmodulated) level should be reduced
if necessary to keep the volt meter
reading around quarter -scale and to
avoid overloading the receiver. The
frequency at which the maximum
voltmeter reading is obtained should
be noted; it should be within a kHz
of the nominal IF.
In the extreme case, where no
output at all can be detected, it will
be necessary to roughly align all the
IF transformers to the nominal
455kHz by injecting a signal at each
IF grid starting with the third and
working back towards the mixer grid
with the selectivity switch in position
2. At each stage the IF transformers
are adjusted for maximum reading
on the voltmeter. However this is an
extremely unlikely circumstance and

reading on the voltmeter working
from the detector back towards the
frequency changer; reducing the
signal generator level where
necessary to avoid overload. Now
select selectivity switch position 3;
set to the signal generator frequency
7kHz above the crystal frequency and
adjust the crystal phasing (C75) for
minimum meter reading. All that
now remains to be done is the
adjustment of the crystal load circuit.
The purpose of this adjustment is
adjust the symmetry of the IF
response about the centre frequency
nd it is very difficult to carry out with
the equipment we are using here.
Ideally we need a sweep generator
and an oscilloscope. The following
procedure can be used only with
patience, otherwise leave the
adjustments as they are. First tune
the signal generator to approx
1.2MHz; set the receiver band -switch

to band 1 and tune for maximum
deflection on the voltmeter, reducing
the generator output as necessary to
avoid overload. Select position 3 on
the selectivity switch and note the
two vernier logging scale readings
for which the voltmeter reading falls
to half the maximum value. Adjust
L34 to obtain as near equal distances
on the logging scale for these two
readings either side of the setting
which gives maximum reading. This
procedure is repeated for selectivity
switch positions 4 and 5 adjusting
L81 and C80 respectively. Note that
the dial readings and the adjustments
will become progressively smaller
and more critical.
All that now remains is to set up
the BFO. Using the above set-up,
tune the receiver for maximum
reading on the voltmeter. Set the
BFO pitch control so that the pointer
is at the 12 o'clock position (check
that the variable capacitor coupled to
this knob is at half -mesh - if not then
slacken the knob and adjust it). Set
the mode switch to 'REC CW' and
adjust L22 until the whistle that is
heard falls to zero -beat. The BFO
should now give approximately 3kHz
variation in pitch either side of zero beat. Return the mode switch to 'REC
MOD'.

Alignment and calibration of the
RF section is quite straightforward
but requires even more patience! It
is possible to achieve very close
agreement with the dial calibration
over the whole of each range even
though only a two -point tracking
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system is used (this is due to the
design of the ganged tuning
capacitor). The accuracy to which the
dial can be set is only about +/5kHz but this is probably superior to
most signal generators with an
analogue readout. If a frequency
meter of the BC221 class is available
- or even a 100/1000kHz crystal
calibrator then this can be used to
put the finishing touches to the
calibration but the initial calibration
and alignment should be done with a
signal generator. The reason for this
is the poor image rejection at
frequencies above 10MHz particularly when the receiver is not
correctly aligned - which could lead
to the receiver being aligned to the
wrong signal.
It will be found necessary to
repeat each sequence several times
before optimum calibration or
performance is obtained. The
procedure is as follows: In all cases use the signal generator
with modulated output since this
makes it easier to identify. The
output level should be set to produce
a one or two -volt reading on the
voltmeter and should be reduced
where necessary to avoid overloading.
Set the generator frequency to the
high frequency for the band concerned
and tune the receiver to find it.
Adjust the appropriate trimmer to
bring the signal near to the correct
dial reading. Now set the generator
to the low frequency and adjust the
appropriate trimmer to correct the
calibration. Repeat this procedure
until the two signals appear at their
correct dial readings. The trimmers
concerned should be adjusted using
the tools provided with the receiver.
At the low frequency end this
involves the core of an inductor and
an insulated screwdriver blade is
suitable. At the high frequency end,
trimmer capacitors are involved
which are of an unusual tubular
construction. The AR88 tool provided
for this has a box -spanner at one
end to release the friction lock and at
the other end there is a hook. After
releasing the locking nut so that the
central part of the capacitor will just
move this central part is adjusted by
sliding it in or out by engaging the
hook on the tool in the shaft end see fig. 8. Remember to lock the
trimmer when adjustment is
complete.
The RF amplifier is adjusted in a
similar way. The antenna trimmer on
the front panel should be initially set
to the 12 o'clock position. With each
adjustment tune for maximum
voltmeter reading repeating the
adjustments until no further
improvement is obtained. As each
stage comes into alignment the
generator output should be reduced
to avoid overload; the final output
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Above: The AR88

with its rear panel
removed. Right: A
simple antenna
tuning unit for the
frequency range

To

receiver
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Antenna

1.5MHz to 30MHz.

CI 500pt variable
capacitor.
35 turns 18
1.1
SWG enamelled

copper wire on 2
inch former (eg a
length of plastic
drain pipe) tapped
at every 3 turns.
SW1

12 way

rotary switch eg
R.S. heavy duty.

level should be around a microvolt
or less.

A final check should be made by
setting the signal generator to a
frequency in the middle of each band
and checking that it appears in the
right place on the dial. Adjust the
antenna trimmer for maximum
output and check the level of the
image signal by tuning the generator
to a frequency which is 910kHz (ie, 2
x IF) above the frequency to which
the receiver is tuned. If the generator
has a calibrated attenuator you can
estimate the image rejection ratio by
adjusting the generator output until
you obtain the same reading on the
voltmeter as you had at the correct
response frequency. The ratio of the
two readings is the image rejection
ratio.

The receiver is now aligned and
ready for general use. One final
touch whilst we have the test gear to
hand is to note the logging scale
readings for each of the amateur
bands - including the three new
ones - using a crystal calibrator if
you have one.
Finally let us look at the operation
of this receiver. It is not intended to
give a blow-by-blow description but
rather to concentrate on how to use

it to advantage particularly with the
two modes for which it was not
specifically designed. It was originally
designed for reception of telegraphy
(CW) and amplitude modulated
telephony. With a little understanding
it can be used effectively for SSB
and narrow -band FM also.

The mode switch in the bottom
left-hand corner of the front panel
has four positions; 'OFF' removes
the mains supply completely. In
'TRANS' the HT supply is removed
putting the receiver in a standby
mode. In this position terminals 3
and 4 on the loudspeaker terminal
strip are shorted together and can be
used to energise an external relay for
transmitter operation. In 'REC MOD'
the receiver will receive modulated
transmission whilst in 'REC CW' the
BFO is energised for CW reception.
The switch in the corresponding
right-hand position controls the AVC
and Noise -Limiter and is selfexplanatory. The noise limiter
threshold is set by the control above
the BFO pitch control. There is a
combination of these controls which
should be used as a general guide
for reception of the various modes
but which may well be modified by
conditions prevalent at the time. Let
us now look at some of these in

sideband of an amplitude modulated
signal - and again there are an
abundance of broadcast intruders in
the 7MHz amateur band on whom to
practice. If we tune carefully across
an AM signal with the BFO and AVC
off, two points, one on either side,
should be found where the signal
becomes unintelligible. At these
points we are receiving a single
sideband only and the carrier is
positioned down one side of the IF
response curve. Now switch on the
BFO; a beat note will be heard. As
the beat -note is adjusted for zero -beat
the signal should become increasingly

more detail: First the reception of CW, ie,
telegraphy. Here we have in effect a
single frequency and all we have to
do if there is no interference is to

tune for maximum signal and set the
BFO pitch control to give the required
beat -note in the headphones or
loudspeaker. In general the receiver
is used with the AVC off so that the
BFO injection does not reduce the
receiver sensitivity. The AF gain is
set fairly high and the receiver gain
is controlled by the RF gain control.
Of course this ideal situation rarely
exists; there is usually an abundance
of adjacent -channel interference and

this is where we learn to 'drive' the
receiver. Clearly we have a case for
using the crystal filter and the
technique is best practiced on a
strong signal such as one of the
broad -cast stations in the 7MHz
amateur band. Switch the selectivity
switch to position 3 and the BFO
pitch to one side of the zero position
- say to 1 o'clock.

As you tune through the signal
note how the strength of the beat -note

is much stronger on one side of
zero -beat than on the other. Shift the
BFO pitch control to say 11 o'clock
and note how the position is reversed.
Put the BFO in the zero position and
the beat -note strength is the same
on both sides of the zero -beat
position. Repeat the exercise with
the selectivity switch in positions 4

This is the view you get if you removed
the bottom housing from the AR88. The
inner casing on the right houses the
oscillator coil pack, by the way.

and 5 and note how very much more
pronounced the effect is.
We make use of this effect in
receiving CW in two ways . Firstly, if
possible we tune the wanted signal
so that it sits at the top of the IF
response curve - with the BFO on
one side or the other of zero - and
unwanted signals down the side of
the response and therefore attenuated.
If the unwanted signals are very close
to the wanted signal then we can do
one or two things; both using
maximum selectivity. We can adjust
the BFO to the other side of zero -beat
so as to make the interfering signal
differ more greatly in beatnote, or
adjust the BFO pitch to reduce it to
zero -beat. Alternative we can adjust
the receiver tuning to place the
offending signal further down the
side of the IF response at some
sacrifice in the strength of the
wanted signal. All this may sound
difficult but it becomes quite easy
with practice.
Now let us look at SSB. In Selectivity

position 4 it is possible to select each

more intelligible. Note the position of
the BFO pitch control and repeat
with the other sideband. The two
positions of the pitch control will be
roughly correct for receiving amateur
SSB and can be 'refined' by first
tuning AM SSB signal for maximum
signal, then adjusting the pitch
control to make the signal
intelligible.
The reception of narrow -band FM,
which is becoming quite popular at
the HF end of the 28MHz amateur
band, is also quite simple - and
there are always plenty of CB
stations on 27MHz to practice on!
The technique, known as slope
detection, uses the IF response curve
to convert the frequency modulated
signal into an amplitude modulated
signal and in doing so there is a loss
in signal strength, but this is rarely
appreciable. The FM signal is tuned
using selectivity position 3 or 4 so
that the centre of the signal lies
down one side of the IF response
curve. Frequency modulation
produces variations about this
central frequency which in turn move

the signal up and down the 'slope' of
the IF response resulting in an AM
signal to the detector. The above
techniques are shown graphically in
fig. 10.

Well, that was a much -abbreviated

run through on how to drive the
AR88; the key -word here is practice.
The receiver will acquit itself well,
even with a piece of wire on the

floor for an aerial - but of course it
deserves better. The aerial input
circuit is designed to match into an
impedance of 200 ohms but I have
found it will work very well with a 70
ohm coax feeder. A random wire
antenna coupled via a tuning unit
(for example fig. 11) will give very
good results and the tuning unit will
help also to reduce image interference
on the 21 and 28MHz bands.

Being a general coverage receiver
it comes ready equipped for the
three new amateur bands of course.
Buy an AR88 and enjoy a real
receiver.
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DEWSBURY

Dewsbury Electronics offer a full range of Trio Equipment always in stock.
We are also stockists of DAIWA - WELTZ - DAVTREND - TASCO TELEREADERS MICROWAVE MODULES - DATONG.
Demonstrations of equipment on HF/VHF/UHF Antennas on request.
Repair facilities are available at moderate charges.

We pay top prices for part exchange equipment.
Come to us for a friendly personal service, the home of the G4CLX morse keyboards,
in use nationwide. The keyboard that is USEABLE.
Dewsbury Electronics, 176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands.
Telephone: Stourbridge 390063 . After Hours: Kidderminster (0562) 851255
Closed Thursday

EXCLUSIVE
UK DISTRIBUTORS

Blackline Series
High Quality TVI Filters
TUNE NOTCH FILTER
(TNF 2)

The TNF 2 is available tuned to

any one of the following frequencies:This individually tuned filter
145Mhz, 70.2Mhz, 29Mhz,
provides the highest possible 27Mhz,
21Mhz, 14.2Mhz,
rejection on both inner and
10.1 Mhz, 6.5Mhz, 7.1 Mhz,
braid and should be used
3.5Mhz.
£7.95
when the frequency of the interfacing signal is known.
Please state frequency re-

(TNF 2)

quired when ordering.

75 ohm impedance and suitable tor
TVs, Video Recorders, HI-FI
distribution systems etc.

HIGH PASS FILTER
(HPF 1)

This is a standard high pass
filter with built in braid breaker
and will provide 70db of rejection at HF. (Independantly

checked). £6.75

BRAID BREAKER (BB 1)
This is tor the suppression of
radio interference bourne
along the co -ax braid and has
very low insertion loss. (particularly suitable for TV's and

Video Recorders). £6.75

SAME DAY DESPATCH
ON OUR HOTLINE

0705 662145

Simply 'phone - quoting Barclay or Access
number for immediate despatch of items
listed. Send CI for our full lists and colour
brochure and receive
a C2 voucher against your first purchase
...........................
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High Quality Signal Boosters
CAR RADIO FM BOOSTER

The answer

This booster greatly improves
the reception of VHF/FM car
radios (mono or stero) and fits

to better
reception

between the car aerial and radio.£10.92
CB VAMPLIFIER

A new product combining our
established CB pre -amp and
vampire into one unit with
switching facilities and variable control of the vampire for
the ultimate control of inter-

ference. £25.95

CB VAMPIRE
(CBA base 1)
Eliminate the worst effects of ac,J

cent channel interference (bleed

£14.37

NOTE:The $
ral booster,Vaep
aria Ca Vamppher

CB SIGNAL BOOSTER AKD Products are
A low noise high quality dual gate F.E.T. pre -amp giving in
excess of 24dbs gain.

£14.87

***
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Manufactured in the
UK to the highest
standards.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
& POST/PACKING
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PUT

UP
JOB
Buying and

erecting your
aerial is simple,
but an important
part of the shack,

says Peter Dodson

Just about everybody from the
smallest teeny-bopper breaker to
Terry Wogan's friend the DG must
know by now that a radio transmitter
or receiver is only as good as the
antenna to which it is attached. They
may not know this is so, but at least
they appreciate that antenna
effeciency is not a matter of sticking
a bit of wire on the end and hoping
for the best.
To some extent, the quality of
antenna fitted to an amateur rig is
dependant upon the price he is
prepared tp pay for it. But inasmuch
as the enthusiast of today does not
have the time, or possibly the
inclination to actually build his aerial,
there are many firms who are only
too willing to relieve him of this
chore. And apart from anything else,
the construction of an accurately
balanced antenna is a lot more
difficult than many imagine. Not so
systems -orientated as CB enthusiasts,

the expertise in choosing the correct
gauge of metal with which to build
an antenna does not exactly fall
within the skills of an amateur radio
type anyway.
Taken at face value, providing this
service for amateurs is good for the
enthusiasts, in that healthy
competition will provide him with

best gear at an acceptable price, and

it is good for industry in that it
provides employment in these
difficult times. On the other hand, it
has led to the mushrooming of many
firms whose products are not "of
merchantable quality" and whose
specification claims are not only
false but technically impossible! So,
in an attempt to sort out the wheat
from the chaff, Amateur Radio
invited itself along to the Northampton
firm of Jaybeam to see how their
products are made, how they can
justify their claims of high -accuracy
systems and exactly what was down
to the amateur once he opened the
neat box his antenna system arrived
in.

And with 30 years of experience in
the field, a healthy export trade and
contacts with government
departments concerned with
communications to back their
integrity, Jaybeam qualify as one of
the 'goodies' in the business. On the
Perhaps the ultimate in two metre
antenna systems - the Q62M, soon we
hear, to be superceded by the Q82M.
Even more ultimate? The antenna
pictured costs £34 and weighs only
3.5kg. Jaybeam say it requires an
approximate turning radius of 1.28
metres.
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home market, they are enjoying
something of a boom brought about
to some extent by the dissidents
from the world of citizens band
radio having been disillusioned by
the limited scope in that area and
who want something better. From
27,000 licences, the number of
amateurs has risen to an estimated
40,000. At the same time, the feed
back from commerce, besetted with
advanced electronics has meant that
the use of such items as slant and
circular polarisation and inverse
baluns, hitherto the tools of
telecommunications, are now freely
available to the amateur. To quote
another couple of examples, where
additive gain is required, stacking or
baying two identical antennae at a
spacing greater than one wavelength
offers a further 3dB gain - although
this distance is not critical and 11/2
wavelengths seem to be about the
norm. Furthermore, modern amateur
antennae can be mounted for
horizontal or vertical polarisation and
by phasing cross yagis correctly, it is
possible to obtain circular polarisation
and so vastly reduce signal fluctuation
due to tropospheric conditions. So,
provided that the now standard 50
ohm impedance is used throughout
the system, many of the QSB
problems of the past have been
eliminated.

A means of
rotating the beam
Jaybeam currently market some 29
different types of amateur antennae.
These vary from a simple dipole with
director and reflector to their
sophisticated Q6/2M 'Qued' claimed to be one of the most
advanced of beams which,
incidentally, will shortly be replaced
by a veritable monster with no fewer
than eight elements. The range of
available antennae are, for the most
part, directional units based, of
course, on the dipole and varying
from a boom length of 420cm to
nearly six metres with multiple
directer units. There are other types
available including bi-directional
dipole derivatives and rods for omnidirectional operation.
But whereas the customer who
wants an omni-directional rod has
only the problem of getting it aloft to
worry him, those requiring unidirectional beans have two unless
they are prepared to face the same
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Right: This is what
you'd get if you
bought a Jaybeam
antenna. Well
packed with all the
bits and pieces for
assembly. Below.
With the top
housing off, the
inverse balun,
patented by
Jaybeam and
ensures correct
balance of the
whole system.
Bottom: The C5/2m
Colinear omnidirectional pole,
suitable for use on
the 144-146MHz
band. Cost is
£47.50.
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way and talk to the same people
every day which is tantamount to
getting married! No, they must
provide themselves with a means of
rotating their beam - and the means
to attain this will cost more than the
average antenna! Nevertheless,
attaining maximum elevation of
antenna, in a safe and secure
manner is the problem for all
amateurs. Over 90% of them mount
their antennae on towers or poles
supported by ropes or hausers.
Usually, the masts are hinged a
couple of feet above ground level to
a base deeply embedded in the
earth or preferably sunk in concrete
like the wife's whirligig. This,
incidentally does not constitute an
intention to get her one, any more
than she has licence to run her
smalls up your mast! And having
made the hinge from the thickest nut
and bolt available, the mast can be
lowered and raised to facilitate
mounting and subsequent alterations
to the beam.

Those who live in
high-rise flats
have a problem

Top: Cheapest of
the best selling unidirectional beams is
this £26 4Y/4m, a
folded dipole yagi
for the 69-71MHz
range. Above:
Rotor and rotor
alignment bearing.
Speed is one rpm,
it is permanently
lubricated and the
bracket can cope
with masts of more
than 2in. Beats

doing it by hand ...
Left: Antenna -to -

pole clamp. Most, if
not all, parts are
rust -proof, although
we would
recommend a coat
of paint on the hard
metal areas and
threads to help
protect against
corrosion.

Conversely, for those whose
domestic situations do not include a
garden of sufficient dimension to
allow for the lowering of the mast on
its hinge (or for those who have no
garden at all) some other system is
necessary - and this must include
brackets to attach the mast to the
side, or the corner of, a building.
Those who live in high-rise flats now
have another problem! But although
good amateur antennae are made to
withstand gale force winds of up to
80 mph, a few Rawlplugs and handful
of screws are not! The strain on the
mounting points of even the smallest
of beams is considerable and it
follows that the attachment of
brackets is a through -the -wall job
with some pretty hefty nuts and
bolts. This may well cause domestic
complications should you
inadvertently drill into the back of
the freezer! As an alternative, it is
possible to 'band' brackets to
chimney stacks which gives the
added advantage of a little more
height and reduces potential damage
to the loss of chimney in the event of
a tornado instead of tearing out the
side of the house!

Jaybeam antennae are supplied in
kit form to be assembled at home,
packed in such an expert manner
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that, should the customer change his
mind after unpacking, no way will he
get it back in the box! This is known
in the trade as 'customer captivation'.
They arrive, complete with fitting
directions and taped colour coding to
ensure that the right elements are
attached in the correct position. All
the units can be put together with
nothing more sophisticated in the
way of equipment than a spanner
and everything necessary, down to
the fixing clamps, is provided. The
only other necessity is a little
patience, and if all else fails, read the
instructions!

Everything
necessary is
provided
By way of providing a comparison
to others, Jaybeam prices range
from around £10 up to £165. Where
applicable, their beams are fitted
with patented 14° slot dipole (and
slot reflector), are equipped with
inverse baluns and have specially
strengthened element securing
devices. The five most popular
antenna systems includes their C5/
2m Colinear omni-directional pole
antenna, which retails at £47.50.
Suitable for use on the 144-146Mhz
band, this system has a gain of
4.8dbd (all measurements are taken
against a half wave dipole) with a
peak power rating of 250 watts. It
has a verticle beam width of 24° and
most of its four metres length is
shrouded in fibre glass.
However, the cheapest of the four
best-selling uni-directional beams
comes at £26.00 being the 4Y4M, a
folded dipole yagi for the 69-71Mhz
range. Claiming a 7dbd gain and
rated at 1Kw P.E.P., this unit has a
3dB beam width, horizontally, of 58
and a boom length of 2.3 metres. On
the other hand, for the 430-440Mhz
enthusiast, there is the PBM18/70CM,
consisting of 16 directing elements, a
slot dipole and reflector for as little
as £28. With a boom length of 2.8
metres, the antenna is getting on the
long side, but it does boast a 3dB
beamwidth of 25°, or horizontally,
28°.

Up now to the ultimate in two -metre
systems with the Q6 2M, soon to be
superceded by the Q8 2M. For £34,
this beam offers a 10.9dbd gain with
a front to back ratio of 22dB. It does,
however, require an approximate
turning radius of 1.28 meters and is
power rated at 1Kw P.E.P. Surprisingly,

as with all these antennae, it is very
light, weighing only 3.5kg. Finally,
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Top: Jaybeam's TB3 is a Tribander
measuring 51mm boom diameter, and
420cm boom length. This one costs £165
but retains a peak gain of 8db and
maximum intput power of 2kw PEP.
Above. The PBM14/2m is a panabeam
yagi with a length of nearly six metres.

but still with the two metre enthusiast,
is the longest system of all, the
PBM 14/2M a panabeam yagi with a
beam length of 5.95 metres which
takes three people to assemble and
mount. It can, however, provide a
peak gain of 13.7dbd and has a front to -back ratio of only 18dB.
It is perhaps significant that one of
the smallest arrays in the Jaybeam
range, measuring only 51mm in
boom diameter, costs £165. It is,
however, a Tribander containing all
the convenience and band versitality
that its name implies, yet retaining a
peak gain of 8db and a maximum
input power of 2Kw P.E.P. Big, as
they say, is not necessarily beautiful!

Above: All Jaybeam antennas will mount
to walls and poles. Corners of houses a
speciality! These two brackets are for the
bottom of the wall support, and part way
up the pole.

PowER
...

What's a power supply? Well, it's
what supplies power to your wireless
set - or, to be more precise, the bit
of gubbins that takes the volts and
amps from the mains and converts
them into the sort of volts and amps
that your wireless needs in order to
do its things.
A battery could be classed as a
power supply, actually, but it wouldn't
be much good for something full of
valves, so if we say "power supply"
we mean something that gets
plugged into the socket on your wall
and converts the urge therefrom into
something palatable to your electronic
whatsit.
Obviously, if you simply plugged
your little transistor radio into the
wall, there'd probably be a loud
bang and a nasty smell; it'd upset
the shack moggie as well as rendering
the trannie rather useless for anything
ever again. This is because it's likely
to need about 9 volts (from a battery
or something) to work, whereas
there are 240 volts available at the
wall. 240 volts applied to something
that needs 9 is likely to cause
something extremely unpleasant to
happen in about two -millionths of a
second. So how do we convert 240
volt mains supplies to 9 volts, or 500
volts or 5 volts or whatever it might

the right amount of
power, that is. Power
supplies should
transform, rectify, and
smooth the public 240
volts 50Hz down to the
necessary level. Nigel
Gresley tells us all
about it.

the negative terminal. Actually, if you
did that with a battery of any
reasonable capacity, there'd be so
much current that the wire would get
rather hot, and the battery wouldn't
be much good for anything afterwards,
so I wouldn't try it if I were you!

Leaving out the esoteric scientific
experiments, then, current flows
from positive to negative, and direct
current just does that - nice and
easy to understand. The other sort of
current, which is what emerges from
the natty 13amp socket on your wall,
is known as alternating current yes, Mavis, that's right, because it
alternates. "Alternates between what
and what?" I hear you ask, Well, it
alternates between a positive and a
negative value with respect to a fixed
point which can be earth or, as in the
case of a mains supply, something
called neutral which is nearly the
same as earth only not quite - don't
worry about it, it's all those nasty
electricians trying to make life
difficult. The mains does this fifty
times a second - in other words, you
could say that every fiftieth of a
second it starts from a value of zero,
goes up to its maximum value,
comes back down through zero, goes
to its maximum negative value and
returns to zero. If that makes you
dizzy, don't worry about it.

d

Half -wave rectifier and waveforms

be?

This is the job of the power supply
in one form or another. Before we
kick off, though, there's one other
thing we ought to mention. Electronic
things usually need what is known
as direct current in order to function;
DC is what a battery provides, for
instance, and it's just current that
flows in one direction only. Electric
current is conventionally assumed to
flow from the positive terminal of a
supply to the negative one, so if you
connect a piece of wire to the
positive terminal of a battery and
then tap it on the negative terminal,
you can imagine the current galloping
down the wire from the positive to

Full -wave rectifier and waveforms

load

Bridge rectifier circuit

Now you might ask yourself, why
the hell go to the trouble of generating
alternating current? What's wrong
with something nice and simple like
DC? Well, the great thing about AC is
that it's ever so easy to use a thing
called a transformer to raise and
lower the voltage to whatever you
want. A transformer is just some
coils wound on a core of some sort,
and we're emphatically not going to
go into transformer theory here
because it's enough to rot your
socks; all you need to know is that
you can use it to change the value of
an AC voltage with great ease.
Practically every mains -type power
supply for amateur work has a
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The reservoir capacitor

transformer or two somewhere
within its bowels, and if it's a big
one such as you might use for a
valve linear amplifier, it's what gives
you instant hernia when you try to
lift up the power supply.
Transformers can either step up or
step down. If you're into transistor
circuitry, you might need a
transformer with the ability to
change 240 volts AC from the mains
into, say, 12 volts for the power
supply for said transistory. A couple
of names for you, by the way; the
transformer is likely to have two
windings, if not more, and the
winding you connect to the mains,
the 240 volt winding, is called the
primary. The "output" windings, if
you like, are the secondary windings.
So a transformer for use in a power
supply, or a mains transformer as
you'll sometimes find it called, will
usually have one primary winding
and anything up to seven or eight

Output waveforms of rectifier circuit using
a reservoir capacitor

secondaries of various voltages.
To get back to our example, the
transformer primary winding, which
you'll often hear shortened to just

Smoothing circuit

"primary" by the way, would be
wound for 240
for 12 volts. Transformers are usually
clearly marked as to which winding
is which, and for God's sake don't
use them the wrong way round or
there are likely to be all sorts of
smelly things taking place. Be warned:

RI

Load

the smell of burnt transformer
windings lasts for days and the
family dog won't come anywhere
near you.
OK, we've got our 240 volt mains

down to 12 volts, which sounds a bit
more reasonable if we're into
transistor circuits. So can we just
connect the transformer secondary
to our transistorised widget and
blaze away?

Well, no. You'll remember that the
mains is AC and the transformers
will only work on AC - so what
comes out of the secondary is 12
volts alternating current, not the
direct current we require for our
electronics. It all depends on the
circuitry, but most electronics would
take to having 12 volts AC supplied
to their power supply inputs about
as much as I'd take to eating Ex -Lax
instead of After Eights ... so the
next job is to suss out how to
convert AC into DC.
It isn't all that difficult actually. The
first essential is something to chop
off the half of the alternating waveform
we don't need, so that instead of
getting true AC which goes positive
and negative, we get pulses of volts

Output voltage

ov
E

Practical power supply circuit (note the
symbol for a bridge rectifier)

which go the way we want them to see the diagram. This little something
is called a rectifier - don't ask me
why, it sounds positively naughty to
me - and you buy them in the shops
according to what voltage and
current you want them to handle.
We'll get to the details later on, but
the usual rectifier these days is a
semiconductor diode. Here again,
don't worry a bit about the fancy
words, just bear in mind that the
general idea of the things is to lop
off the half of the mains cycle, or in
fact the cycle coming out of the
transformer secondary, that we don't
need.

Now there are various ways of
attaching rectifiers to transformers,
and the two chief ways are called
half -wave and full -wave. The half -

wave is the simplest but it isn't very
good for anything at all so we'll
ignore it for now and concentrate on
the full -wave variety. As you can see

from our pretty diagrams, it comes
in two basic sorts as far as we're
concerned. These are the bridge and
the biphase half -wave. Sorry about
this - it gets better in a bit. You'll
sometimes hear people refer to the
biphase half -wave as a full -wave, but

the first is more correct so we'll stick
with it even though it's a mouthful.
Mind you, think of how you'll
impress the lads at the club when
you discourse learnedly about your
biphase half -wave rectifier. But just
mind you don't get arrested ...
They both do the same job, more
or less. The thing is that the secondary
of the transformer needs something

called a centre tap if you're going to
use a biphase with it. Many
transformers do, especially older
ones, and it just makes life slightly
easier.

The thing about the full -wave
rectifier in either form is that it
makes more efficient use of the
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transformer because it doesn't just
chop off the half -cycle but sticks it in
between the others, if you see what I
mean. On second thoughts, don't
worry about it, just have a gander at
the diagram.
So - when we've transformed and
rectified the voltage coming out of
the mains, can we connect up and
switch on? In actual fact, we could,
although the results still wouldn't be
real DC because the voltage coming
out of the rectifier is pulsating
instead of steady and your electronic
thingy will probably throw its hands
up in horror and sulk in the corner if
you ask it to put up with the rectified
output on its own. We now need to
find some way of smoothing out the
peaks and valleys so we end up with
a nice steady direct current such as
you get from a battery. And the
name of the other component on our
shopping list is a capacitor.
Old textbooks refer to it as a
condenser, but a capacitor is what
you ask for nowadays. For a low voltage supply it's probably going to
be a plastic tube with a couple of
terminals and some weird letters and
figures stamped on it. The idea of a
capacitor (this is where we condense
pages and pages of textbooks into
three sentences) is to store electrical
energy and release it as and when
we ask for it, and the general idea in
our power supply is to stick a
suitable capacitor across the rectified
output terminals in order to smooth
the supply - a capacitor doing this
sort of job is known as a smoothing
capacitor, (surprise surprise) and the
size and value of it depend on what
the power supply is supposed to do
for its living. Capacitors have values
measured in units called microfarads,
or at least smoothing -type capacitors
do, and you choose the value
according to how much current you
want the supply to deliver. We'll get
to that in a minute.
You could say that the capacitor
delivers energy in between the times
that the rectifier can't, and it gets
recharged when the rectifier is
actually delivering something. Here
again that's condensing whole
chapters into a sentence, and if
you'd like an explanation of it in
detail try the RSGB's Radio
Communication Handbook. It has a
good chapter on power supplies and
there are all sorts of graphs and
charts which show you how to
calculate how much smoothing you'll
need and clever things like that.
You'll find that after a while you get
a feel for it and you'll be able to

decide whether that nice capacitor at
the rally for 60 pence will do the job
you have in mind.
Skipping rapidly on, there are a
few other important points about
capacitors before we plug in and fire
up. The vast majority of smoothing
capacitors you'll encounter in your
amateur career are of a type known
as electrolytic, which is another big
word which describes how they're
constructed. For our purposes, this
implies a few points. First, they have
to be connected the right way round,
in other words the positive terminal
has to go to the positive side of the
rectifier and vice -versa. If you don't,
there's likely to be a loud bang and a
truly revolting smell, which as well
as offending your sensitive nose will
put the mockers on the capacitor in a
big way. You'll probably zap the
rectifiers unless you've been a good
boy and put some fuses somewhere
in the circuit - so do watch that.
Another point is that electrolytic
capacitors actually need volts on
them to "form" the capacitance and
if you don't use an electrolytic for a
year or two it'll deteriorate and lose
its capacitance. It'll also get slightly
"leaky" which means that a fair
amount of current will flow straight
through it and do nothing useful
other than to heat it up. Heating it up
is the worst treatment for it because
the hotter it gets the leakier it'll get
until eventually something has to
give and either the fuses will blow (if
you're lucky) or the capacitor (if
you're not). Result? A smelly mess.
Why is it, by the way, that whenever
things go wrong with a power
supply there's generally an awful
smell?

Don't use a 100

volt working
capacitor with the

100 volt secondary
The way to treat the nice electrolytic
you found at the rally and whose age
is a bit uncertain is to connect it up
to a source of its normal working
voltage (oh yes, I should have said all electrolytics have a rated working
voltage which you musn't exceed or

there'll be the usual consequences)
via a nice high -value resistor to limit
the current to something safe and
leave it for an hour or two. I generally
aim for a resistor value which will
allow only about one milliamp to

flow - Ohm's Law rides again - with
a multimeter in series so as to
monitor the current flowing and
leave it for an hour or so and see
what happens. Most electrolytics
which are going to be any good at
all end up with a lot less than one
milliamp of "leakage current"
flowing in them after this sort of
period, and I'd then feel happy about
putting the capacitor into service.
This process is called "re-forming",
by the way, and I'd recommend it for
use with all electrolytics of unknown
vintage. It's an especially good idea
if you're interested in a high -voltage
power supply for anything with
valves in it like linear amplifiers, and
it's a good idea to do it for every
capacitor in a "bank" of them which
you're going to use for the EHT
supply of a big linear. That way
you'll avoid expensive problems later
on.

You might see a legend such as
"1000 p.F 100V" on a capacitor which
you might use for a small transistor type power supply. These mean that
the thing has a working voltage of
100 and a value of 1000 microfarads.
Remember that a transformer
secondary of 100 volts means in the
real world that you'll see about 141
volts across the smoothing capacitor
associated with any power supply
you build using that transformer,
because for a full -wave rectifier you
have to multiply the transformer
secondary voltage by 1.41 to get the
peak voltage which will appear on
the capacitor. So don't use a 100 volt
working capacitor with the 100 volt
secondary of a transformer because
you'll get the usual smelly problem
again. In this case I'd use a 160 volt
unit, which are quite common.

You also have to think about
rectifiers before you buy them, both
because of the current you want
them to supply and the fact that
they're rated for a certain voltage
which you musn't exceed. The thing

7812 regulator

Practical power supply unit using ic regulator. The 2µF capacitors should have short
connections to the ic to prevent any unwanted oscillation.
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of it would depend on the amount of
current you wanted it to supply, and
some circuits don't take too kindly to
their supply voltages waving about so you have to think about stabilising

tA-PO4-Aci
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to remember here is to allow for the
fact that something like 1.41 times
the secondary voltage appears
across each rectifier of a biphase
system and 0.707 times in the case
of a bridge - so it's worth allowing a
generous margin for surges and
other odds and ends which can
mean the kiss of death to rectifier
diodes because they're very sensitive
to too many volts. If I was using a
100 volt secondary and a biphase
rectifier I'd probably use diodes with
a rating of at least 400 volts just to
be on the safe side - they don't cost
any more than lower -voltage
components and you tend to feel
happier about things that way. The
rating you're interested in will be
written in the catalogue or wherever

them. This is dead easy these days.

You can buy integrated circuit
stabilisers in current ratings of up to
several amps, and you just connect
them across the supply, more or
less, and take the stabilised volts out
of the other side. The integrated
circuits themselves are quite
complicated but you can consider
them as "things" into which you put
your ordinary volts and take out your
stabilised volts for whatever nefarious
purpose you had in mind.

That's the very bare bones of
power supplies - you could write a
whole book about the fine details of
them and how they work but hopefully
we've given you a bit of insight into
the very basics. One last word of
warning though. Messing about with
power supplies is great fun but, like
anything else connected to the

as PIV or VARNA and you MUST stay

within it because if you don't you'll
do the things in.
We've arrived at a nice steady DC
voltage, have we? Yes, and we could
use a basic power supply like this for
all sorts of odd jobs. However, one
point is that the voltage you get out

Some circuits
don't take too
kindly to their
supply voltages
waving about . . .

Radio Amateur Supplies

SWITCH OFF before you do ANY
work on power supplies and PULL
THE PLUG OUT. It's also a good plan

to fit some sort of indicator across
the primary of a mains transformer
(a little neon will do if it's rated for
mains voltage) and put it somewhere
where you can see it.
The other thing we ought to
mention is fuses. It's a good idea
ALWAYS to fit a fuse of some
sensible rating to any transformer
primary; don't just rely on the 13
amp fuse in the plug. It won't hurt a
bit to stick a fuse between the
transformer and the rectifiers either.
It you have a transtormer which you
got at a rally and it's irreplacable, it
makes special sense because you
can always change rectifier diodes
but transformers can't be fixed if you
burn them out unless you get them
rewound, and that can cost an arm
and a leg. Make with the fuses, and
sleep well at night!

GAREX (G32V1)
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R.A.S. (NOTTINGHAM)

mains, you MUST be careful. Both
the mains and anything over about
50 volts can kill you if you get across
them in the wrong way, and even if
it doesn't there's nothing quite so
unpleasant as an electric shock of
any sort. So by all means play
around with power supplies to your
heart's content but use a bit of
common sense about touching
things when you're plugged in.
Never believe in switches - always
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4m, 2m and 70cm Amateur Bands
*5811, and 12; kHz FREQUENCY INCREMENTS
* 16 MEMORY CHANNELS WITH DIRECT ACCESS
*2 -SPEED SCAN -SCAN DELAY CONTROL
*2 -SPEED SEARCH UP AND DOWN
*SEARCH BETWEEN PRESET LIMITS UP AND DOWN

*3 SQUELCH MODES inc CARRIER AND AUDIO
* RELAY OUTPUT FOR Aux CONTROL
* INTERNAL SPEAKER
* EXTERNAL SPEAKER AND TAPE OUTPUTS
* LARGE GREEN DIGITRON DISPLAY BRIGHT DIM
*AM -PM CLOCK DISPLAY
* 12V DC, 230V AC OPERATION
* 12 MONTH WARRANTY FACTORY -BACKED SPARES AND 'KNOW HOW'
AND THE ALL-IMPORTANT PRE DELIVERY CHECK BY GAREX. THE
MAIN SERVICE AND SALES AGENTS. E264.50 inc VAT Delivered

*NEW*

"Special" Q.R.P. GW5 HF 5 Band Beams.
URCLATCA1113

JUST GIVE US A RING

COMPARE
THESE FEATURES

VISA

*REVCUNE*

*NEW*

A new top quality 16 -element, all British made, VHF UHF broadband fixed
station aerial from Revco. Ideally stilted to SX200 and other VHF 'LIHF
Receivers
PRICE E24.95 inc

MAIN DISTRIBUTORS OF REVCO AERIALS & SPECIAL PRODUCTS
!trade enoutries welcome)
PRICES INCLUDE UK P&P and 15% VAT

3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Off
Ring Road between A52 (Derby Rd) &
A609 (Ilkeston Rd).
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GAREX ELECTRONICS
7 NORVIC ROAD, MARSWORTH, TRING, HERTS HP23 4LS

Phone 0296 668684 (Callers by appointment only) gr7

Get your
RADIO AMATEURS

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT IN
THE SOUTH WEST
FT102

FT101ZDFM
FT707
FC707
FP707
FT230
FT290

City & Guilds Qualifications with ICS
In your own time -at your own pace
ICS, the world's leading home study specialists, offer a
superb course for those wishing to obtain their City &
GAilds Radio Amateurs qualifications. Prepared by

examination, and you study step by step at your pace,
in your own home, via the post.
Personal Tuition

Approved by CAC

FRG7

FRG7700
FRG7700M
FT708
FT790
FT780

REG. WARD & CO. LTD

personal guidance of a fully qualified tutor, plus the ICS
guarantee of tuition until successful.
Other courses available
The ICS School of Electronics offer a comprehensive
range of courses for most areas including: TV & Audio
Servicing & Engineering, Radio Frequency,
Electronic Engineering, Electrical Engineering,
and many more.

ICS

£209.00
£379.00
£199.00
£329.00
£409.00
E219.00
£299.00
£459.00

FT408

GEORGE STREET, AXMINSTER, DEVON. EX13 5DP
Telephone (0297) 33163

Throughout your course you have the expert and

Reg. G2BSW

Rodney. G6LUJ
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THIS BOOK WILL
HELP YOU PASS

-

THE RADIO AMATEURS EXAM =

411.,

IAN

Div National Education
Corporation

YAESU FT208

all other Yaesu products also stocked
now Icom range available
Other equipment stocked include:
Microwave Modules, Mutek, Datong, Drae & S.E.M. range of
products, Jaybeam, Hi -gain and G. Whip aerials, Shure
Microphones, plugs, sockets, rotators, cables etc.
Comprehensive range of valves
Instant credit facilities also available

experts, the course fully covers the syllabus of the

ICAO

£1299.00
£725.00
£665.00
E569.00
E85.10
E125.25
£239.00
£249.00

FT1

published by Lutterworth at £8.95 or available:
from Peter Bubb

Member of AB

POST OR PHONE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET

at £10.00 inc post and packing.

-

Please send me your FREE School of Electronics Prospectus

Subject of Interest

*
*

Name

5 day residential courses
private tuition
'introduction to electronics' course

Address

S.A.E. for full details:
Schoolo. f E 1
°7s 282

ICS

cIrom,ICStr.r8R0d

lAll Hours)

IME

WM.

PETER BUBB - Tuition
58 Greenacres, Bath, Avon BA1 4NR
or telephone 0225 27467

-

diM?01622 9911

London SW 4UJ

I
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Photo Acoustics Ltd

ACCESS
MAIL ORDER
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BARCLAYCARD
MAIL ORDER

MICRO COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

TONNA (F9FT)
144MHz
9 ele fixed
9 ele portable
9 ele crossed
13 ele portable
16 elefixed
17 ele fixed

TR9130 PROBABLY THE BEST 2
METRE MULTIMODE

£395.00 inc. VAT

NEW FT -102 HF ALL MODE
TRANSCEIVER

£725.00 inc. VAT

435MHz
19 element
19 ele crossed
21 element
21 element ATV

3-30
3.30
3.50
4.50

640

1.9 £17.14
1.7 £19.40
2.0 £31.68
2.5 £30.22

44£35.19

£35.19 (NEW)
3-20

330
4.60
4.60

1.1 £20.13
1.8 £33.36
2.6 £28.87
2.6 £28.87

TS830S SUPERB VALUE FOR
MONEY ONLY

£632.04 inc. VAT

NEW TS930S AMATEUR BAND
TRANSCEIVER WITH 100KHz30MHz GENERAL COVERAGE

NEW F7 -790R 70CMS ALL MODE

RECEIVER

PORTABLE

£1078.00 inc. VAT
CREDITCHARGE/INSTANCE FINANCE - PART EXCHANGE

58 HIGH STREET, NEWPORT PAGNELL, BUCKS.
TEL: 0908 610625 or WATFORD 32006

[01

£299.00 inc. VAT

BARCLAYCARD

1.M11114
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A.T.I.V. H. LY

AL. T.
S.
One of the things you'll have to get a
grip on for the RAE is how AC
(alternating current) circuits work. Or,
to put it another way, what properties
some components possess when
you apply alternating current of
certain frequencies to them. In this
section we'll take a look at some
very fundamental points from the
ground up, which might help make
sense of some of the big words.

It's a pretty important part of radio
and electronics we'll be dealing with,
so it helps to have some idea about
what it's about when some Clever
Dick at the club starts using words
like resonance and impedance and
whatnot.
To kick off then, what's alternating
current? As we've seen in the section
on power supplies it's just current
which, instead of just flowing from
positive to negative, changes its
direction of flow at anything from a
few times a second to many millions.
The domestic AC mains changes its
direction fifty times a second, which
is why we say its "frequency" is 50
cycles per second, or 50 hertz. Hertz
was the name of an early German
radio engineer who sussed out some
of the basics of radio waves, and
he's commemorated by using his
name to mean how often an AC
wave changes its direction of flow.
They used to be called cycles (which
is logical enough) and you'll still
come across books and magazines
that use abbreviations like kc/s,
meaning kilocycles per second. Since
"kilo" is a prefix meaning one
thousand, one kilocycle is the same
as 1,000 cycles per second and in the

H A K. I.
AC is simply current
which changes its
direction of flow,
instead of going
straight from positive
to negative (DC).
Chris Drake explains.
whistle from your TV set when it's
switched on; that has a frequency of
15.625kHz would you believe, and it
comes from the line scanning circuits
in the TV set. If you can hear that,
your hearing isn't at all bad.
So we humans can hear AC waves
of a range of frequencies between
about 20 and 20,000Hz - provided,
that is, they're converted into sound
waves. If you just switched on your
signal generator and tuned it to, say,
1kHz, you wouldn't hear a thing
because although it's generating AC
waves you can't detect them directly
- equally, if you stood under the
masts at the Rugby very -low frequency station GBR on 16kHz, you
wouldn't hear a thing either. So
don't confuse sound waves with AC
- if the AC has a frequency within
the audible range you can convert it

to sound with an amplifier and
speaker, but sound waves are quite
different from simple AC and it's
easy to confuse them if you're a
beginner.

G...
Okay - you can produce alternating
current of any frequency you like
between small fractions of a Hz and
many millions of Hz relatively easily,
and as we'll see it's crucial to radio
to be able to generate AC which has
a frequency between about 100kHz
and, for the same of argument,
1,000MHz. A MHz, by the way, is just
one million cycles per second, so
you'll note that a radio wave with a
frequency of 1,000MHz implies AC
that's changing its direction one
thousand million times a second.
There's an old saying that a week is
a long time in politics - well, a
second is a long time in electronics.
It can be quite mind -boggling at first,
but stay with us.
Have you spotted the link between
AC and radio waves yet? Well done, I
knew you would. If you're talking to
your mate on 144MHz, this implies
AC with a frequency of 144 million
times per second flowing in your
antenna and producing radio waves
of that frequency. Clever, eh?
So that's a quick look at AC. Now
let's have a look at two electronic
components which are incredibly
important as far as generating and
handling alternating currents are
concerned and see how they work.
The two components we need to
think about are blessed with the
names of inductor and capacitor - in
fact, inductance and capacitance are
two very important properties in
electronics, and you could say that a
capacitor is anything which displays

old books it's written 1 kc/s. Nowadays
it's written as 1kHz, and in fact if you
dial up 1kHz on an audio generator

you'll hear a pure tone - well, you
will if you connect an amplifier and a
speaker of some sort to it anyhow!
To put us in the picture, the
human ear can hear a range of
between about 20HZ, or 20 cycles
per second, and anywhere between
10kHz and 20kHz depending on how

old you are and how good your
hearing is - like many other things in
life, your hearing ability as far as
high frequencies are concerned gets
worse with age. Since the mains has
a frequency of 50Hz, which is at the
low end of what people can hear,
you'll sometimes hear a faint hum
from electronic things when they're
connected to the mains. If your
hearing is good enough, you'll notice
that you can hear a very high-pitched
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Alternating (sinusoidal) waveform.

capacitance. That isn't trivial hairsplitting either, as we'll see shortly.
Let's take inductors. If you take an
ordinary bog -standard straight piece
of wire and connect a battery to it so
that a reasonable amount of current

flows in it, you'll find that, if you
borrow your little son's toy compass
and bring it near said wire, the
needle will be deflected somewhat.
In other words, whenever an electric
current flows in a wire, there's a
magnetic field formed in the vicinity
of the wire itself. Magnetism and
electricity are intimately related, and
it's this fact that makes things like
generators and electric motors and
wirelesses possible. As a matter of
fact, if you've read the power supply
article elsewhere in this magazine,
you might like to note that
transformers rely on the magnetic
field associated with a wire in which
an electric current is flowing in order
to work at all.
So there's always a magnetic field
wherever there's a current - I'd like
to call it Drake's Law but it was
expressed rather more elegantly
about a hundred years ago by A. N.

Other....

Now the interesting thing is that
the magnetic field formed when you
switch on the power tends to oppose
the electric current. Does that make
sense? I thought not. I forgot to tell
you that whenever you change the
value of an electric current flowing in
a wire or wherever, the magnetic
field also changes and any change in
the strength of a magnetic field
induces an electric current in any
handy nearby conductor. Which,
incidentally, is how a transformer
works. The alternating current in the
primary sets up a varying magnetic
field; the varying magnetic field
aforesaid induces (you'll see where
the word inductor comes from in a
sec) a current in the secondary of the
transformer.
Note solemnly here that it's the
fact that it varies that's of great
importance. If you stick a source of
DC, such as a battery, across the
primary of a transformer, you'd get
an output from the secondary only at
the instant you connected the battery
and again only at the instant you
disconnected it - in other words,
when you change something.
Leaving the battery across the
transformer primary will flatten it in
short order, if indeed you don't burn
out the winding while you're about

it....

The point is the magnetic field that
builds up tends to oppose the
electric current - in other words, the
polarity of the electric current
induced in the wire carrying the
current opposes the polarity of the
current with which the magnetic field
is associated. I'd suggest grabbing a
coffee and a fag at this stage and
reading that again until you get the
idea - it hurts me to think it up and
type it, so God knows what it's doing

fresh air - self-supporting in other
words.
Why is it handy? Well, if you
remember the last issue of this
magazine, we were looking at the
concept of reactance - we defined it
as the apparent resistance of
something or other (usually an
inductor or capacitor) as far as AC
was concerned. Now the thing about
an inductor (of whatever type) is that
its reactance increases with frequency
in a very predictable way. There's
even a nice formula for it - the
reactance of an inductor is defined
as the square root of 27 times the
frequency involved times the value
of inductance in henries. Henries? Oh
yes, I forgot-just as we commemorate
Mr Hertz by making his name the
unit of frequency, Mr Henry gets the
kudos for discovering all sorts of
clever things to do with coils of wire
and things by getting his name used
as the unit of inductance. So if you
talk about an inductance of 1 Henry,
you mean something the size of a
small smoothing choke or something
of that sort. For average radio use,
we tend to use millihenries and

to you trying to follow it!

A Henry: something
the size of a small
smoothing choke
Inductance is simply defined as the
property of a circuit or whatever
which tends to oppose any change in
the value of current flowing in it, and
that can be very handy. Any piece of
wire is an inductor of sorts, although
the usual form of inductor is a coil of
wire wound on something like ferrite
which tends to increase its inductance.
It can also be wound on heaps of
other things, by the way, or in a VHF

radio it can be a couple of turns of
thick wire wound on nothing but
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Electromagnetic induction (a) relative movement of magnet and coil induces a voltage
in the coil; without this, there wouldn't be any wireless!
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GIRV? FER EOM
ICR70, The very latest
from Icom! £469.
eada.a.
1111

mom

£699.
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Now that we have tried the R70, we believe that it is going to be a
real winner.
The R-70 covers all modes (when the FM option is included), and
uses 2 CPU -driven VFO's for split frequency working, and has 3 IF
frequencies: 70MHz, 9MHz and 455KHz, and a dynamic range of
100dB.
Other R-70 features include: input switchability through a preamplifier, direct or via an attenuator, selectable tuning steps of
1KHz, 100Hz or 10Hz, adjustable IF bandwidth in 3 steps (455KHz).
Noise limiter, switchable AGC, tunable notch filter, squelch on all
modes, RIT, tone control. Tuning LED for FM (discriminator centre
indicator). Recorder output, dimmer control.
The R-70 also has separate antenna sockets for LW -MW with
automatic switching, and a large, front mounted loudspeaker with
5.8W output. The frequency stability for the 1st. hour is ± 50Hz,
sensitivity- SSBICW/RTTY better than 0.32 i.tv for 12dB (S+N)÷N,
Am -0.5/2v, FM better than 0.32 for 12dB Sinad. DC is optional on the
R-70. It has a built-in mains supply.
The IC -R70 measures 286mm x 110mm x 276mm and weighs

7.4Kg., making it a very attractive package indeed. Are you ready
for this truly excellent receiver? You must hear it, we know you will
be impressed!

IC25E The Tiny Tiger £239.inc.
And NOW the

70cm version
IC45E. £269.inc.
Amazingly small,
yet very sensitive.
Two VFO's, five memories,
priority channel, full duplex and reverse, LED S -meter, 25KHz or
5KHz step tuning. Same multi -scanning functions as the 290 from
mic or front panel. All in all the best 2M and 70 cm. FM mobiles
ICOM have ever made.

Remember we also stock Yaesu, Jaybeam, Datong, Welz
G -Whip, Western, TAL, Bearcat, RSGB Publications.
Agents (phone first - all evenings and weekends only,
except Scotland).
Scotland - Jack GM8 GEC (031 665 2420)
Midlands - Tony G8AVH (021 329-2305)
North West - Gordon G3LEQ Knutsford (0565)4040
Ansafone available

Securicor
or post
dispatch
free
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Introducing the NEW IC.740.

This latest
transceiver contains
all the most asked -for features, in
the most advanced solidstate HF base station on the amateur
market...performing to the delight of the most discerning operator.
Study the front panel controls of the ICOM IC -740. You will see
that it has all of the functions to give maximum versatility to tailor the
receiver and transmitter performance to each individual operator's
requirements.
Features of the IC -740 receiver include a very effective variable
width and continuously adjustable noise blanker, continuously
adjustable speed AGC, adjustable IF shift and variable passband
tuning built in. In addition, an adjustable notch filter for maximum
receiver performance, along with switchable receiver preamp, and a
selection of SSB and CW filters. Squelch on SSB Receive and all
mode capability, including optional FM mode. Split frequency
operation with two built-in VFO's for the serious DX'er.
The IC -740 allows maximum transmit flexibility with front panel
adjustment of VOX gain and VOX delay along with ICOM's unique
synthesized three speed tuning system and rock solid stability with
electronic frequency lock. Maximum versatility with 2 VFO's built in
as standard, plus 9 memories of frequency selection, one per band,
including the new WARC bands.
With 10 independent receiver and 6 transmitter front panel
adjustments, the IC -740 operator has full control of his station's
operating requirements.
See and operate the versatile and full featured IC -740 at your
authorized ICOM dealer.
Options include:
FM Module
Marker Module
Electronic Keyer
2 - 9MHz IF Filters for CW

3-455MHz Filters for CW
Internal AC Power Supply

Accessories.
SM5 Desk Microphone
UP/DWN Microphone
Linear Amplifer
Autobandswitching Mobile Antenna
Headphones
External Speaker
Memory Backup Supply
Automatic Antenna Tuner

Ask about the new range of CUE Del
antennas, the winners in recent tests!

(-IRV? FER ICOM
The World's most popular portables
IC2E £159.1C4E £199.inc.
and now the marine version

IC720A Possibly the best
choice in HF. £883.inc.

IC730 The best for mobile or
economy base station £586.inc.

ICM12 £199 -VAT.

14>

Nearly everybody has an IC -2E, the
most popular amateur transceiver in the
world, now there is the 70cm version which
is every bit as good and takes the same
accessories.

Fully synthesized - Covering 144145.995 in 400 5KHz steps. (430-439.99

4E). Power output - 1.5W. BNC
antenna output socket. Send/Battery

indicator. Frequency selection - by
thumbwheel switches, indicating the
frequency. 5KHz switch -adds 5KHz to the

indicated frequency. Duplex Simplex
switch - gives simplex or plus 600KHz or
minus 600KHz transmit (1.6MHz and listen

input on 4E). Hi -Low switch - 1.5W or

150mW. External microphone jack.

One way of keeping up with rapidly
advancing technology is to look at what the
IC -720A offers in its BASIC form. How
many of it's competitors have two VFO's as
standard. or a memory which can be
recalled. even when on a different band to
the one in use, and result in instant retuning
AND BANDCHANGING of the transceiver?
How many include really excellent general
coverage receiver covering all the way from
100KHz to 30MHz? How many need'no
tuning or loading whatsoever? and take care
of your PA, should you have a rotten
antenna. How many have an automatic RIT
which cancels itself when the main tuning
dial is moved? How many will run full power
out for long periods without overheating?
How many have band data output to
automatically change bands on a solid state
linear AND an automatic antenna tuner unit?
The IC -720A may be just a little more
expensive than some. but it's better than
most! Make your choice an IC -720A.
IC-PS15 Mains PSU £99.

ICOM's answer to your HF mobile
problems - the IC -730. This new 80m -10m,
8 band transceiver offers 100W output on
SSB, AM and CW. Outstanding receiver
performance is achieved by an up conversion system using a high IF of 39MHz
offering excellent image and IF interference
rejection. high sensitivity and above all. wide
dynamic range. Built in Pass Band Shift
allows you to continuously adjust the centre
frequency of the IF pass band virtually
eliminating close channel interference. Dual
VFO's with 10Hz, 100Hz and 1 kHz steps
allows effortless tuning and what's more a
memory is provided for one channel per
hand. Further convenience circuits are
provided such as Noise Blanker, Vox. CW
Monitor APC and SWR Detector to name a
few. A built in Speech Processor boosts talk
power on transmit and a switchable RF Pre Amp is a boon on today's crowded bands.

Great base stations

IC251 £499.1C451 £599.inc.

External speaker jack.
The IC -4E is revolutionising 70cm!

Tono RTTY and CW computers

Multimode Mobiles
IC290E £366.1C490E £445.inc,

9000E £650.inc.
1111
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290E-144-146 MHz/490E-430-440 MHz.
10 W RF output on SSB. CW and FM.
Standard and non-standard repeater shifts.
5 memories and priority channel.
Memory scan and band scan, controlled
at front panel or microphone. Two VFO's.
LED S -meter. 25KHz and 1 KHz on FM 1KHz and 100KHz tuning steps on SSB.
Instant listen for repeaters.

(§.
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The TONO range of communication
computers take a lot of beating when it
comes to trying to read RTTY and CW in the
noise. Others don't always quite make it!
Check the many facilities offered before
you buy - especially look at the 9000E which
also throws in a Word Processor.
Call us for further information and a brochure.
Receive only version Tono 550-£299.inc.

ICOM produce a
perfect trio in the UHF
base station range. ranging from 6 Meters
through 2 Meters to 70 cms. Unfortunately
you are not able to benefit from the 6m
product in this country, but you CAN own the
IC -251 E for your 2 Meter station
and the 451E for 70 cms.
Mains or 12 volt supply.
SSB. CW and FM.

e°
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microhenries rather more because
they're handier. The symbol for
Henrys is H, so milli and micro
become mH and tiH in the usual
way.

Still with me? Remember that any
piece of wire possesses inductance,
although you have to do things like
wind the wire into a coil of something

if you want lots of it for some
purpose - as indeed you usually will.
If you remember from last month,
we said that the DC resistance of the
primary winding of a transformer
mioht be of the order of 100 ohms,
and you might think that if Ohm's Law
is to be believed, there'd be 24 amps
flowing in it if you plugged it into the
240 volt mains supply. Because the
primary of a transformer consists of
a lot of wire wound into a fairly large
coil, it possesses a lot of inductance
- the magnetic field which is induced
in the primary opposes the current
coming in from the mains, to put it
crudely, and at 50Hz the current
might well be limited to 2.4 amps
instead of 24 because it is being
limited by the magnetic field
associated with the current flowing
in the primary in the first place. It's
sort of self-limiting. Like drinking too
much beer, there comes a point
when you're too drunk to lift the
glass any more....
Let's pass hastily on from inductors
and have a look at their other half,
capacitors. Inductors and capacitors
are a bit like man and wife or
Morecambe and Wise or bacon and
eggs - their properties are similar
but different and they go well with
each other in some ways.
So what's a capacitor? Well, it's
anything which displays something
called capacitance, which is rather
difficult to define in less than about
70,000 words but we'll have a valiant
bash. There isn't really an easy
example, as there is in the case of
inductors with pieces of wire and
compass needles and so on because
capacitors rely on things like charge
and dielectrics and the Lord knows
what and it can all get a bit heavy.
Let's just say for now that a capacitor
is an electronic component that
won't allow DC to flow at all but it
will let AC through. How well it lets it
through depends on the frequency of
the AC involved, or, in other words,
the reactance of a capacitor
(remember? that's the resistance as
far as AC is concerned) is very high
at low frequencies and very low
when you wind the frequency up.
You measure the value of a capacitor
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in units called farads (here again,
we're commemorating the early
pioneers - Michael Faraday was a
whizzkid at things like this about 100
years ago, and it's a version of his
name that forms the unit of
capacitance). Actually, the farad is a
very large unit, and you're going to
be dealing with micro farads most of

the time - they're millionths of a
farad - and even pico farads if you're
into VHF. A picofarad is a millionth
of a microfarad, and to give you an
idea the capacitance between the top
of your head and the floor is about
100 picofarads, or pF.

Any piece of wire
possesses

inductance but

. .

As in the case of the inductor,
there's a formula which gives the
reactance of a capacitor of a given
value at a given frequency. It looks
like this:
1

V27fC
"f" is the frequency of Hertz and C
is the capacitance in farads. If you
care to work out some examples,
and also compare this with the
formula for the reactance of an
inductor at a few different frequencies,
you'll find that the reactance of the
capacitor gets less with frequency
YAAk YAAW! KEEP
r YOUR
SHIRT ON! HOW
CANS HELP IT, IF IT'S

THOSE THINGSIL
NEVER WORK RIGHT.

increases, whereas the inductor
works the other way round.
So that's an ever -so -quick look at
the two main elements of AC
circuits. "But" says an office colleague
"what's the use of all these clever
things? Why on earth would I want
to know what the resistance is at
such -and -such a frequency? Bo -000000 -ring!"

Well, hang in there because byand-by we'll see where it all comes
together - well, some of it, anyway.
We'd need all of the magazine to get
it all sussed and anyway there are
whole learned tomes on AC circuits
so we can't do it all at once! We'll
carry on with some of the good bits
in our next issue, but to whet your
appetite, let's think about what
happens if you connect an inductor
in parallel with a capacitor and apply
AC of a particular frequency to the
combination. The particular frequency
I have in mind is that at which the
reactance of the inductor and that of
the capacitor happen to be the same.

What you then get is something
very fundamental to wireless which
is called resonance - it's fundamental
because the whole subject of the
transmission and reception of radio
waves depends on it. Watch this
space and we'll delve into it next

time....

HEY! LISTEN
HEAR IT ?
JAZZ MUSIC

iTS REAL. FAINT,BUT S HEAR
IT ! UHUN...WHY , 11.5 THE BAND

KITH6 DANCE HALL,00wNTOwN '

CRAck,NG 50 MUCH?

SUCH A

CRAZY THING!
AN' YOU'VE CIOT

SUCH A NICE

PLAYER. PIANO/
REGULAR

HUMBUG /
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Reproduced from the Old Timers' Bulletin. American humour, fairly obviously ...

E OLD TIMER'S BULLET
OFFICIAL JOURNAL. ANTIQUE WIRELESS ASSOCIATION, INC.
Published for the Old Time Wireless Operator, Historian and Collector
Vol.

la

MARCH 1978

No. 4

"Tell Him To Use A Crosley Pup !"

ANTIQUES,
OR RUBBISH ?
Have we lessons to learn from the US
when it comes to valuing our radio
equipment? David Lazell points us in the
right direction.
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ANTIQUES,
OR RUBBISH ?
The rumour that hams never leave
their equipment is probably put
about by aggrieved girl friends who
want a night on the town, not on the
air.

The impact of the feminist
movement is being observed in the
USA where, happily, more ladies are
taking an interest in the hobby. But
perhaps the most interesting
phenomenon from that great
electronic wonderland is the pursuit

Below: the 1921 Paragon 2-5-U, introduced
by the American firm of Adams -Morgan.
QSL cards in those days quite often
referred to radiation levels of so many

thermo-couple Amperes ...
Bottom: Typical of many early radio
telephones is the coachbuilt cabinet. A
rare find nowadays.

of historic equipment from previous
decades of radio communication.
Local museums, shortwave clubs
and other bodies are checking the
attics, radio stations and old-timers'
collections in search of these 'ham
antiques' and it is a little exaggeration
to describe it as a new gold rush. For
much early radio equipment is
proving to be very valuable. You will
find, on any visit to the USA, that
local museums often have a keen
interest in radio history, and have
special displays of equipment from
the 1930s and 1940s.

To date, however, the same
interest has not been observed in
Britain, but it is certainly on the way.
Even with that much -abused medium
CB radio, there has been a keen
interest in the 'collectables', the
original equipment from
manufacturers who, in some cases,
saw CB as additional business to
other radio products.S9 Hobby
Magazine ran a very attractive
feature by a short -waver, Judy, on
the 'antiques' of short-wave
communication, and it appeared
regularly over some years.

The really interesting initiatives
(for UK readers) are seen from a
nationally -known group of radio
enthusiasts, in the Antique Wireless
Association Inc. of Holcomb, New
York. Most members of the AWA are
radio hams, and, in many cases,
have been professional and employed
in radio. The monthly Old Timers
Bulletin is a well illustrated, and very
lively well researched publication,
and includes potted histories of radio
manufacturers, past and present,
photographs of old equipment, and
notes of projects in hand. For
example, a DX competition some
time ago involved the use of old-time
all -valve equipment, this being a
great opportunity to show off the
carefully preserved (and repaired)
transceivers of yesteryear. Articles
on the restoration of old equipment
have long been published in The Old
Timers Bulletin, and the AWA has
obviously helped local museums to
develop their own collections.
The association was founded in
1952. From its ten original members,
the AWA had become internationally
known by its twenty-fifth anniversary
with some two thousand members
(many of them in European countries
including Britain, as well as Australia,
New Zealand, Japan and other
nations). Not that the AWA has ever
had any kind of membership drive.
As with many other worthwhile
organisations, it worked on the basis
of mutual attraction. If you were
really interested in the historical
background of amateur radio, you
would certainly find out about the
AWA, sooner or later. The Old
Timers Bulletin was launched just
over twenty years ago to meet the
needs of effective communication
between members who, by that time,
could be found in some twenty
states. From the outset, it has
effectively developed as a medium
for creative writing and reporting on
radio (and television) history and
equipment. From this research
sprang the concept of an AWA
Museum. This opened in 1974 at
East Bloomfield, New York, and it is
now highly regarded as a centre for
electronic communication history
studies. It had, in the late 1970s,
more than 25,000 items, and must
now have rather more.

The race for this kind of equipment
has accelerated in the past five or six
years, so that car museums in the
States, for example, have opened
adjacent radio history displays.
Among the treasures at the museum
one can find a tape library which has
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recordings of great pioneers, including
Marconi, Edwin Armstrong (the
inventor of FM radio), De Forest,
Sarnoff and Hugo Gernsback, who

might aptly be called the prophet of
radio. Hugo Gernsback, it may be
recalled, founded the great granddaddy of amateur radio magazines in
1908, Modern Electrics, and a year or
two later produced a science fiction
story, which in effect described the
electronic communications explosion
of the 1970s and 1980s.

The main room of the AWA
Museum is known as the Armstrong
Hall, to commemorate the fine work
of (Major) Edwin Armstrong, whose
fight against the entrenched defenders
of AM communication was long and
often bitter. A large oil painting of
this FM pioneer was presented to the
museum by Dr Leonard Wade some
years ago, and has pride of place.
However, whilst the museum has a
1925 radio store - absolutely authentic
but with nothing for sale there amateur radio has always been
shown, and used. Not for the AWA
enthusiasts mere equipment stuck
under a glass case. For example,
when the museum was opened in
May 1975 it had a very attractive
ceremony. "George Batterson, a
veteran radio ham, W2GB,
commenced proceedings by using a
vintage 1kw. rotary spark transmitter,"
announced the Old Timers Bulletin
that year.

worthy resting place for rare and
redundant items. Thus, 'The Golden
Age of Entertaiment' Display includes
vintage phonographs, early AC
mains receivers, and even old TV
sets Still in working order.
Broadcasting equipment, no longer
wanted by local stations, has also
been eagerly acquired, as well as the
telegraph equipment which, as
Edison might say, really started
everything else going. The high
esteem of the museum is reflected
by the way that other institutions
help, or use it. When, in 1976, there
was a special display to commemorate
the centenary of Bell's invention of
the telephone, the museum was
permitted to show two extremely
rare Bell telephones, by courtesy of
the Smithsonian Institution of
Washington DC. At that same
exhibition, guests at the museum
were invited to use the 1905 telephone

circuit installed for the event.
As the AWA celebrates its thirtieth
birthday year, we may properly
salute these keen radio hams, who
dedicate their time, resources and no
doubt cash to keeping the traditions
of ham radio alive. Of course, they
started at the right time. The USA,
though it suffered grievious losses of
manpower in World War Two, did
not go through the blitz which, in
Britain, destroyed so much archive
material. Any researcher here knows
that it is often impossible to get
records referring to the 1930s. And,
one regrets to say, some researchers
Below: Unusual view of the internals of
an early transmitter.
Bottom: The AWA Museum in Washington
was opened by W2GB using a 1Kw rotary
spark transmitter like this one. It's 56
years old, and is a 60 metre shortwave
unit. Does any reader have more
information about this (must be) unique
device?

Auctions of old
gear

Although you cannot get your
hands permanently on the best
historic equipment (ie to take home
to your own radio shack) there are
annual auctions of old gear. Usually,
this is an informal affair, with the
items brought in no particular
sequence. As 10% of the proceeds
are donated voluntarily to the
museum, the auction is very useful
given the high costs of running the
place. And the Bulletin reports a run
down of the equipment that was
sold, usually with illustrations, and
the prices reached. Could this be a
first 'blue book' for vintage ham
equipment?
Although the AWA has always
been primarily interested in radio
communication, it has also developed
other collections eg in television and
home entertainment. Sometimes,
radio studios, manufacturers or
veteran collectors have offered
special items to the museum, seeing
the East Bloomfield Collection as a
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find a less than careful attitude to the
preserving of historic documents,
directories and other material here.
In the USA, this kind of radio/
telecommunications history
documentation would be afforded far
higher importance. But the AWA has
undoubtedly helped to 'educate' the
public in this direction. At the right
time, when so much radio
communication equipment was

-
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0
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becoming redundant, the AWA was
around to pick up the pieces
(sometimes, almost complete
studios, too).
In Britain, the BVWS (British
Vintage Wireless Society) has less
bias towards ham radio equipment,
though is certainly interested in it as
part of the complete picture of
electronics communication. Whilst
the AWA has a high percentage of
membership from hams, and
Left: The receiver section of a 1923
Westinghouse Shortwave set. All the
knobs are gold-plated!
Below: A view of the insides of the
Westinghouse receiver. They were
originally production units but coils were
removed in order to raise the frequency
to 3200KHz.
Bottom: A receiver, about little of which
is known by the staff of Amateur Radio can anybody help?

broadcasting veterans, the BVWS.
has a far wider representation from
all kinds of hobbyists. However, the
BVWS is highly regarded by AWA
old-timers and Anthony Constable, a
leading member of the BVWS has
visited the museum - and presented
it with a handsomely mounted
transformer from the old BBC station
at Brookmans Park, Surrey. Constable,
a medical physicist, founded the
society in 1976, so the yanks have an
almost quarter century start in this
field. His book, Early Wireless
published by Midas Books of
Tunbridge Wells (£8.95, ISBN 0
85936 125 X) is well known to US
enthusiasts, as well as to British
collectors.

It is never too late
to start collecting
Today, radio museums are opening
across the USA to an increasing
number of enthusiasts, and proving
to be effective in showing that
shortwave radio communication has
been a valuable tool over many
The AWA Museum at East
Bloomfield is almost certainly the
best known of them all, even though
some museums are associated with
major car companies or radio
organisations. So it may prove the

truth of the old saying: if you want a
job well done, ask a dedicated radio
amateur, assuming you can get him
away from the equipment. But that is
where we came in.
Last comment - it is possible to
collect back copies of the Old Timers
Bulletin, though they are becoming
quite rare. They cost about £1 each
(the back issues, I mean) though
naturally UK members get the
current monthly issues in the usual
way. Details are available from
Dexter Deeley, AWA, 8 Briar Circle,
Rochester, New York 14618, USA.
Looking through my stack of Old
Timers Bulletin, realise that while I
I

may be an old timer, I certainly
overlooked the potential of ham
radio history. But it is never too late
to start collecting. The AWA, like the
BVWS here in Britain, could help yon
in that direction. There are plenty of
members' classified adverts relating
to eqipment wanted or on offer in
the Old Timers Bulletin, too. Could it
be that we in Britain are losing out
on this valuable aspect of ham
radio? Are we leaving it too late to
build a collection of radio historical
importance in the nation that started
so much of the art?
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EARTH
MOON
EARTH

The theory is easy. But it's probably the
most demanding and difficult contact to
make. Nigel Gresley explains.
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EARTH- MOON -EARTH

The subtitle should read: how to
bounce your wireless waves off the
nearest handy lunar object.
Moonbounce, or EME (which is short
for Earth -Moon -Earth) is possibly the
most demanding mode of amateur

operation of all of them, although
the diehard MS addicts would claim
that theirs was the most difficult. Our
feeling is that they're both tricky to
do and that you need a good station
for both modes.
The basic idea of EME sounds
simple enough - the theory is that
you take signals on 144MHz or
432MHz or even higher bands if
you've really got hairs on your chest
and, instead of beaming them in the
general direction of another station
over the horizon, you wind the
antennas upwards and aim at the
moon. The idea is that the moon acts
as a reflector of the signals and
beams them back towards Earth, so
that some well-equipped station
somewhere can receive them.
Put like that it doesn't sound too
difficult. But there are a few things
you need to know before dashing
out to the backyard and pointing
your beam towards the moon. First
off, there's the little matter of power.
Although it's a bit beyond the scope
of this article to go into the nuts and
bolts of it, it's possible to calculate
the exact amount of effective radiated
power necessary in order to produce
a given amount of signal in the
receiver at the distant end, and in a
word it's marginal under the
conditions of the UK licence.
Without going into all the facts and
figures, you'll need the full legal limit
and at least 15dB gain at the antenna
to stand any chance at all on 144MHz
- in other words, you'll only be able
to work very well-equipped stations
with such a set-up - and you really
need to think in terms of a very out of -the -ordinary antenna system if
you're going to have a go at EME. If

you can't run the full legal limit,
forget it. The main problem is that
the moon isn't exactly a good
reflector of radio signals at the best
of times, so you'll need all the help
you can get insofar as generating
power right up to the licence limit
and getting a really good antenna up
is concerned. The same applies in
the other direction. Signals that are
going to be coming your way aren't
exactly going to end -stop the S meter, and in fact there are going to
be many times - maybe most of the
time - when the signal you're after is
about as strong as the receiver
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noise. So in other words you need
not only the largest antenna you can
get (and in any event something like
20dB gain won't hurt a bit), but you
need a very good preamp and the
best feeder you can beg, borrow or

You might be able to use a dish of this
size for the higher -frequency microwave
bands and bounce them off the moon.

another for EME or MS work.
There's a case for saying that a
low noise factor is more important
swipe.
than sheer signal -handling ability if
What does this mean in principle?
you're into EME, and we sort of
Let's take the antenna first. No single agree with this; it's nice to have both
commercial device will have anything but it isn't always easy. On 144MHz,
like enough gain for this job, so
the only time to worry about the
you're down to stacking or baying
noise figure of your preamp is if
several multi -element beams or, if
you're into EME work, because the
you're affluent or persistent enough
residual noise of the sky is much
and you want to use the higher
lower than you'll get from a decent
bands, using a dish antenna of some antenna pointing somewhere in a
sort. Big dishes tend to take up a hell terrestrial direction, and EME signals
of a lot of the back garden, and so
aren't exactly going to overload your
do antennas of the calibre required
front-end when you do receive them,
for EME work, so you'd better have
as we've seen. The only time to
tolerant neighbours. The most
worry is if four of your local mates
minimal EME array we know of is
are going to be active at the same
four 16 -element Tonna antennas on
time as you're spraying your signals
144MHz - we don't know of anyone
in the general direction of the moon,
who has had any success with
because if your preamp's got too
anything smaller, although if anyone
much gain it'll give your receiver a
can tell us something different we'd
hard time and bang goes your DX
love to hear about it!
for the evening.
So, that's the antenna side of it.
As we've said, you need enough
The next thing to worry about is the
gain to overcome losses in the
preamp, and to some extent we've
feeder and to bring the system noise
discussed the pros and cons of VHF
figure down to the lowest possible
and UHF preamps elsewhere in this
level. Take a look at a book called
noble publication. Just to recap, you
Solid State Design for the Radio
need some gain but you also need
Amateur which is published by the
quietness, ie a very low noise figure
ARRL and available from the RSGB.
for whatever exotic device you
It tells you in simple terms exactly
choose to use in said preamp.
what's important (and what isn't)
Gasfets are probably the best for
about things like noise figure and
432MHz and above and they're OK
signal -handling, and you can learn a
for 144MHz if either you or the
lot from this book about all sort of
manufacturer knows what he's
other things to do with transistors
doing; not all gasfets by any means
and such.
like frequencies as low(!) as 144MHz
The feeder is the other thing to
and you shouldn't think that just
worry about. You need the best you
because a preamp contains a gasfet
can possibly lay hands on. "Best", in
that it's going to be the best thing
this context, means having as little
for the job. Some of the consumer -type loss s possible because any loss is
ones aren't worth the exorbitant
just going to convert your transmitter
amounts people ask for them, so do
power into heat to warm the worms
watch out for "specmanship" in this
with, so don't mess abo,.' with the
area. Radio Communication did a
usual things. If you can
ii., you'll
very good comparative look at some
need something like Heliax or LDF-4
preamplifiers last year, and it's well
and the connectors to go with it, and
worth having a good look at that
they can cost a fortune.
article if you're contemplating low How about the transmitter side of
noise amplifiers of one sort or
things? Well, as we've said, you're

Left: A moon's eye
view of the earth.
Remember that a
basic problem with
EME work is
keeping your
antenna pointing at
the moon while it
moves.

Below: This TV
picture is coming
from a satellite, but
one day maybe
amateurs will be
able to bounce TV
pictures off the
moon to each
other. Watch this
space ...!

going to need maximum legal power
on whatever band you fancy, and
this is going to need a decent
amplifier. Many designs have
appeared in the literature, some
which are better than others, but
either way you'll need all the power
you can get short of going outside
the terms of your licence and we
don't advocate that for one millisecond. From what we hear, 96 per
cent of all EME contacts are done on
CW, with the rest being SSB, so if
you're a Class B man wondering
what the point of Morse is, now you
know.CW is superior to SSB under
weak -signal conditions if you've got
the right sort of receiver with decent
narrow CW filters - actually, CW is
superior to practically everything
else unless you're the Diplomatic
Wireless Service and you have a few
Piccolo terminals lying around,
which is why there isn't anything
better than CW for working the weak
ones on any band. So a good, stable
receiver with proper CW-type
filtering is required for EME work you need all the help it'll give you,
so a bit of spit and polish isn't a bad
idea.

What about the operational side of
things now we've had a look at the
hardware? EME operation isn't too

difficult provided that you've done a
few things before you start. Firstly,
you'll need to be able to find the
moon, which may sound silly but if
it's cloudy what are you going to do
when it's sked time? You also need
to know when the moon is in the
right place for what you have in
mind, and this is quite a tall order for
which we haven't really got the
space; have a look at the Amateur
Radio Operating Manual for all the
details of how to go about it. It all
depends on who you want to work,
assuming you're not just firing
random CQ calls at the moon (which
- but you need
a good station and some knowledge
of the geometry of the moon and
whether it's in a good position for
working anyone) instead of making
skeds just as you'd do on MS. The
usual thing is to make a sked with
another interested party, and it either
will work or it won't.
One problem you'll come across is
something called fading - you
wouldn't expect it, would you, but
the polarisation of the signals can
change periodically as they get
reflected from the moon and you'll
sometimes find that the signals drift
slowly in and out of the noise. It
goes without saying that there isn't
any easy way of getting round this,
short of using something called
circular polarisation on your antennas,
and that makes life even more
complicated!
The other snag is that the moon
isn't standing still obligingly whilst
you bounce your signals off it. It's
moving actually, as you'll know if
you've ever tried something we had
to do for one of our sister magazines
a few years ago and take a photograph

of the thing, it moves pretty fast and
time exposures with a telephoto lens
well stopped down aren't really on.
So you need to be able to move your
antennas to keep the moon in their
sights, as it were, and this can be
tiresome because as far as we
earthlings are concerned the moon is
moving in two dimensions at once
and you need some way of moving

your beam in what the textbooks
grandly refer to as "elevation" and
"azimuth".
Some exotic EME stations do it
with a microcomputer programmed
with details of the motion of the
moon and linked up to suitable
motors and gears to wave the beam
about and keep it fixed on the moon
but you need to be a bit clever for
that - many EME folk do it by hand.
The big snag is, what the hell do you
do if it's a cloudy night and you can't
see the blessed thing at all, let alone
see it to track it? Ah. Yes, that is a
problem. Actually, our technical
maniac swears blind he's going to
think up a way of doing it with
infrared sensors and the Lord knows
what but every time we ask him how
he's doing he mutters and mumbles
and fiddles with his moustache so
we deduce he hasn't got it sussed
yet. It ought to be possible, and if
anyone has any bright (sorry) ideas
we'd love to hear them.
Anyway, you'll be glad to know
that if you've solved those problems,
the actual mechanics of working
stations are pretty simple! You can
have skeds rather like you do in MS
working, but it's a much more
relaxed affair. The only thing is that,
as in the case of MS, your transmitter
and receiver need to be spot on the
frequency you've agreed on with the
man at the other end so you'll need
some pretty good frequency
arrangements. It isn't the slightest
use having everything else off to a
T if you're a KHz out of your partner's
passband because all the megawatts
in the world ain't going to get into
his wireless - so it's always a good
plan to switch everything on an hour
or two before the sked starts so's
you can do some last minute checks
with a rig that's well warmed -up and
that much more likely to stay on
whatever frequency you put it
without creeping off somewhere
else.

There's one simple test you can
do, just to finish with, that will show
you whether your station is good
enough for EME work and whether
you've got the antennas pointing in
the right place. Just aim at the moon
and press the key ( or say a word or
two) and then listen. Because of the
distance between the moon and
earth, there's a fair old delay on the
signal and by the time you go back
to "receive" and wait a second or so,
you should hear your own echo
coming back from the moon.
I guarantee the first time you
achieve that, all the hairs on the back
of your neck will practically catch fire
- it's one of the biggest thrills in the
whole world of radio, and it's a sure
sign that your station is pretty
damned good. When you've done
that, read Dubus, get on the 14.34MHz
VHF net and set up some skeds maybe we'll see you there one of
these days!
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At one stage, it was
two in the morning,
and we began to
run out of film, and
brains. Mike tries to
decide whether it
really is a 47K or
whether he needs
more coffee.

PARTWORK

Considering that we're jolly keen on
the home-brew side of amateur radio
here at Amateur Radio, we're always
keen to have a go at anything that
looks as though it's likely to make
life easier for the home builder. One
company, Wood and Douglas, who
advertise in this magazine, do a very
interesting range of kits for amateur
projects of various sorts and we
thought we'd have a look at a typical
make -it -yourself job they do in the
shape of the 70FM05 UHF receiver
and its companion transmitter, the

How to build a
transceiver from a kit by Chris Drake and
friend

whatever case you like, together with
things like the S -meter and all the
"front panel furniture" (see Shoptalk
last issue) you want for your particular
application. We reckon this is a great
idea because you can make it as
70FM05 T4.
fancy or as simple as you like and
These are intended for the amateur you'll learn an enormous amount
432MHz band, and the basic idea is
about basic FM receivers as you go.
that you can start out with the
When you've got the basic board
receiver, the 70FM05 R5 and get that sussed, you can add several things
going first; it's crystal controlled,
to it. For a start, there's the 70MCO6R
using standard Pye PF1-type crystals
6 -channel scanner board, so you can
which are as common as the
scan between channels; we didn't
proverbial. What you get in the kit is
test this but we know a couple of
the PCB and the bits to make the
people who use them and like them.
heart of the receiver - you put it in
Then you can add the 70SY25B
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synthesiser if you're feeling top of
the class with the soldering iron we'd very much like to test this
device since we don't know any
other manufacturer who does a DIY
synthesiser and if it's as nice as we
found the transmitter and receiver to
be we reckon it's well worth having.
When you've got the receiver side
sorted out to your requirements, you
can add the transmitter. We tried the

basic 70FM05 T4 for size, although
here again you can add the synthesiser
if you want to. Having done that
you'll end up with a good 70cm FM
system that you can honestly say

you built yourself - and that can't be
bad, can it?

So, what we did was to hand the
kit over to the same bod who did the
Heathkit test for us, and then the
Editor took time out from fretting
about getting the magazine together
and would -he -get -all -the -copy -in -time

to break out the soldering iron.

Here's Mick to tell us what he made
of the receiver.
'When the postman dropped a
little packet through the door on a
recent Saturday morning I was just
thinking about getting up and going
on the radio, since it was rumoured
that there was going to be the aurora
to end all auroras.
In fact it didn't happen, so after
some tuning around and listening to
all the locals being despondent
about the lack of DX I decided to
have a look at the Wood & Douglas
receiver kit. The basic components
and a very well made double -sided
board fell out of the polythene bag
together with an instruction sheet
and lots of circuitry and layout
drawings. It took a little time before I
got the idea but it all looked reasonably

straightforward. The PCB is tiny more like the kind of thing you find
in a commercial rig - and the first
thing I did was to hunt out my
magnifying glass, thinking that I was
going to need it before I was through.
I did!

"Take care in the
actual
soldering"
First job was to have a look at the
circuitry and get the idea of what
was what. It's a single -conversion
UHF receiver of more or less
conventional design with a nice
eight -pole crystal filter and about a
watt of audio out. Basically, it was all
the electronic gubbins without any
cabinet, case or what -have -you,

which I thought was nice for those
who knew a little bit about how
electronic things go together and
weren't afraid of chopping holes in
diecast boxes and whatnot.
So it was a matter of clearing the
kitchen table of the thing I'd been
playing with the night before (which
was some 10GHz gear which didn't
seem to want to work at all well) and
lay out all the bits and pieces.
Everything was there, and they'd
even wound the little coils for you as far as I could see there was
nothing missing and I set to work
building.
As Wood and Douglas say, this is
quite an advanced project for those
with little constructional experience,
and they're very fair in saying that if
you felt you couldn't do justice to the
potential quality of the finished
product, you could return it to them
with the extra cost of a ready -built -and -

tested version and they'd supply you
with that. Which is nice to know.
This kit doesn't strike me as at all
tricky provided you take your time
and don't guess at things like the
colour code for resistors if you're not
absolutely sure of what's what.
It's important to take care in the

All the transmitter
components laid
out - the calm
before the storm!
Some nice high -

quality trimmers
were supplied and
little ceramic
capacitors as well.
We suggest you
nick the XYL's
tweezers before
you kick off.

Close-up of the PA
transistor soldered
on to the PCB. Note
the wide leads on

the emitter of the
transistor to keep
the series
inductance low.

After the soldering,
the cutting.
Carefully, so they
remain flush with
the glass fibre PCB.

actual soldering as well because,
compared with the PCB in the
Heathkit meter I built for the last
issue, the component density on the
board is much higher and it's also
double sided - this means that there
are connections you need to make
and components you need to mount
on both sides of the PCB, not just
one. So you have to double check
that the right bit is going into the
right holes in the board, and you'll
have to be prepared to keep a close
watch on the layout diagrams in
order to make sure where you're up
to. The board isn't marked with
component identification either
(unlike the Heathkit), so you need to
do that much more work to keep
ahead of what you're doing - that
isn't a criticism, by the way, because
it must cost a fortune to get PCBs

silk-screened with component details

and it's no more difficult to look after
it yourself really.
Wood & Douglas provide good
instructions for assembly, although
they do assume that you know more
than the basics - you might not
know that "SOT" stands for "select
on test" which is what you do when
you're not quite sure which
component value is going to give
you the best results, and so you suck
it and see. It's common procedure in
the professional world when you're
after the best performance from a
circuit, and in the case of this
receiver it was to do with the type of
filter specified.
So it was a matter of blazing away
slowly with the soldering iron,
stopping for the odd break to give
my eyes a rest and to make sure I'd
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got the right transistor or whatever it
happened to be. I was impressed
with the quality of the components
they supplied - they obviously came
from reputable sources, and indeed
the BFR 91 front-end RF amplifier
came from the supplier who's
reputed to make the best samples of
this device. I got the feeling that
whoever designed this receiver had
thought about little things like that.
In fact, it was Tuesday evening
before I finished it all off, having
spent just over 22 hours on it. I'm

Nice healthy
sharsh from the
speaker
used to assembling things so I'd
imagine that wouldn't be an untypical
figure, and I wouldn't be at all
surprised if it took many folks a bit
longer. Having said that, my eyes
aren't what they were 20 years ago,
so maybe that slowed me up a bit.
Either way, I felt jolly pleased with it
when it was done. I didn't have a
suitable meter movent handy for the
S -meter so I had to improvise with a
60-microamp movement and made a
hash of remembering how to
calculate the right values to make it
into a 200-microamp meter, which
slowed me down a bit. However, I
did manage to remember the Gospel
According to Mr Ohm after some
head -scratching and prepared to
switch on the 12 -volt supply that the
thing required. I did remember to
bring home from work a couple of
suitable crystals, which helped, and I
got together all the usual bits of wire
and so on that you need to get the
thing working.
I switched on and - imagine my
surprise - it worked. At least, it
seemed to be working - all the right
currents were where they ought to
have been and there was a nice
healthy "sharsh" coming out of the
speaker I'd hooked up for the
occasion. The only snag was that I
couldn't hear the signal generator!
The crystals I had came out on rather
useless frequencies in my area and I
didn't have any others, so I was
stuck with the generator for the first
tests, but when I got the generator
delivering its full whack into the
front-end of the receiver and I still
couldn't hear a tweet, I began to get
the message. I'd got something
wrong.
Ah well, back to first principles.
applied the genny output to the gate
of the mixer MOSFET and wallop!
There was the signal, knocking the S meter needle for six - and what you
might call fully quieting and then
some. I turned the output down a bit
sharpish and wonder what I'd done
wrong.
H'mmm - let's have a look at that
BFR 91. Surely I couldn't have put it
in the wrong way round. Damn it all,
I must have used hundreds of the
I
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Fitting a tiny 82pF capacitor into the correct holes in the PCB.

things in my time, and I know
perfectly well that they go like this.
Er.

Well, we all have our off days. I'd
put the thing in the wrong way
round. At least I had some solder
wick, because desoldering double sided PCB of this size just isn't
funny, but I had my doubts as to
whether I had another BFR 91 and
surely I'd done this one in?
Actually I hadn't, although I
certainly deserved to have. More in
hope than anything else, I put it in
the right way round and bingo!
Everything on line and running, and I
could hear the generator; even at my
age, I still feel like Marconi the first
time I get something I've made to
work.

Flushed with success, it was time
for some measurements. They had
to wait until next day because we
have a thing called a Sinadder at
work and they're just the job for
testing FM receivers if you want the
best signal-to-noise ratio. In the
meantime I sat there with another

Soldering a component into position.
Note the fine gauge solder and miniature
iron - essential for a build of this sort. It's
a good idea to clean the PCB before you
begin the job, and to deflux it with propyl
alcohol.

coffee listening to the generator and
feeling like a clever chap.
Along came lunch hour and it was
out with the measuring things. Wood
and Douglas specify a sensitivity of
better than 0.3 microvolts for 12dB
SINAD, but my version was 0.16
microvolts for 12dB, which was good
and much better than spec. The next
step was to take a look at the noise
figure, which came out as a whiff
over 3dB. This is good, and is about
what I'd expect from a good specimen
of a BFR 91 on 432MHz. The squelch
worked well, and the squelch tail
was about right for an FM receiver the squelch hysteresis was about
5dB, which seemed good to me
although some people might find it a
bit high for mobile use when there's
a lot of fading - in that case, you can

a,
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c,

because it worked like a charm. The
adjustments and general tweaks
were absolutely as per the
instructions, and out came just over
a watt of RF at the drop of a hat.
This was decidedly higher than we
expected, but when we got the
spectrum analyser out we were
delighted to see that the power was
all going into the fundamental - the
worst sprogs were an output on
144MHz at about -66dB and the next
worst was the second harmonic at
-78dB. There wasn't anything else
worth mentioning, so the next step
was to try it out on the air.
The initial reports were that the
audio was very bass -heavy and there
didn't seem to be enough deviation.
We scratched about a bit and
bunged an audio generator in to
have a look, but we set the dev. up
for 4.5kHz at 1kHz input and had
another go. Then we read the
instructions, especially the bit that
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said "... microphone impedance
should be high - low impedance
mikes may produce bassy audio". So
we took away our low -impedance
microphone ... and scrounged
around for a crystal device. This
worked well, and indeed the second
contact remarked that the audio was
now very good indeed! The moral of
the story, folks, is read the
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Diagram 70FM05T4. Both drawings are
supplied with the build kit.

always take the squelch right out,
can't you?
The final step was to get hold of
some useful crystals and see how it
worked when connected to my
antenna. The short answer was
"nice", although I got worried when I
couldn't hear GB3LW in London. I
then remembered that it's been off
the air for some time, so another
heart attack was averted. GB3NK
came storming in, and speech
quality sounded good with a nice
action on the squelch and enough
audio for most applications.
To sum up, thought this was a
superb little receiver. Wood and
Douglas deserve to be congratulated
for their enterprise in marketing it,
and it's certainly dead easy to get it
going and to use it. I'd have liked to
try out the synthesiser and see how
it performed, but if you're in the
market for something a bit different
from the commercial hand-held rigs,
can certainly recommend this
machine.'
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ASSEMBLING THE
TRANSMITTER
It was down to yours truly to make
the transmitter kit, and here again it
went together very much like the
receiver seemed to. The PCB was
even smaller, and I had to pinch an
Anglepoise from the Art Editor and
assemble the thing with the lamp

about two inches from my nose, but
it wasn't really any problem. The
only thing to be careful of is the
output transistor, which needs to go
in exactly as Wood and Douglas say
it would - I had to fiddle with the
cutters to get the lead lengths right
for the PCB, and then solder the
leads quickly for fear of damaging it.
I took about 15 hours to build it,
which was a far cry from the two to
three hours that Wood and Douglas
suggest in their sheet - maybe I'm
just slow or something, but that
seems like a very short time to make
a project of this sort and to make a
good job of it, or perhaps I just
stopped for too many cups of coffee
Anyway, it was time to test it, and
it must have been my lucky day

It was now time to put the two
together - which we did at about
midnight! They're actually very easy
to interface, and Wood and Douglas
supplied us with their SSR1 solid
state relay for the supply switching.
This is a little PCB with a few
components on it, which we put
together in short order - imagine our
pleasure when the whole thing
worked a treat? We didn't have the
time to make a neat job and tidy up
all the wires, so the Editor's office
looked like the National Physical
Laboratory's experimental
department by the time we'd done.
But it wasn't too late to have a few
QSOs via the local repeater - we had
to improvise a toneburst, but we had
good reports and everything seemed
to work just fine.
All in all, then, full marks to Wood
and Douglas for their kit - we both
thoroughly enjoyed getting them
both going, and we must say that
there's something about home brewing that simply can't be beaten.
We'd have liked to make ours into a
little hand-held, although the current
consumption's a bit on the high side
for such a use. We'd imagine that
you could have the makings of a
great base station or a mobile rig if
you had a little amplifier hung on to
the back of the machinery, and
maybe W & D might think about that

for their next kit! Anyway, ten out of
ten for very nice and well thought
out kits.
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VALVES AND THINGS
Virtually anything you can do with transistors
can also be done with valves. But this is a
step backwards - or is it? CHRIS DRAKE
asks the question.
Valves? What are they doing in a
super duper state-of-the-art
publication like this? Well, in actual
fact, those little glass things which
need a power station to run them,
and take up more space than vast
quantities of integrated circuits
which could do a thousand times
more things and take about a
thousand times less power in the
process, still have their uses.

Twenty years ago the valve was
still the thing you used more than
anything else for circuits which
would amplify. Now if you can
amplify (which is just a word meaning
to make larger, ie if you put a small
signal into the input of the circuit,
you get a larger one out the other
end) you can do practically anything
in electronics, and virtually anything
you can do with transistors can be
done also with valves. Mind you,
what takes up one little box in the
corner of the shack might well fill the
garden and confuse next door's
moggie if you tried to do it with

valves....

Anyway, the idea of this article is
to take a brief look at how a valve
works and then to see what we can
use them for. The most basic type of
"bottle" ( which is often what people
call a valve, by the way) contains
three electrodes all sealed into a
glass envelope from which all the air
has been removed. In other words
it's a vacuum, and that's why our
cousins in the States refer to valves
as "vacuum tubes" or tubes (or
toobs most of the time. The three
electrodes are the anode, the cathode
and the heater, and the basic idea of
the heater is just what it says it is - it
heats up the cathode. The cathode,
the thing that gets hot, is coated with
certain substances (no, Rastus, not
those certain substances ...) which
emit electrons at a relatively low
temperature. Electrons are the things
which, when they flow through a
wire or thereabouts, are usually
known as an electric current. Put
another way, any electric current is a
sign of lots of little electrons whizzinc
down the wire and they're driven by
the potential difference between two
points, which you may remember
from the article on power supplies
earlier in this magazine.
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Right. So the heater heats up the
cathode, which proceeds to boil off
clouds of nice electrons like the
kettle here in the office when it's
boiling. Ah yes, two sugars, thanks!
Assuming that all you do is heat up
the cathode, all you'll get is a cloud
of electrons which is known in all the
old textbooks as the space charge,
and you won't be any better off than
when you started all this. However,
your next trick is to connect the
anode to a source of positive volts.
What happens is that all the jolly
little electrons go shooting off
towards the anode at hyper speed
and connect with it. Then hey presto,
a current will proceed to flow. In
other words, if you connected a
current meter in the anode circuit,
between the positive volts and the
anode, it'd

That on its own doesn't sound
exactly spectacular but stick with us.
That sort of valve is known as a
diode because it comes from the
Greek word for two and a diode
contains two electrodes. Yes I know
we said there were an anode, a
cathode and a heater but we can
ignore the heater. The di- part of the
word refers to the number of
electrodes actually involved in
conducting the current, and only the
anode and the cathode have any part
in this.
OK - so we can make a current
flow - so what? Well, it only flows if
the anode is more positive voltage wise than the cathode - if you were
to turn it round and put the positive
volts on the cathode and earth the
anode, you'd get no current to flow
at all. In other words, it's only good
for one-way working, as it were.
Now if you've read the power supply
article, you'll remember that we use
a rectifier to remove the part of the
mains cycle or whatever that we
don't want, and it does this by
chopping it off. The diode we've just
described would do this job nicely,
because it'll only allow the current to
flow when the anode is more
positive than the cathode; which is
precisely what you want a rectifier to
do. Have a look at the diagrams if
you're not too sure of what I mean you'll soon twig it.
Diode valves were indeed used in

this way for many years, and you'll
still find valve rectifiers in some old
wireless sets. But being able to
rectify is all very well - let's go on to
something a bit more meaty now
and see what else we can do.
Remember that we've persuaded a
current to flow when we make the
anode more positive than the
cathode? Fine. The thing is that the
valve is either or or off (as it were),
like the bathroom light - you don't
have too much control over the
proceedings. However, if you
introduce another electrode, known
as the grid, into your basic diode, life
gets much more interesting.

Tetrodes, triodes,
pentodes and so on
The grid is usually a bit like its
name. It's a sort of mesh structure
which is interposed (good word,
that) between the cathode and the
anode, usually rather nearer to the
cathode. What happens is that if you
make the anode more positive than
the cathode so that some current
flows (it's called anode current,
surprise surprise) you can then
control how much anode current
flows by varying the voltage on the
grid. This opens up about a million
possibilities because this is how to
make the valve amplify. Suppose
you arrange matters so that you can
vary the anode current between, say,
50 and 200 milliamps by waving the
voltage on the grid up and down
between, for example, 10 and 20
volts - you then can say you've
amplified the original signal by quite
an amount, because with the right
value of resistance in the anode
circuit, that's a voltage swing of
something like 100 to 200.

Admittedly we've cut out about a
hundred pages of theory here, and if
you'd like to know more about it
you'll need to delve into any of the
old time textbooks to get a bit more
detail. The best explanation of valve
theory in a nutshell comes in a book
called Foundations of Wireless by M.
G. Scroggie, and it's one of the
classic electronic books of all time.
Anyhow, this basic type of valve is
called a triode because it contains
three active electrodes. It was the
earliest type of valve which could be
made to amplify. However, there are
some snags with it. It isn't easy to
get much gain out of a triode valve
amplifier (gain is just a measure of
how much amplification you get)
without it turning into what is known
as an oscillator - an oscillator being
something which generates waves
all by itself, which is handy for some
thing but not when you're just trying
to make a straight amplifier. The
cure for this was to introduce
another grid into the valve, called the
screen grid because its function was
to screen the main grid (which is
known as the control grid - sorry
about all the names but you get used
to them - we'll give a little test at the
end just to see whether you've got it
all sorted!) from the anode so that
the thing didn't turn into an oscillator
quite so easily. The screen grid is
also taken to a source of positive
voltage, which isn't usually as high
as the voltage on the anode. This
type of valve is called a tetrode and
they were quite common before the
last war.

So the tetrode was soon modified
into something called a beam
tetrode, in which there are a few
modifications to the structure of the
electrodes inside the valve so that
the electron stream behaves itself a
bit better. The beam tetrode is an
absolute classic, and superb valves
like the 807, 813 and KT66 and KT88
fall into this category, as well as
practically every valve that ever
found its way into the audio output
stage of a radio set. All the really
classic transmitting valves were
beam tetrodes. They're easy to use
and you can't go wrong with them.
We love 'em!

Double the
maker's ratings
It's worth mentioning at this stage
that one of the most endearing
things about valves is that they're
rugged. Unlike transistors, which
don't take at all kindly to anything
remotely resembling an overload or
a surge, valves just cough or glow a
bit brighter and carry on just the
same. Even a spectacular internal
flashover isn't often fatal, and we'll
admit to having inflicted some pretty
dire things on 807s when we first got
our ticket. In those days it was
reckoned that you could just about
double the maker's ratings and get
away with it. If the anode started to
get a bit cherry red you wound the
drive down a touch and kept on

going....

However, there's another problem
with the tetrode - it has a kink! Now
in order to explain that we'd need to
fill half the magazine. Suffice it to
say that your basic tetrode has a
couple of characteristics which make
it a bit tiresome in use and it's all to
do with how the electrons from the
cathode divided themselves between
the anode and the screen grid of the
valve. The ordinary tetrode is very
prone to a nasty called secondary
emission, which isn't a disgusting
disease but which does cause
various sorts of aggro. One time
you'll come across it as if you want
to use valves in the 4CX250 series
for high power linear amplifiers on
the VHF and UHF bands. This type of
valve is almost a classic tetrode in
some ways and isn't all that easy to
use unless you bear a few things in
mind. John Nelson, who was
involved in the first issue of Amateur
Radio, probably knows more than
anyone in the country about 4CX250s
and he did a brilliant series about a
year ago in Short Wave Magazine on
how to make really good power
supplies for these bottles and how to
get the best out of them. See? We
are not afraid of recommending
another magazine's article where

credit is due....
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various reasons you'll find valves
with yet another grid, the suppressor
grid. This animal is called a pentode,
and for high gain and lots of stability
you can't beat them. Those of you
who were into hi-fi twenty or so
years ago will no doubt remember
the EF86, which was a low -noise
pentode which was used in high
class preamplifier circuits, and
pentodes for higher frequencies can
still be found in receivers such as the
Racal RA17 series. The thing about
valves used in the front end of
receivers, by the way, is that it's
dead easy to make a simple front
end that's more or less "bomb -proof".
We all tend to agonise about intermod
performance and the third -order
intercept performance of our
wirelesses, but in the days when
valves ruled OK the problems didn't
really exist - well, they did but a
suitable valve could give you great
performance with consummate ease.
They were noisier than the best
modern devices, but certainly on
144MHz there isn't much difference
between a noise figure of 1dB and
3dB unless you're into EME and
living about a hundred miles from
nowhere. Signal handling is a darn
sight more important for most of us
than noise factor on this band, and it
was extremely easy to do it with
valves.

Oh dear - back to reality. As we've
said, beam tetrodes are delightful
and so are 4CX250s - except that
they're more like ordinary tetrodes
and you need to use them with this
in mind. The 4CX250 family are
absolutely superb for running the
legal limit on any band up to and
including 432MHz and if you fancy
some QRO they're well worth a go.
But even tetrodes aren't always the
answer to a maiden's prayer, and for

Anyhow, there were valves with
even more grids in them but we can
leave those for now. Is it worth
bothering with valves at all? In a
word, yes. Valve circuits tend to be
much simpler than transistor versions
a lot of the time. They're certainly
cheap and if you want lots of power
out of your transmitter without
paying an arm and a leg or building
protection circuitry that's incredibly
complicated, there's nothing to beat
valves. An SSB linear using valves is
likely to be more "linear" than the
equivalent transistor device, and also
more rugged.

However, it will certainly be larger
and hotter! I don't think I'd build
receivers using valves nowadays for
anything other than fun because it's
so easy to do it with solid state
thingies. But it's well worth knowing
a thing or two about them when
you've considering home brew
transmitters of more than a few
watts output.
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All prices include VAT. HP terms available. Part Exchange. Access and Barclaycard welcome.
Goods normally despatched by return of post.

Ank.

=21:3

41 Sutton Road. Wigan Road. Bolton. 040HE BOO ds from Junc. 5 M81. Easy Parking. Tel: (0204) 852233
9.30-5.30 Mon -Sat. Closed Wed p.m.

PHONE YOUR ORDER TO -DAY
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TO THE WORLD OF AMATEUR

WELCOME
Q.
A.
Q.

A.

Q.
A.

RADIO

WHO ARE WE?
WE ARE MICROWAVE MODULES LTD, FORMED IN 1969, A WHOLLY INDEPENDENT
BRITISH COMPANY, LOCATED IN LIVERPOOL, MANUFACTURING QUALITY PRODUCTS TO
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS SOLELY FOR THE AMATEUR MARKET.
WHAT DO WE MANUFACTURE?
- HF, VHF AND UHF LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS UP TO 200 WATTS
- FREQUENCY CONVERTERS AND TRANSVERTERS UP TO 13cm
- AMATEUR TELEVISION TX AND RX EQUIPMENT FOR 435 MHz
- RECEIVE PREAMPLIFIERS FOR HF, VHF and UHF
- RTTY RECEIVE and TRANSCEIVE CONVERTERS
- MORSE TUTORS WITH SYNTHESISED SPEECH RESPONSE
- MORSE KEYBOARD
- FREQUENCY COUNTER, PRESCALER and PROBE ACCESSORIES

HOW CAN I FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THESE PRODUCTS
SEND 40p IN STAMPS TO THE ADDRESS BELOW AND WE WILL DESPATCH A COPY OF

OUR LATEST 24 PAGE CATALOGUE BY RETURN OF POST
ALSO, WE EXHIBIT AT MOST OF THE MOBILE RALLIES HELD THROUGHOUT THE UK, SO
WHY NOT COME ALONG AND TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT OUR RANGE OF PRODUCTS
IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO DETAIL EACH OF OUR TOP QUALITY PRODUCTS HERE. BUT WE HAVE TANEN THIS OPPORTUNITY OF OUTLINING SEVERAL ITEMS
FROM OUR RANGE. THIS WILL ILLUSTRATE THE VAST EXTENT OF OUR TECHNICAL
RESOURCES AND MANUFACTURING CAPABILITY TO THE MANY NEWCOMERS
INTERESTED IN THE FASCINATING WORLD OF AMATEUR RADIO.

THE MORSETALKER
Speech synthesised Morse Tutor. 2-20
wpm, variable group lengths, ideal for
amateur, Post Office and Maritime
Exams.

435MHz 20 WATT ATV
TRANSMITTER

Two channel, two video inputs, internal
aerial changeover switching internal
waveform test generator

28MHz 100 WATT LINEAR
AMP Et RECEIVE PREAMP
Suitable for 10 Watt transceivers, RF
Vox, switchable PA and preamp

2 METRE CONVERTER
For use with 28-30MHz receivers to allow
reception of the ever popular 2 metre
band

MM2001
100KIIRICCIINK. 0301101119
WM 10 TV C010001161
S.; z.:.
.

..rtonwt

+=um

Price: £189 Inc VAT (p+p £2.50)

435MHz AP/ RECEIVE
CONVERTER

Suitable for UHF TV receivers - CH35
Gain: 25dB Noise figure: 1.9dB
Fully compatible with our MTV435TX.

144MHz 30 WATT LINEAR
AMP Et RECEIVE PREAMP
Switchable input, 1 or 3 Watts, suitable
for use with rigs such as C58, FT290-R,
TR2300 etc

RTTY TO TV CONVERTER
Suitable for 45.5, 50, 75, 100 baud

RTTY 110, 300, 600. 1200 baud
ASC with printer output facility.

144MHz RF SWITCHED
LOW NOISE PREAMPLIFIER
Noise figure: 1.3dB max
100 Watts through power capability
Utilises 3SK88 MOSFET

Price: £109.95 Inc VAT (p+p £2.50)

144MHz 100 WATT LINEAR
AMP & RECEIVE PREAMP
Suitable for 10 Watt transceivers, RF
Vox, switchable PA and preamp

500MHz DIGITAL
FREQUENCY METER
Two ranges: 0.45-50MHz, 50-500MHz
6 digit resolution, highly compact, 12v DC
operation

2 METRE LINEAR
TRANSVERTER
For use with 10 metre transceiver
10 Watts RF output, low -noise receive
converter, 12v DC operation

144MHz 100 WATT LINEAR
AMP Et RECEIVE PREAMP
Switchable input, 1 or 3 Watts, suitable
for use with rigs such as C58, FT290-R,
TR2300 etc

ALL MICROWAVE MODULES PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS (INCLUDING PA TRANSISTORS)
lUiRGAYCAND

INYXM

WELCOME

ss

MICROWAVE MODULES

BROOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 7AN, ENGLAND

Telephone: 051-5234011 Telex: 628608 MICRO G

HOURS:
MONDAY -FRIDAY
9-12.30, 1-5.00

CALLERS ARE WELCOME, PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST
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One of the interesting things on our
questionnaire - which I suppose we
ought to have expected, thinking
about it - was that many of you are
interested in hi-fi and long-distance
FM reception. In fact, the questionnaire
seemed to suggest that about 1 in 16

RECEIVING YOU
LOUD AND...

of you spend some time trying to get
DX FM reception can sometimes be of top strength and
distant stations. Thinking about this,
and bearing in mind the fact that
sometimes of awful quality. Here we delve into the problems
there are a lot of amateurs, especially and suggest a few cures.
Class B licencees, who like FM DXing
the office that if you have a certain
on 144MHz, we thought we'd do a
sum to spend, the first thing you
brief article about the increase in
ought to do is invest a goodly chunk
interest in 144MHz FM DXing, with a
of it in the biggest and best antenna
look over our shoulders at how to
you can get without your neighbours
get good reception of FM broadcast
thinking your desirable residence has
stations in what is known as Band 2.
just become an out station of GCHQ
The first question might be "why
and thinking you're a second cousin
bother?" It's a known fact that FM is
to Geoffrey Prime. When you've
not such a good mode under weak done that, you can get thinking
signal conditions as SSB and CW about the rig itself.
the reasons why are a bit beyond the
The other thing you'll need to lash
scope of this article but, broadly
out for - whether you're into
speaking, they're to do with the way
broadcast -type DX or the amateur
in which FM is resolved and turned
equivalent - is some decent feeder.
back into speech coming out of your
Feeder is the stuff that connects the
wireless. At least, that's what you'd
antenna to the rig, and we had a
expect in theory. It's intriguing that
feature on it last time - for those of
the professionals did some tests on
you who didn't see it, let's just say
this recently, and they found that
This is Trio's 144MHz hand portable (TR2300)
that the feeder is another vastly
what is known as narrow -band FM which has 80 channels and around one watt
underrated and highly important part
which is what radio amateurs and
ouput on FM. Good audio sound.
of any station concerned with VHF
indeed users of private mobile radio,
and UHF work. The thing is that all
like taxis, ambulances and those who
feeder possesses something called
rush around fixing the space invaders goes were technically quite valid,
and as many CB users have found
loss, which, to no one's great
machine at the local use all the time
out since it all became legal there's
surprise, means that the signal
- wasn't really any worse than SSB
you've spent a bomb on getting a
under weak and noisy conditions. So no real difference in the performance
of an AM and an FM rig, assuming
faint smidgin of into the antenna can
despite the textbooks you could say
that the circuitry is half -way
get lost between there and your
that a well -designed FM receiver is
reasonable.
wireless set because the cable isn't
almost as good as any other for
good enough.
working DX, but it's all a matter of
how well the detector circuitry is
It's a sobering thought that a
designed and also to some extent a
longish length of not -so -good feeder
function of the nature of the
can easily lose 3dB (all right, own
transmitted audio. If you're
up; how many of you have forgotten
So one reason many amateurs use
transmitting FM, you need to have
what one of those is? I thought so,
FM is that rigs are quite a bit cheaper
something called deviation (no rude
You're hereby sentenced to read the
than those for SSB, and it's also a
comments from the back, chaps ...)
article on "feeders" in last month's
fact that many folks simply can't
set up properly, and you also need
mag again, assuming you haven't
stand the "sound" of SSB and find it
the right sort of frequency response
burned it or made the dog's bed out
difficult to tune in properly. So, not
at the transmitter.
of it) and that cuts both ways; it
surprisingly, lots of people like to try
However, back to business. For
means not only do you lose half of
and work long distances with it.
various reasons an FM transmitter
your hard-earned transmitter power
What's involved?
tends to be somewhat cheaper than
and waste it in heating up the feeder
Well, like any other DX work, the
one for SSB or whatever, and the
but you degrade the signal-to-noise
first step in life is the best antenna
same is true of the receiver. If you
ratio of incoming signals by the
you can buy, or build, or get up on
read the article on semiconductors
same amount.
the chimney without getting the local
last time, you'll remember that we
council slapping an injunction on
Now if you bear in mind that 3dB
described how you could use
you to remove it pronto. Half the
represents the sort of average signalsomething called a varicap (which is
battle with working DX of any sort is
to-noise ratio on a really weak -and short for "variable capacaitance
to realise that, however good the rig
watery piece of choice DX, you'll see
diode") to produce an FM
may be, it's so much junk without a
that that sort of feeder loss can make
transmission. Maybe we ought to
decent antenna and it never ceases
the difference between just about
mention before we go further that
to amaze us that people go out and
working someone and not being able
FM stands for Frequency Modulation, spend an arm and a leg on a good
to hear them at all. So decent feeder
which just means that you take the
rig and then claim they can't afford a
is a must. Something like UR67 or
basic transmitter frequency and
decent antenna! This really is putting
RG8/U is the absolute minimum we'd
wave it about a bit, so to speak, in
the cart before the horse - yes, we
consider, and we'd want something
accordance with the speech patterns
know it's nice to have something
better than that if we were trying to
of your dulcet tones. It's dead easy
with stacks of knobs and dials amd
do great things on 432MHz or higher
to produce FM, and many amateurs
meters that look as though they
and also if we were forced to have a
use it on VHF and UHF, as do our
came out of mission control but if
long run of the stuff. At my home
friends on citizens band. It's worth
the antenna is the proverbial bit of
station, I have to have a feeder run
mentioning at this stage that the the
wet string, your gleaming rig is just
of almost 90 feet on 432MHz, and it
reasons chosen for FM as far as CB
another ornament. We reckon here in
wasn't until recently that I bit the

The "sound"
of SSB
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bullet and forked out for some Heliax
LDF-4 to replace the UR67. I still
wince at the bill of almost £80, but it
doesn't half make a difference in
what I can hear on 70cm.
So, that's dealt with the things
outside, except of course to say that
the best place for a preamp is right
next to the antenna. If you're a
transmitting amateur, you'll have to
be careful that the transmittireceive
switching is carefully arranged,
because we don't know of any
preamp that'll take your transmitted
megawatts into itself without
departing this life for a better one.
That puff of white smoke at the top
of the mast might just mean that
they've elected a new chairman of
your local club, but it's more likely to
mean that you loused up the switching
arrangements and zapped the
preamp. If it contains some state -of -

the - art thing like a gasfet, that isn't
going to be in the least bit funny, so
we'd strongly suggest fail-safe
switching and a bit of thought before
you fire up the linear for the first
time.
The best place for a preamp is
emphatically not inside your wireless.
It isn't going to do anything useful in
there unless the front-end is as deaf
as the proverbial post, and you're
much more likely to cause aggro for
yourself when your locals come on
than to improve the amount of
distant stations you hear and work.
This apples particularly to Band 2 FM
broadcast DX addicts because it's a
fair bet that your local broadcast
transmitters are going to be pretty
strong and they'll be all over the
band if you simply cram a preamp
into the receiver without having a
ponder about whether you really
need it or not. Preamps up the mast,
chaps, and not in the wireless, that's
the motto.
Right. What about the receiver?
Well, the first point to bear in mind
is how good its own front-end is,
particularly with regard to strong signal handling and how quiet it is.
The latter can be deduced from the
spec; somewhere in the small print
there should be something called the
noise factor, and on Band 2 and
144MHz we'll be most pleased if we
see something not more than about
3.5dB. There isn't a lot of point in
striving for the lowest possible noise
figure at these frequencies because
there's usually enough noise from all
the things people get up to to create
a "noise floor" of anywhere between
about 1 and 3dB depending on
whether you live in the depths of the
country or in swinging suburbia.
In a sense it's more important to
have good strong -signal handling
than the ultimate in a low noise -factor
front -ends, although unfortunately
there's no real way you can tell from
the spec what the signal handling's
going to be like unless the
manufacturer specifically mentions

either the dynamic range or the
third -order intercept point of the
front -ends and almost none of them
do. So you're reduced to having a
peer at the circuit, and ideally you
want to see something like a double balanced mixer of some sort,
preferably using Schottky devices,
preceded by a good RF stage made
of a FET or two. You could do a big
article on decent front -ends, actually,
so we won't hack away at the details
now, but something called a JFET or
"jugfet" would suggest that the
designer has paid some attention to
signal handling. If you're into home
brew you can make lovely RF stages
for these frequencies from a pair of
U310 devices and it's like falling off a
log.

What next? The detector, Brian, or
the bit that turns Radio 3 or G8XYZ
into an audible signal, and we have

to think about the "IF filtering" of the
rig in this context as well. What this
means is some way of making sure
that the IF circuitry of the receiver,
which stands for Intermediate
Frequency, by the way, and could be
said to be the heart of the receiver, is
set up to pass the bandwidth of the
signals you want to hear and no
others. For the broadcast bands,
where you're after hi-fi stereo sound,
the IF bandwidth has to be a lot
wider than it does for an amateur
receiver, and in both you'll usually
find some sort of crystal or ceramic
filtering.
This needs to have been carefully
thought about because it's no use
having a super front-end if you end
up copying three signals at once
because there's too much IF filter
bandwidth. In an amateur receiver,
you're looking for a total bandwidth
of not more than about 3KHz at 60dB
down, and most will be a good deal
better that that - the "60dB down"
means that signals outside the
passband which are 60dB less strong
than those inside it shouldn't be
more than 3KHz apart. That's

Top: Hitachi's FT3500 FM/MW/LW multiplex
stereo tuner which costs (84.90 at the time
of writing! FM frequency coverage is 88108MHz. Above: Another from the same
company. This one's the FT5500 with a price
tag of £160.50. Only 60mm high, it runs
through FM in 50kHz steps manually or
automatically.

compressing whole textbook chapters
into a sentence, by the way, so don't
take that as a solemn truth of what IF
filtering is about.
The detector circuitry needs to be
reasonably well thought out, and
there must be something called a
"limiter" in any halfway decent FM
receiver. The point of this gizmo is to
make the receiver insensitive to
signals which are amplitude
modulated - you might think this
didn't matter much but almost every
random crash and bang in nature is
an amplitude -modulated signal and
you'll be happiest if you don't get
crashes and bangs all over the place.
Mind you, as far as weak -signal FM
is concerned it's a matter of argument
whether you'll be working under the
limiting threshold most of the time
anyway unless the receiver is super clever or super -expensive (the two
aren't always the same ...) so it
might be better to concentrate on
good IF filter performance. The
majority of discriminators (that's the
fancy name given to the detector in
an FM receiver) these days use
something natty called a phase -locked
loop, and these are usually a Good
Thing. Don't worry about how they
work otherwise we'll be here all day
instead of getting on the wireless
and talking to people!
That's a quick look at some of the
factors affecting FM reception. FM
DXing can make a nice change from
the other sort, actually, and especially
during good conditions on 144MHz
because the Dutch novice licence
includes FM only on 144MHz - those
with PDO callsigns - and they're over
the moon to work us lot over here.

So try it - you'll like it!
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So you want to become a radio amateur?
We don't expect you to know the technicalities so you
need not be shy to ask. Our technically qualified staff includes 30 licensed amateurs only too willing to help.

Where to start?
Booklearning, for the RAE is a must, out of our top twenty

titles, "A Guide to Amateur Radio" and "The RAE
Manual" are recommended at £5.50 the pair, post free.
This offer also includes the 40 page Home Office book
"How to become a Radio Amateur" free.

Access, Barclay or Bankers card or a UK call sign and you
bring your license with you, or it appears in the call book,
it's INSTANT.
Should you need a radio repaired, remember we have
our own expertly manned service department, equipment
with over a hundred thousand pounds of spares and test
equipment, and as the importer of most of our merchandise we are in daily contact with the manufacturer.
We are proud to be the largest representative in Europe
of Yaesu Musen of Japan who produce the most diverse
line of amateur radio equipment in the world. With them,
communications is their only business not a sideline, thus

providing you with premium products at the forefront of

Why buy from SMC?
Earning the title "The Communicators" in the amateur,
commercial and marine fields was not gained easily, and
we guard our reputation as jealously today as we did a
quarter of a century ago. Maintaining our reputation requires service with a capital 'S'. We offer free Securicor
delivery on major equipment, take Access and Barclaycard
over the phone and have superb demonstation facilites.
On many regular priced items for an invoice over £120
we provide free finance, 20% down (Balance over 6 months) or 50% down and the balance over a year; you pay no

more than the cash price. Where this service

is

not

available we have taken the worry out of finance: - enter a
personal loan agreement - remember the deposit can be

as low or lower than your monthly instalments - for 12
months to 3 years (at a typical APR rate of 31.8%) and
your credit is covered by SMC in the event of sickness, ac-

cident, compulsory redundancy or death. If you have an

technology.
We are also proud to be chosen as UK representatives
by such fine manufacturers as The Japan Radio Company,

KDK, Hansen, Kenpro, TTE, Delica, Leson, Telewand,
Dengineer, Commet, Fitlay, and Hokushin of Japan, plus
HyGain, CDE, Mirage, ETO, Dentron, MFJ, and KLM from
the USA.
The items illustrated here form only a tiny fraction of our
range: 200 stock lines of Yaesu Musen equipment, 600 dif-

ferent antennas, masts, rotators, coaxes etc., etc., plus
300 general items of communications equipment, selected
as offering the best value in the world.

We trust the outline of our services, recommendation
from another amateur (aspiring or veteran) or a visit to
your nearest SMC store will convince you to give us a
chance to serve.
SMC, you single stop source.

SHORT WAVE LISTENING BRINGS THE WORLD TO YOUR FINGERTIPS

WIDE COVERAGE ALL MODE RECEIVER; BRG7700
* 30MHz down to 150kHz land below).
* 12 Channel) memory option with fine tune.

* 110 and 240Vac, 12Vdc option.

* Signal meter calibrated in "5" and SIMPO.
* Acc; Tuners, Converters, LPF, Memory.
* FRT7700; 150kHz-30MHz, Switch, etc.

* SSB (LSB/USBI, CW, AM, FM.
* 2.7kHz, 6kHz, 12kHz, 15kHz. @ -6dB.

* 3Selectivities on AM. Squelch on FM.
* Up conversion, 48MHz first IF.
* 1kHz digital, plus analogue, display.
* Inbuilt quartz clock/timer.
* No preselector, auto selected LPF's.
* Advanced noise blanker fitted.
* Antenna 500 ohms to 1.5MHz, 50 ohms to 30MHz.
* 20c113 pad plus continuous attenuator.
* Switchable A.G.C. Variable tone.

* FRV7700A; 118-130, 130-140, 140-150 MHz.
* FRV77006; 118-130, 140-150, 50-59MHz.
* FRV7700C; 140-150, 150-160, 160-170MHz.
* FRV7700D; 118-130, 140-150, 70-80MHz.
* FRV7700E; 118-130, 140-150, 150-160MHz.
* FRV7700F; 118-130, 150-160, 170-180MHz.

* FF5; 500KHz (for improved VLF reception).
* MEMGR7700; 12 Channels (internal fitting).
* FRA7700; Active Antenna.

GENERAL COVERAGE COMMUNICATION RECEIVER; NRD515
* 30MHz to 100 KHz or lower, 100Hz steps.
* PLL digital VFO, outstanding (50Hz AWUI stability.
* Backlash free, 10KHz rev, 500Hz analogue calib.

* No R.F. amplifier, balance U310 mixer.
* Crystal filter before first IF amplifier.

* Fast tune up/down switch, dial lockout.
* SSB (USB/LSB), CW, AM, RTTY.
* 6 and 2.4 KHz, 600' and 300' Hz @-6dB.
* Passband tuning + 2KHz on SSB and CW.
* Variable BFO on CW for preferred tone.
* Modular plug in design with mother boar.
* High reliability - low power schottky Et CMOS.
* Designed for maximum ease of operation.
* Noise blanker 0-10-20dB attenuator.

trip etc.

* Small 1140 x 340 x 300mm) light 7 Y, Kg, rugged.
* Up conversion, 70.455 MHz and 455 KHz.

CF1230

* Transceiver profisions; VFO in/out, sidetone, mute,
* Frequency data input/output port.
NHD518
NCM515
readout.
CC1E515

NVA515
CF L260

96 14 x 241 channel memory unit

Remote frequency keypad controller, LCD
Up/down step tuning, 4 channel memory
Junction unit (NCM515 to NHD5181
External 3W speaker 130 x 140 x 200mm
600Hz mechanical filter
300Hz crystal) filter

SMC; LARGEST STOCKISTS OF ANTENNAS MASTS CABLES ETC.

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD
MAIL ORDER; AS NEAR AS YOUR 'PHONE OR PEN
SMC SERVICE

Free Securicor delivery on major equipment.
Access and Barclaycard over the phone.
Biggest branch agent and dealer network.
Securicor 'B' Service contract at 14 49
Biggest stockist of amateur equipment

FREE FINANCE

On many regular priced items SMC offers
Free Finance Ion invoice over 1100).
20% down and the balance over 6 months or
50% down and the balance over a year.
You pay no more than the cash price,

GUARANTEE

Importer warranty on Yaesu Musen products.
Ably staffed and equipped Service Department.
Daily contact with the Yaesu Musen factory.
Tens of thousands of spares and test equipment.
Twenty-four years of professional experience.

S.M. HOUSE, RUMBRIDGE STREET, TOTTON, SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DP, ENGLAND,
Tel: Totton (0703) 867333, Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G, Telegram: "Aerial" Southampton
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TWO OR SEVENTY: FT230R, FT480R, FT78OR, 2030, and FT726 PLUS:
* Keyboard entry of frequencies; splits
* LCD digital display with backlight

* 144-146N1Hz 1144-148 possible).
* 12.5/25KHz synthesizer steps.

FT208R

* Any split + or - programmable

HANDHELD
144MHz

* Ten memory channels '5 year back up
* Up/down manual tuning. Memory scan
* Manual or auto scan for busy/clear
* Priority channel with search back
* Scan between any two frequencies
* Auto scan restart. 1.750Hz tone burst
* Built in condenser microphone
* 500mW to int/ext speaker
* External speaker ,mic. available
* 168(H) x 611W) x 39 ID1mm
* C/w Quick change NiCad pack, helical

FM

* 430-440MHz (440-450 option).
* 25kHz synthesizer steps.

FT708R

HANDHELD
432 MHz
FM

2 or 70!

PORTABLE
144MHz

SSB/FM

PORTABLE
432MHz

MMB 11 Mobile Mount
CSC1 Soft carrying case
F12010 Linear Amplifier 2m lOW
FL7010 Linear Amplifier 70cms

* 2.5W PEP, 2.5W RMS/300mW out
* FM: 25kHz and 12.5kHz steps
SSB: 1kHz and 100Hz steps
* ±600kHz repeater split 1750kHz burst
* Integral telescopic antenna
* Rx, 70mA, Tx; 800mA IFM maximum)

* 430-330MHz (440-450 alternative)

FT79OR

SMC8C Slow Charger 1220mAl

* + 7.6MHz EU split standard.
* 1W or 100MW RF output.
* Rx: 20mA squelch, 150m A (max AF).
* Tx: 500mA at 1W RF.
* 0.4riV for 12dB SINAD.

* 144-146N1Hz 1144-1481 possible

FT29OR

* Multimode USB, LSB, FM, CW
* 100Hz backlit LCD Frequency display
* 10 memory channels '5 year backup
* Any Tx/Rx split with dual VFOs
* Up/down tuning from microphone
* AF output 1W @ 10% THD
* Bandwidth 2.4kHz and 14kHz @ - 6dB
* LED's 'On Air', 'Busy'. m/c meter; S, P0.
* 58 (HI X 150 (WI x 195 1D111.3kg)
SMC2.2C NiCad 2.2 A/hr, "C"
SMC2.0C NiCad 2.0 A/hr, "C"

* ±600kHz repeater split.
* 2.5 or 0.3W RF output.
* Rx: 20mA squelch 150mA max. AF.
* Tx: 800mA at 2.5W RF.
* 0.25uV for 12dB SINAD.

SSB/FM

* 1W PEP, 1W/250mW FM/CW out
* FM: 100kHz and 25kHz steps
* SSB: 1kHz and 100Hz steps
* 1.6MHz shift with input monitor,
* 1750Hz burst
* Rx; 100mA/200mA. Tx; 750mA max
* BNC Mounting Y.: flexi antenna

HF TRANSCEIVER; FT -ONE, FT980, FT102, FT902 and JST100 PLUS:-

FT707 MOBILE TRANSCEIVER

* 80-10 metres (includirg 10, 18 and 24 MHz bands).
* USB-LSB-CWN-AM (Tx and Rx operation).
* 100W PEP. 50% power output at 3:1 VSWR.

* Full "broad band" no tune output stage.
* Excellent Rx dynamic range, power transistor buffers.
* Rx Schottky diode ring mixer module.
* Local oscillator with ultra -low noise floor.
* Variable IF bandwidth - 16 crystal poles.
* Bandwidths 6kHz', 2.4kHz-300Hz. 1600-3501 Hz'
* AGC; slow -fast switchable VOX built-in.
* Semi -break in with side tone for excellent CW.
* Digital (100Hz) plus analogue frequency display.

* LED Level meter reads: S, PO and ALC.
* Indicators for: calibrator, fix, int/ext VFO.
* Receiver offset tuning (181T -clarifier) control.
* Advanced noise blanker with local loop AGC. `Option

* 160-10 metres including new allocations.
* Variable IF bandwidth 2.4kHz down to 300Hz.
* Selectable CW fixed bandwidth CW-W and CW-N'
* Semi -break in with sidetone for excellent CW.
* Digital plus analogue frequency displays.
* 180W PIP and - 31dB 3rd order intermod.
* RF speech processor fitted - adjustable level.
* VOX built-in and is adjustable from the front panel.
* Wide dynamic range for big signal handling.
* High usable sensitivity, for those weak ones.
* Superb noise blanker - adjustable threshold.
* Attenuator; 0-10-20dB, AGC; slow -fast -off.
* Clarifier IRITI switchable on Tx, Rx or both.
* Low level transvertor driver output facility.
*Universal power supply 110.234V AC and 12V DC'.
* Incredible range of matching accessories.

FT101ZD BASE STATION

* 6 models: Digital/Analogue - AM/FM options.

A LARGE SAE BRINGS MORE DATA PLUS 26 PAGE STOCK LIST

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD
SHOWROOMS: SPANNING THE UK - TO SERVE YOU
SOUTHAMPTON
SMC Ltd
36-38 Rumbridge Street

LEEDS

CHESTERFIELD

SMC (Jack Twendyl Ltd

BUCKLEY
SMC 1TMP)

Totton, Southampton

SMC ILeedsl
257 Otley Road
Leeds 16. Yorkshire

New Whittington. Chesterfield

SMC IStokel
76 High Street
Talke Pits. Stoke

Southampton 107031 867333

Leeds 105321 782326

Unit 27, Pint old Lane
Buckley, Clwyd

Chesterfield 102461 453340
9-5 Tues-Sat

Buckley 102441 549563

Kidsgrove 1078161 72644

9.30-5.30 Tues Sat

9-5.30 Tues-Sat

9-5.30 Mon Sat
Neath

9.530 Mon Sat

John GW4F01 106391 55114 14 Day

Stourbridge

Brian

10639) 2942 Eve
G3ZUL 1038431 5917

102 High Street

SMC AGENTS
Bangor John G13KDR 102471 55162
Tandragee Mervyn G13VVWY 10762) 840656

STOKE

Edinburgh

GRIMSBY
SMC (Grimsby)
247A Freeman Street

Grimsby, Lincs
Grimsby 104721 59388

9.30 5 30 Tues-Sat

Jack GM8GEC 10316571 2430 Day
1031665) 240 Eve

Jersey

Geoff GJ41CD 10534) 26788
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A Licence
for Novices?

The cases for and against, by Chris Drake
You might be forgiven for thinking
that, from the title, this magazine
should be called Nun's Weekly. But
actually we're thinking of the licence
for absolute beginners on amateur
radio, which seems to have been the
subject of fitful discussion over the
years.

The RSGB and the Home Office
have had, as far as we can gather, a
few tentative ideas and proposals
floating about for ages now but
nothing concrete seems to have
emerged, so we thought we'd throw
in our two pennyworth. Maybe we'll
get a bit of a debate going.
Do we need a novice licence?
Opinions differ on this one. Broadly
speaking some countries have
various grades of amateur licence,
the good old US of A being a case in
point; if you're a rank beginner to
the hobby you take a simple technical
exam and a five -word per minute
Morse test and then you can legally
operate on certain bits of certain
bands. The idea then is that you
progress to higher things and end up
with their highest grade of ticket
which is the Amateur Extra Class.
Other countries do the same, and
we came across this the last time
there was an opening on 144MHz.
We were called by hordes of stations
with PDO callsigns when we were
trying to find out whether someone's
mobile rig was working or not.
They're allowed 10 watts on some
spot FM channels.
In the UK there seem to us to be
arguments both for and against a
novice or beginners' licence. On the
one hand we don't feel that the RAE
is a fearfully demanding examination,
given that you need to have some
idea of what the technical side of the
hobby is about. In this way you're
making a bit more of amateur radio
than social chit-chat and you're
aware of the problems that can be
caused to other radio users if your
transmitter decides it's One Of Those
Days and puts RF everywhere except
where it should. We feel that the
"self -training" bit in the licence
means what it says and that amateur
radio ought to be a bit more than a
glorified CB service - now don't get
us wrong, we're not having a snide
go at CB and we certainly don't think
that amateur radio is simply an upmarket CB. They're just different
from each other and both have their
place. Having said that, there might
be a case for something a bit
different because it seems to us that
not many of today's amateurs have
66

come via the old SWL route into the
hobby and it's clear (sometimes, we
regret to say, painfully so) that some
of the new people on the band
haven't the foggiest idea of amateur
procedures and how to go about
making contact with other amateurs
in a meaningful way.
The other thing is Morse. Now
we're well aware that there are a lot
of people who think that the Morse
test ought to be abolished. We at
Amateur Radio have to nail our flag
to the mast and say that we don't
agree one bit. Morse is extremely
useful for all sorts of things, even in
this digital age of ours and we'd hate
to see it go. There doesn't seem any
harm in having to pass a test in its
use, and we feel in a funny way that
there's a certain feeling of
achievement in passing the Post
Office Morse Test - it makes us feel
a bit like a cousin of all those radio
operators on ships and all that.
Maybe we're just too romantic by
half!

Useful skill
Okay, so it's a well-known fact that
many people resent having to pass
the Morse test just to get access to
the HF bands and that they intend to
forget the whole thing as soon as
they get their Class A licence.
Everyone has a right to choose,
although we feel it's a pity to let a
useful skill go when it's so handy for
so many things, and the fact remains
that a CW transmitter is the simplest
and cheapest of all.
In the Amateur Radio Proposal for
a Novice Licence, we suspect we'd
still keep a Morse requirement for
somewhere on the HF bands,
although maybe five words a minute
wouldn't be too bad. We feel that the
idea would be to let someone "get
his feet wet" as it were, with some
part of (say) the 28MHz band and a
relatively low power limit of (say) 30
watts. The idea here might be for the
novice to learn some things about
propagation and basic operating
techniques the easy way in order to
see if he liked it or not. He'd get
asked some basic questions by a
fellow amateur, and he'd also get the
Morse test submitted by the same
man, and in a sense the novice
would be "sponsored" by this A. N.
Other. Maybe he could operate his
own, full -class station, again under
the supervision of the owner of it.
We feel it'd be nice to insist on
some element of home-brew in the

novices' station, even if it were only
the wavemeter or something. Maybe
he could go on from that station with
his 30 watts or whatever and learn
as he went along.
If the said novice wasn't a bit
happy about Morse and was keen to
have a go anyway, the problem
comes in where you put him. The
144MHz band is already overcrowded
enough as it is, and the higher bands
are technically more difficult, so
(after a few more cups of coffee) we
felt that we'd do as the Russians do
and count 28MHz as a VHF band!
Let's face it - in the next few years,
as the sunspots stop spotting or
whatever they do, this band is going
to get more than somewhat underutilised, and the way pressure on
frequency space is going, someone
will start putting pressure on someone
else and we'll lose it. 1.7MHz of HF
space that isn't being used much is
really too tempting and if we don't
use it we'll lose it as sure as sparks
fly upwards.
So how about having non -Morse
novices in one bit of it and Morse
ditto in a wider segment - let's say
29 to 29.05 for non -Morse and 29.0
to 29.1 for all? Or maybe move those
figures down a meg so as to stop CB
folks with hi -hi channels from
intruding into the amateur megahertz?
(We think they do it because they
don't know any better, or are we
being naive?). It'd mean shifting the
bandplan round a bit, but is that
such a dreadful thing to ask when
the band simply isn't supporting
communication over any distance for
more than an hour or so a day?
Anyway, we're running out of
space so we'll have to leave it there.
Officially, the Home Office can't even
consider any proposals for a novice
licence because they're apparently
computerising their licence records,
according to a nice gentleman in

their Press Office and they haven't
the staff time to spare. We don't
know what firm proposals the RSGB
have in mind (if indeed they have
any) so it would be interesting to
hear your views pro and con and see
what you'd like for novices. We'll
analyse your comments in the next
issue.

dial fp.

From The Minister of

358

Posts and Telecommunications

ask the

North): To
(Norwich,

Postmaster

on the extension

decision
Wallace
reached a
Mr. George
now
LicerCs
if he has
Transmitting
Genral,

B IN

The aim of the International Radio Regulations governing
the radio amateur service, which it is my duty to enforce,

1968)

of Class

are designed to ensure that the already crowded frequencies

29th February
1968)
Ilth March
(Trursday
Monday
(Answered:

allocated to that service are used only by qualified persons
for the purpose of self -training and technical investigations.

I am aware that the Regulations permit some flexibility of
MR. EDNARD SNORT:

approach in this matter but it is evident, since I understand

I am pleased to say that I have decided

that the Amateur (Sound) Licence B car. be extended to permit

that only one Western European nation has permitted unqualified

operation in the radio frequency band 144 - 146 Mc/s.

persons to make use of the amateur network, that other countries

I

shall be Issuing a General Notice to give effect to this

- like us - are concerned at the already overcrowded state of

decision as soon as possible.

the amateur frequency bands in this area.
I have also decided to introduce a Beginners Licence, to
encourage interest in radio by people not yet possessing
the qualifications needed for a fully Amateur Licence.

2.

The

The licensed amateur is at all tines responsible for the transmissions from his station.

It is hard to see how he could

details of the availability of this new licence are still

control the content of the messages when someone else is speakin,,
being worked out, but I expect to have it on issue by the

into the microphone.

Autumn of this year.

Mr

sonars could well breach the terms of the lust Office

Act 1969 which vested in the Corporation monopoly rights to run
communications between third parties.

All this does not mean to say that it is not my aim to interpret
the licensing regulations as liberally as possible.

HOME OFFICE
°VEEN ANNES GATE

Within

reasonable limits I have no ob3ection to licensed amateurs
passing messages relating to scouting activities at the time of

Lotaxaw swtm OAT

the Boy Scout Movement's annual "Jamboree -on -the -Air", where

there are directly intrested amateurs at both ends of the circuit.

21 Ar' 101

So long as this concession is not abused I am of course happy for
it to continue, but I am sure you will understand that it is not

Dear Peter,

open to me to go any further.
Thank you for your letter of 17th February to John Belstead
about the introduction of a novice licence for radio amateurs,
which has been proposed by your constituent, Mr. D. O'Garr.
I am sorry you have not had an earlier reply.

Excerpt from a letter to Mr. Peter Hardy MP, from Th,..

Minister of Rusts and Telecommunications Mr. John
Until fairly recently the Radio Society of Great Britain
the representative body for radio amateurs, did not favour the

Stonehouse explaining why he turned down a request

introduction of novice licences, but they have had a change of

for an amateur radio network for persons who are

view and have submitted detailed proposals to us for a provisional

not licensed amateurs.

or novice licence.

It remains the rase, however, that under the

The letter is dated November

30th 1972.

International Radio Regulations we are required to satisfy ourselves
as to the technical qualifications of any person operating an amateur
radio station.

We therefore require applicants for an amateur licence

to pass the Radio Amateur Examination (R.A.E.) which is set by the

City and Guilds Institute: this clearly establishes an easily
identifiable standard required of all applicants.

The standard set

by the R.A.E. is we believe the lowest possible to ensure a minimum
of interference to others services and therefore we have reservations
about introducing a lower standard for licensees, even though they
would be operating under supervision.

We also remain doubtful about

the level of demand, especially since the introduction of the citizens'
band radio service last MIWCIECET.

The Quest for a
Beginners Licence

19681982

The R.S.G.B. have taken account of our views and have made sone
constructive proposals which would help to remove sane of the difficulties
but even if we could be convinced that there were no objections in
principle to the scheme, the increased administrative burden that its
introduction would entail would rule it out for the tine being at least.
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THE COMMUNICATION

CENTRE OF THE SOUTH

electronics
HIGH ST. HANDCRUSS. W. SUSSEX 0444 400786

C&p

WELZ
SP15M
SP45M
S P200

SP300
SP400
SP1OX
S P380

AC38
CT15A
CT15N

SWR PWR Meter HF/2M 200W
SWP PWR Meter 2M/70cm 100W
SWR PWR Meter H.F. /2M 1KW
SWR PWR Meter H.F. /2M/70cm
SWR PWR Meter 2M/70cm 150W
SWR PWR Meter H.F./70cm
compact
SWR PWR Meter H.F./2M/70cm
compact
A.T.U. 3.5 to 30 MHz 400W PEP
15/50W Dummy Load IPL2591
15/50W Dummy Load IN type

29.00
46.00
59.00
79.00
59.00

11.001
11.001
11.501

19.96

10.751

49.00
59.00
6.95

0.03)

plug)

11.96

10.75/ TRIO

300/1kW Dummy Load 250MHz

CT300

44.00

1S02391

SWR POWER METERS
Model 110
H.F.2.1M Calibrated Power
Reading

YW-3

H.F. '2M Twin Meter

UH74
T435N

2M; 70

2M/70CM Twin Meter 120W

11.50
11.50
14.30
34.00

DAIWA
CN620A

11.501
11.501

ROTATORS
Phone for details Hirschman R0250 VHF Rotor
95026
Colorotor IMed. VHF)
KR400RC Kenpro - inc lower clamps
1076.00
KR600RC Kenpro - inc lower clamps
632.00
) DESK MICROPHONES
215.00
12°°) SHURE 444D Dual Impeadance

New Transceiver
160-10m Transceiver 9 Bands
Digital V. F.O. with Memories
119.00
All Band ATU,'Power Meter
External Speaker Unit
34.96
160-10m Transceiver
8 Band 200W Pep TransceiverT.B.A492.( 00
397.00
8 Band 20W Pep Transceiver
144.00
200W Pep Linear for TS120V
17.00
Mobile Mount for TS130/ 120
23.00
Base Station External Speaker
100W Antenna Tuner
79.00
49.46
AC Power Supply - TS130V
88.50
AC Power Supply - TS130S
Dual Impedance Desk Microphone 25.76
13.80
Fist Microphone 50K ohm IMP
13.80
Fist Microphone 500 ohm IMP
17.90
HF Low Pass Filter 1kW
396.00
2M Synthesised Multimode
34.90
Base Plinth for TR9130
2M Synthesised FM Mobile 25W 257.00
2M Synthesised FM Compact
247.00
Mobile 25W
166.00
2M Synthesised FM Portable
58.00
lOW Amplifier for TR2300
17.71
Mobile Mount for TR2300
T.B.A.
70cm Handheld
207.00
2M FM Synthesised Handheld
46.00
Base Stand
12.00
Soft Case
28.20
Mobile Stand
14.49
Speaker Mike
22.30
Spare Battery Pack
70cm FM Synthesised Mobile
299.00
Transceiver
Base Station Power Supply
64.00
for 8400
449.00
70cm Synthesised Multimode
TBA
200KHz-30M Hz Receiver
235.00
Gen. Cov. Receiver
26.90
External Speaker Unit
58.80
Digital Station World Time Clock
21.86
Deluxe Headphones
10.36
Economy Headphones
12.40
Mobile External Speaker

10.501
10.501
10.501
10.751

52.80

-

71 00

-I

5.00
6.96
11.96
22.95
34.00
29.96
44.00

10.501
10.751
10.751

(0.751
10.75)
11.50)
12.001

S P230

TS4305
TS130S
TS130V
TL120
MB100

I

SP120
AT130
PS20
PS30
MC50

MC355
MC305
LF30A
TR9130
BO9A

TR7800
TR7702

YAESU TRANSCEIVERS

TR2300
VB2300
MB2
TR3500
TR2500
ST2
SC4

MSI
SMC25

YAE SU FT 102 - (725
FT902DM
FC902
SP901
FT102
FC102
F1707
FP707
FC707

MM B2
FRG7
FRG7700

129.00
Superb H.F. Transceiver
886.00
160-10m 9 Band Transceiver
135.00
All Band A.T.U.
31.00
External Speaker
725.00
160-10m 9 Band Transceiver
196.00
A.T.U.
512.00
8 Band Transceiver 200W Pep
Matching Power Supply
125.00
Matching A.T.U. /Power
86.00
Meter
Mobile Mounting Bracket
16.10
for FT707
199.00
General Coverage Receiver
Coverage
200KHz-30M Hz Gen.
Receiver

FRG7700M
FRT7700
FRA7700
FT208R
FT708R

NC7
NC8
NC9C
FNB2
PA3
FT48OR
FT78OR
FT29OR
FT79OR

MMB11
CSC1
NC11C
FL2010

Nicads
FF50IDX
FSP1

YH55
YH77
QTR24D
YM24A
YD148

YM38

As above but with Memories
Antenna Tuning Unit
Active Antenna Unit
2M FM Synthesised Handheld
70cm FM Synthesised
Handheld
Base Trickle Charger
Base Fast/ Trickle Charger
Compact Trickle Charger
Spare Battery Pack
12V DC Adaptor
2M Synthesised Multimode
70cm Synthesised Multimode
11.6MHz Shift)
2M Portable Multimode
70cm Portable Multimode
Mobile Mounting Bracket
Soft Carrying Case
240V AC Trickle Charger
Matching 10W Linear
2.2 AMP HR Nicads Each
H.F. Low Pass Filter 1kW
Mobile External Speaker
8 ohm 6W
Headphones 8 ohm
Lightweight Headphones 8 ohm
World Clock (Quartz)
Speaker/ Mic 207/208:708
Stand Microphone Dual IMP

329.00
409.00
37.00
36.40
209.00
219.00
26.88
44.10
8.00
17.25
13,40
379.00
459.00
249.00
299.00
22.25
3.45
8.00

11.501

11.50/

1-1

R600

-1
-1

15.001

11.00)

11.00)

1-I

(-1

-

11.031
11.001

-

-1
11.301
11.501
(0.751
(0.751
10.751

-

-I
-1

11.001
10.751

10.75)
11.201

2.50
23.00

(1.00)

I-I

9.95
9.90
9.90
28.00
16.85

10.75)

4 Pin Plug

21.10

(1.501

As 34 but up/down Scan
Buttons

24.90

11.50)

Mobile

2M Multimode Mobile
70cm Transverter for M750E

189.00
289.00
199.00

MAIL ORDER

PS1O

TR9500
R2000

64.413

FDK VHF/UHF EQUIPMENT
Multi 700EX 2M FM Synthesised 5W
Multi 750E
Expander

-

1-I

PB25
TR8400

10.751

(0.751
11.001

10.75)

-

-1

-

SPI00
HC10
HS5
HS4
SP40
1C740

IC720A

251E
25E
290E
C -R70
C2E

L1/2/3
C BC30
C BC25
C CP1

C BP2
C BP3
C BP4
C BP5
C DC1
C ML1

HF Mobile Transceiver 8 Band
HF Transceiver & Gen. Coy.

699.00

Receiver

883.00
99.00
499.00
239.00
366.00
469.00
159.00
4.25
12.00
45.00
5.00

Power Supply for 720A
2M Multimode Base Station
2M Compact 25W Mobile
2M Multimode Mobile
Gen. Coy. Receiver
2M FM Synthesised Handheld

PS15

CHM9

)

12-°°) SHURE 526T Mk11 Power Microphone
115°) ADONIS AM303 Preamp Mic. Wide Imp.
ADONIS AM503 Compression Mic 1

Soft Cases
Speaker/ Microphone
230V AC Base Charger and Hod
230V AC Trickle Charger
Car Charging Lead
6v Nicad Pack for IC2E
9v Nicad Pack for IC2E
Empty Case for 6 AA Nicads
11 5v Nicad Pack for IC2E
12V Adaptor Pack for IC2E
10W Booster

TV INTERFERENCE AIDS
Ferrite Rings 1'h" dia. per pair
Toroid Filter TV Down Lead
Low Pass Filter LP30 100W
Trio Low Pass Filter LF30A 1kW
Yaesu Low Pass Filter FF501DX 1kW
HP4A High Pass Filter TV Down Lead

3.71

29.50
20.00
6.95
39.50
9.75
59.00
0.80
2.50
3.95
17.90
23.00
5.95

ANTENNA BITS
H1-0 Balun 1:1 5kW pep 1PL59 Fitting)
7 1 MHz Traps Pair
T Piece Polyprop Dipole Centre
Polyprop Strain Insulators
Small Egg Insulators
Large Egg Insulators
4mm Polyester Guy Rope
(strength 400kg1 per metre

75 ohm Twin Feeder - Light Duty Per Metre
300 ohm Twin Feeder - Per Metre

9.95
7.95
1.20
0.40
0.40
0.50
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.60
0.25

8.75
33.00
10.95
74.00
39.95
56.00
99.95
139.95
39.00
53.00
29.00
39.00

11.50) ADONIS AM202S Clip -on
( 1.501 ADONIS AM202F Swan Neck Up' Down
(1.50) Buttons
(1.50) ADONIS AM202H Head Band Up/ Down
12 50) Buttons

21.00

11.501 Drae VHF Wavemeter 130-450MHz

24.96
60.00
75.00

15.(0) TEST EQUIPMENT

1075) DM81 Trip Dip Meter
10.751 MMD501500 Dig. Frequency meter 1500MHz)

/1.00) CO -AXIAL SWITCH
_ ) 2 Way Diecast (V.H.F.) SA450
I

11.50) 2 Way Diecast with N sockets
( _ ) 2 Way Toggle (V.H.F .1
LAR 3 Way 1KW Switch

/ - f HELIAL ANTENNAS
I - 12M BNC or P12591state which required)
(1.50) 2M Thread for TR2300 or FT29OR (state which
(1.50) 70cm BNC or Thread

-

-

I-

Rig

70cm Transverter for 2M
Rig

11.001 MMT70/28
MMT70/144

4M Transverter for HF Rig 119.96
4M Tranverter for 2M Rig 119.96
23cm Transverter for 2M Rig

159.96
184.00

2M 30W Linear Amp
2M 100W Linear Amp

184.00
69.96

(-1

110W I/P1

11.50/

(3W 1/PI
159.00
70cm 30W Linear Amp
(3W I/P1
86.00
70cm/50W Linear Amp
109.95
70cm 10/100W Linear Amp

-

139.00

I - I MML144/100LS 2M 100W Linear Amp
(1.50) MML432/30LS
11.001

11.001 MML432/50
11.001 MML432 /100
(

RTTY to TV Converter

- ) MM4000rOM

TRAY Transceiver
/

_ I MMC50/28

13.031MMC70/28
(

- I MMC144/28

I-

I MMC432'28S
( _) MMC4321144S
I - I MMC4351600
/ _ I MMK1296/ f44
10.501 MMD050/500

6M Converter to HF Rig
4M Converter to HF Rig
2M Converter to HF Rig
70cm Converter to HF Rig
70cm Converter to 2M rig
70cm AT/ Converter
23cm Converter to 2M Rig
500MHz Dig. Frequency

11.001

11.50) MM13600P

/035 ) MMA28MMDP1
10.50)

) MMA144VmH44

1035) MMF432
(1.00)MMS1
(0.75)

600MeMerl-lz Prescaler

Frequency Counter Probe
10M Preamp
2M RF Switched Preamp
2M Band pass Filter
70cm Band Pass Filter
The Morse Talker

(1.00) DATONG PRODUCTS
Gen. Coverage Converter HF on
PC1
2M Rig
Very Low Frequency Converter
"120) VLF
(0.50) FL1
Frequency Agile Audio Filter
(0.501 FL2
Multi -mode Audio Filter
11'00)°) FL3
FL2 Audio Filter and Notch
11.001 ASP/B Auto RF Speech Clipper (Trio Plug)
- ASP/A Auto RF Speech Clippers

10.75) on
10.75)

10.301 RFC/M
10.101 070
10.101 A0270
10.101AD370
MP U1
10.041 MK
(9.,,,C4) RFA

(Yaesu Plug)
Manually controlled RF Speech
Clipper
RF Speech Clipper Module
Morse Tutor

Indoor Active Dipole Antenna
Outdoor Active Dipole Antenna
Mains Power Unit
Keyboard Morse Sender
Broadband Preamplifier

728.64
189.00
269.002001

29.90
22.90
29.90
37.90
37.90
27.90
69.96
75.00
29.90
14.90
16.95
34.90
11.90
11151..0090

137.42

29.90
79.35
89.70
129.00
82.80

82.80
56.36
29.90
56.36
47.15
64.40
6.90
137.42
33.92

1,....,fl'.,1 Cod Paull Selective Calling Device

URM67 Low Loss 50 ohm Coax -Per -Metre
/(,..,.t." (link progl
UR76 50ohm Coax Per Metre
('''D) (switch prog)
Please send total postage indicated. Any excess
will be refunded

All prices correct at time of going to press

32.30
33.92

RETAIL CALLERS

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS

Goods normally despatched

HIGH ST., HANDCROSS, W. SUSSEX. TEL: 0444

9-12, 1.30-5.30

400786

E&OE

1-1

-

(0.501
10.50)

11.031

I - 1 MML144/100S

11.501
11.501

4.50
4.50
4.50

11.001 MMT4321144R

I - 1 MMT1296/ 144

12.001
12.001
12.501
13.001

(0.751
10.751
10.501
11.00)

10.50)

12.001 MML144/30

-1

10.00
12.96
6.00
16.96

MICROWAVE MODULES
2M Transverter for HF Rig 109.96
70cm Transverter for HF

I

10.751
10.751
10.501
10.751
10.751

31.00

TO ORDER ANY OF THE ABOVE ITEMS SIMPLY WRITE ENCLOSING A CHEQUE OR PHONE YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER
68

1-1C&P

33.00

MMT144 '28
11.501 MMT432/28S

9-12.30, 1.30-5.30
within 24hrs Allow 28 days max

10.50
10.50

=)) MOBILE SAFETY MICROPHONES

1

C&P

ICOM

189.00
299 00
660.00

1

1

JAYBEAN ANTENNAS

TS930S
12.00) TS830S
VF0230
AT230

DUMMY LOADS

FT1

TASCO CWR 680
12 AMP 069.00 12.001 TONO 500
24.9613.001 TONG 9000
24.96
-MORSE EQUIPMENT
MK704
Squeeze Paddle
HK708
Up,' Down Key
Practise Oscillator
EK121
Elbug
EKM12A Matching Side Tone Monitor
EK150
Electronic Keyer

10.75)

H.F. /2M Cross Pointers

DI.30 PL259 30W MAX
WELZ CT 15A 50W MAX PL259
WELZ CT 15N 50W MAX N type
T100 103W MAX 450 MHz
T200 200W MAX 450MHz
DL600 600W MAX 350MHz
WELZ CT300 1000W MAX 250MHz

TELEREADERS 1CW & RTTY)

11.001

2M/70 Cross Pointers

DAIWA
CN630

DRAE
Power Supplies
4 AMP 127.9511.501
6 AMP £44.9612.001
VHF Wavemeter 130-450 MHz

10.501
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Some of the letters we've had
have asked us what books we
suggest for beginners and the
more advanced man alike. We
thought we'd do a sort of mini -

review of some of the books
we've seen recently and tell you
which ones we use a lot!

For the complete beginner
who wants to get a licence, we

can't think of anything better
than the RAE Manual, published
by the RSGB. It contains everything you need in the way of the
theoretical background and also
the licensing conditions, and

they've just published a new
edition to deal with the changes
to the amateur licence that fol-

lowed the schedule thing last
February. There's a lot in it, and
it isn't a book to read from cover
to cover at one go but more for

nibbling away at when you're
sitting by the fire with your
cuppa after a hard day at the office. If you learn everything in

there, you'll pass the exam without a shadow of doubt.
Another RSGB goodie is the

Guide to Amateur Radio. This
gives the background to what
the hobby is all about, and
there's no better publication for
the radio amateur in this country. Some of the pictures look
their age now, and we find the
style in which it's written a bit
stiff, but all in all it's a pretty
good book for the newcomer.

For the more advanced man,
we'd recommend another RSGB
book (no, they're not paying us

any commission, alas) in the
shape of HF Antennas for All Lo-

BOOKS
Book is a solid and meaty tome
of what's in antennas and transmission lines. There's a new edition out, and it really is recommended if you like messing
around with queer things in the
back garden. We have a feeling

that the Yanks aren't so conscious of VHF DX as we are here,

and their VHF antenna technology seems a good way behind
Europe in some ways, but for
the HF merchants it's a grand
book.
One of the most spiffing
books to come our way for ages
is called A Practical Introduction
to Electronic Circuits by a gentleman called Martin Hartley
Jones. For the guy who enjoyed
passing the RAE and wants to
know more, this really is terrific.

If you really want to know how
present-day circuits work, espe-

cially solid-state devices, this
one is a must and we wouldn't
be without it. We've resolved
loads of arguments in the office

with this one, and we really
couldn't do without it, so lash

out a few quid and get it in your
Christmas stocking without fail.
It's published by the Cambridge
University Press.

If you're serious about your
hobby and your bookshelf can
stand the weight, we'd strongly
recommend Electronics Engineers Reference Book, edited
by L. W. Turner and published
by
Newnes-Butterworths.
There's an enormous amount of

pensable to us - the only bad

we've come across - it's what

poo shade of bilious yellow.
First published in 1981, this
book entitled Amateur Radio,

does a good job of removing
some of the gunge from the
myths and half-truths that have
collected around the subject of

antennas for yonks, although
you do need a bit of background

experience in order to get the
best out of it. Some of the author's statements are a bit impenetrable (why would he cut a

hundred -foot tower in half for
"fear of dragons"? - sounds a
bit self-consciously literary to
the likes of us!) but it really is a
super book.

If you're short wave listening,
and are prepared to delve into
the differences between American and English grammar and
technical variations, then you

Handbook, by Rober Traister.

be

interested

EX GOVT. LEAD ACID ACCUMULATORS
etc. Must have cost Govt. over £20 each. Our price £5.50 each, carriage £2.50. 2 for £10.
Carriage £3.50 4 for E18. Carriage £6. 8 for £32. Carriage £10. All despatched unfilled.
Robust wooden tray with carrying handles, holds 8 accumulators ES.

(no relation to this magazine) is
written in a fairly easy to under-

stand manner by Peter Bubb
and edited by Gordon Stokes.
Peter Bubb is an established lecturer and tutor for the RAE, and
is therefore technically qualified
to write such a book.
The 192 pages cover many as-

pects of amateur radio, from a
basic explanation of radio communication, symbols, AC and
DC, semiconductors transistors,
receivers, transmitters, transceivers, antennas, and so on, to
operating procedures and prac-

GENUINE GOVT. SURPLUS RELEASE.
GENUINE AFV TANK HEADSETS AND MIKE £3.50 per pair, p.p. E1. 2 pairs £7 post
free. All headphones fitted with Ex ministry plug. Standard jack plugs available 25p each.
2 for 40p. Headphone extension sockets available at 25p each 2 for 40p. Impedance of
first two items 600 ohms. All headphones in good condition.

THE GOVT. SURPLUS WIRELESS EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK. This useful handbook gives detailed information and circuit diagrams for British and American Government Surplus Receivers, Transmitters and Test Equipment etc. Also contained are some
suggested modification details and improvements for Surplus equipment. Incorporated

in this revised edition is a Surplus/ Commercial cross referenced valve and transistor
guide. Latest revised facsimile edition. Limited number of copies of this invaluable book
which is now a standard reference work in this field. Only £7.50, p.p. E1.50. No. V.A.T.
on books.

New release of MODERN DYNAMIC MOVING COIL MICROPHONES. 200 ohms
impedance. Switch incorporated. Mostly with lead and DIN plug. Used but nice condition. 3 designs of case housing. Price one mike our choice £2 plus 50p p.p. Bargain offer
all 3 mikes £4.50, p.p. £1.

GENUINE EX -GOVT COLLAPSIBLE AERIALS. A fully adjustable highly efficient
whip aerial in 5 sections. Length 1 1/2 metres. Closed 300 nil' m. Copper plated sections.
As used on Ex Govt. Manpacks. Brand new in makers boxes. £2.50 each, p.p. 75p. 2 for
£5 post free.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE GREEN CAT. 1000s of new components, radio, electronic,
audio at unbelievably. low prices. Send 50p and receive catalogue and FREE RECORD
SPEED INDICATOR. Try a JUMBO PACK. Contains transistors, resistors, caps, pots,
switches, radio and electronic devices. Over E50 worth for Ell. Carriage and packing
£2.50 MINI JUMBO PACK (£20 worth) for £5, p.p. £1.50.

Another antenna book we

tices in a 71/2 -page section at the

PLEASE ADD 15% V.A.T. to all orders including carriage and 10,P.

back. It seems a little expensive

MYERS ELECTRONICS Dept. AR,
12/14 Harper Street, Leeds LS2 7EA

limited relevance over here, the Antenna
have
70

decidedly

The

It is distributed in this country
by W. Foulsham & Co. Ltd., at
Slough, and costs £6.95. Publication date is this year.

wouldn't willingly be without is
the ARRL Antenna Book. The
ARRL is the American equivalent to our own RSGB and al-

though some of their books

in

Shortwave Listener's Antenna

Brand new 10V.5.Ah. famous manufacturer easily tapped in 2V. stages. Size only
7"x5" x2". Ideal for emergency lighting and power supplies. Suitable for burglar alarms

pages, and here again it's indis-

cations. This is distinctly differwe use as a sort of source -book
for the next antenna on the roof
of the building here. The author

might

stuff within about a thousand
thing about it is the colour of the
cover, which is a distinctly icky-

ent from any antenna book

Surrey, and is part of their Practical Handbook Series.

at £8.95, but the easy writing
style, photographs and many
line drawngs make this a valu-

able book for the beginner to
amateur radio. Published by
Lutterworth Press, at Guildford,

STD Code 0532 452045
New retail premises at above address (opposite Corals). Callers welcome 9 to 5 Mon. to
Sat. Sunday 10 till 3pm. Govt. Surplus items always in stock.

THE
CQ CENTRE
10 MERTON PARK PARADE,
KINGSTON ROAD, LONDON SW19

\

(JUNCT. MERTON HALL RD)

TEL. 01-543 5150

A MERRY XMAS TO ALL FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS

LARGE STOCK OF NEW AND S/HAND EQUIPMENT

ICOM - YAESU - TRIO - STANDARD - FDK - AZDEN ETC.
FULL

HB9-CV

RANGE

2 EL. BEAM

LASHING KIT, POLES,
CABLE, ROTATORS

2 METRE + 70CMS

JAYBEAM -

4.5 DB FORWARD BAIN
181M FRONT TO BACK

SLIM JIM
FOR 2 METRES

AND 70CMS
COMPLETE WITH 4 METRES CO -114

£7

£8.50 WITH CLAMP

SMC ANTENNAS
SWR POWER
METERS ETC.

WE CANNOT POST THE
2 METRE VERSION OF
THIS ANTENNA

OR £8.50 INC.
POST + PACKING

STOP PRESS: Now available - a brand new Morse Tuition Tape from G4HXZ. Based on tried and tested
subliminal techniques. Includes: - Alphabet - Numerals - Punctuation - Plain Language -simulated Post
£6.50 inc. p&p.
Office Amateur Morse Test at 12 w.p.m. Full instructions and check sheet included.
INKL04119

ws.

INSTANT CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH LOMBARD
TRICITY - PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR QUOTATION
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FREE ADS: Sell your radio equipment and spares for profit! Ie
I
I
AMATEUR RADIO Name
I
Address
II
Classified Order Form
I
Copy Deadline for Advertisements:
I
February 4th, 1983
I
Tel.

IThe Advertisement Manager reserves the right to alter, reject or suspend an advertisement
without assigning any reason. Advertisements are accepted subject to approval of copy and
to the right of the Advertisement Manager to alter, reject or cancel any order or part of order
without explanation. The Proprietors are not liable for any loss from any cause whatever, nor
do they accept liability for printers errors. The Advertisement shall indemnify the Publishers
in respect of any claim, costs and expenses arising out of any libellous or malicious matter or
untrue statement in any advertisement published for the advertisers, or any infringement of

copyright, patent or design therein. The placing of any order will be deemed to be an
acceptance of these conditions.

O

II

To: Amateur Radio,
Classified Dep ,t
27 Murdock Road, Bicester, Oxon.
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Don't forget

-

the March issue of Amateur Radio

appears on February 25th 1983
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Classified
YAESU FT202 2M handheld six
chan'l S.20, S.21, S.22, S.8, R.5,
144, 875 Raynet, SPD mic, case,
Nicads, charger, two aerials,
handbook, £89. Midland 2001 40
chan'l legal FM CB rig. Also legal
CB aerial, half breed and ground
plane £40. Will split, try 'em and
buy
'em.
G8KOM
QTHR.
Littlewick Green 2453.
PYE CAMBRIDGE 6 channels 5
watts RF output, tone burst,
spare RF, broad values S20, S19,
S22, R5, R8, S8,
145.800,
144.800, S18 RX and 8 ELE beam

CALLSIGNS in brilliant copper
tiepins, lapel, rally badges, 90p.

Station car plaques with hol-

G6CVW 061 643 6944.

8ED, G6 LPN.

RACAL RA117E HF receiver in
excellent condition £275, Racal
RA63H SSB adaptor, £65. Racal

COMMUNICATIONS

RA137A LF (10kHz-980kHz), converter, £70. Racal SA77 CRT tun-

ing display for RA17 receiver,
£75. Racal MA197B HF preselec-

12ATV THREE band vertical

wood,

coils 160/10 plus LF tele-

scopic whip, heavy duty chrome

swivel base, £50.00 ono, used
once. Mr. John Randall, 243
Paddock Road, Basingstoke,
Hants. Tel: 65126.

G8EBM,

Leamington

House,

Windley Lane, Weston UnderDerbyshire.
Brailsford (033 528) 755.

Tel:

small roller coaster with dial,
G4MH mini? Beam, G3NZT
Newby Bridge, Cumbria. Tel:
TOGGLE SWITCHES, cables,

4179.

Tel: 710171.

BELCOM LS102 10 metre
mobile with freq. readout from
26.000 to 30.000 megs AM/FM/
SSB/CW, £160 ono. Ring Scar-

SONY I.C.F.5 900W general
coverage

receiver,

excellent

condition, £75 ono. Tel: 0772745053.

REALISTIC DX -302 receiver
coverage 10kHz to 30MHz continuous, LED digital readout, six
band tunable preselector, quartz

locked tuning, AC or 12v DC,
cost £289.95, as new OR6 PKG

bargain £145 ono. Reason for
sale upgrading to RX-TX. R. J.

SK11

borough 583905 or write Mr E. J.
Wilson,
3
Caymer
Road,
Eastfield, Scarborough.

FOR SALE Trio 9R-59DE general coverage receiver ideal for
on
beginner,
bandspread
amateur bands 80-10 metres in
original packing, manual and
£60.
matching loudspeaker
Richard Everitt, Ramsey (0487)
840968.

FT101 MK2, 160m, fan, CW filter, 3N204 RF amp, £300 no offers. Also Drake C -line complete,

RE-

CEIVER, G.E.C. BRT 403 150KHz-

30MHz new set valves but needs
attention, £35. 1155 receiver,
nice condition, unmodified, £40.
Marine hand held S.R.A. PN-74
146-174MHz
6
channels
6,7,8,10,11,16 fitted as new condition, Nicads charger, £100. Mr.
J. P. Hupfield, 47 Leeward Road,
West Worthing, Sussex. Tel:
Worthing 66329.

Drake RF wattmeter type W4 or
WY4. Details and price ring Pete,
Nuneaton 349461.

join K.S.C. Net Skeds arranged
to suit you, Net has been estab-

lished for about eight years.
Contact G3AKG, 116 Lowfield
Caversham, Reading.
Telephone 0734-476718.
Road,

72

Andy 021-451-2571.

MN2000 matching A.T.U. also

IDEAL BEGINNER'S DX station! Heathkit SB-401 transmitter, SB-303 receiver, SB-600
speaker. Works as transceiver or

split, good working order. All cables, just plug in and go! £275,
carr. extra. G3UML, Tel: 01-202-

unit, cables. Sell or exchange.

7071.

Wanted: 23cms transverter, Eddystone Y50, W.H.Y.? Roberts,
GW6AYM, QTHR. Tel: Swansea

YAESU FRDX400S, 160-2m,
£150. Unica UR-1A, 0.5-30MHz,
£20. Sound air 008 vhf scanner,
S20/22,
RO/4/6/7;
including
charger and Ni-cads, £30. Phone
Jon Kempster, BRS45205, Berkhamsted 4175.

0792 204146.

TANDY DX302 digital receiver
10kHz 30MHz, £150. Dentron
linear MLA2500 1.8MHz 30MHz,
£500. Both plus carriage and as

new, reduction if both. G3KUF
QTHR Tel: 0272 296544 days,
027581

3648

evenings

and

weekends.

BROOKES MB6R RTTY terminal unit, £65. MML 144/100 100
watt 144MHz linear £80. Datong

G8KMV QTHR Tel: 0438-54689.

r.r.p. £194, accept £145. Phone
Basildon 21915.

WANTED DRAKE MN4 or

SALE: COMPLETE Philips valved C.C.T.V. outfit, camera, two
14" monitors, power/control

4TR. Tel: 01-888-2230.

absolutely everything for the
new G6 to get on the air. First
realistic offer secures. G4OIN

mint condition with

manual and SL22 A.T.V. £50.

CATHOLIC RADIO amateurs

verter, £85. Monochrome 14 inches uhf TV, £30. Contact

FM -SW receiver, SSB digital display, 240 volt or battery, as new,

speaker,

top); plus all band TV tuner (go's
into I.F.) open to offers, non amateur. Phone Evans (01) 242
3732 anytime.

Palmers Green, London N13

PANASONIC DR31, MW -LW -

FOR SALE DX160 receiver with

ble; uhf tunable pre -amp (set

G3XTJ, 20 Spencer Avenue,

FM 23 -channel rig (II) fitted, 5A
PSU 4EL quad rotator, 1/4 wave
mag. mount colinear, SWR
bridge, Ambit GDO/wavemeter,

FT101Z HF transceiver, 9 -band,
inclusive of microphone and
fan,
mint condition £410.
G4HNN Tel: 01-778-9756.

EXCHANGE HAM International Multimode and Zetagi 200
watt SSB linear for good quality
H.F. receiver. Send details to
Westeria Cottages, Down Saint
Mary, Devon.

WANTED Heath VF1U VFO,

COMPLETE 2M station Alpha

Rd, Greenford, Middx. UB6 8RZ.
Tel: 01-578-0539.

HAVE TV/DX antenna band III;
pre -amp band I staggered tuna-

PC -1 general coverage UP -con-

must be cheap and loan of handbook for Eddystone 840A.
Please ring
G4JNW Scarborough 61191 or write 8 Union
Street,
Scarborough, North
Yorkshire.

vsuper 10 tuner -amplifier (valved, short-wave) needs attention, £15. R. Doble, 42, Betham

Lincoln 682021.

Hodson

Edwin

1kHz) with Datong active an-

good condition, Ham bands pre -

Lindley, 23 Quadrant Close,
Murdishaw, Runcorn, Ches. Tel:
Runcorn 711393.

ovno.

11.5,
14.0,
15.0,
17.5 and
21.3MHz
(crystal -controlled
valve, analogue readout to

TRIO 500 receiver surplus,

some extras plus FS4 synthesiser, giving general coverage
and full nine band transceive
£700

HEATHKIT SB310 communications
receiver
9x0.5MHz
wavebands: 3.5, 5.7, 7.0, 9.5,

tenna, £120) Also Tandberg Sol-

1

0448 31550.

Gwel-Enys,

lect. Ring Herne Bay 67979 after
7pm.

Cheshire

617007.

price list to M. J. Seaward, 7 St.
Olafs Road, Stratton, Nr. Bude,
Cornwall EX23 9AF. Tel: (0288)

ceiver, sensible price, will col-

P. Axon, 15 Parr Street,

Macclesfield,

701, Tono Theta 7000 communications computer. Wanted:

mode II, USB, LSB, AM, FM, ex-

WANTED BY new listener, secondhand general coverage re-

Mr.

selector, £30 ono. Ring 0425-

test meters etc. Send a S.A.E. for

Churchtown,
Ludgvan, Penzance, Cornwall.

Sinclair Spectrum. Write or call

FOR SALE Trio TS520, Icom

HAM INTERNATIONAL Multi -

cellent condition, ideal mobile
only, £150 ono. Rainer Veal,

U.S.B. and L.S.B. £105 or will

swop for computer similar to

tor, £35. All plus carriage but
complete with handbooks, all
working. Mr S. J. Haseldine

all

LOWE SRX30 0-30MHz communications receiver covers AM

ders, £1.50p. Delivery included
within 10 days. W. E. Griffiths, 6
Stanway Close, Alkrington, Middleton, Manchester M24 1HP.

with 30FE cable, £10. Pye offers
between £40-£50. P. R. Wilson,
33
Norton
Ave,
Norton,
Stockton-on-Tees,
Cleveland.
Tel: 534788.

antenna, £20. 'G' whip multi
mobile base antenna, automatic
four band operation complete,

ds

FOR SALE or exchange MM
converter MMC 144/28L0 hardly
used, sell £15 or exchange radio

equipment. W. M. Badley, 20
Standish Grove, Boston, Lincs.
Tel: 0205-61952.

WANTED: morse key also
morse training aid. Tel: Derby
831300.

FOR SALE Realistic DX300 re-

ceiver, good condition, handbook and circuit diagram available, £100 ono. A. S. Hawley,
114 Brooksby Lane, Clifton Estate, Nottm. Tel: Nottm. 841520.

YAESU FRG7 Communications Receiver, 0.5-30MHz, excellent S.W. receiver, immaculate bargain at £120. Microwave
Modules 28MHz pre -amp, for
satellite reception, £15. 70cm, 19

element antenna, £15. G6ASA,
Oxford 863333.

HELP! I've got a Redifon ship to

shore communications transceiver but cannot get it to work,
any info or manuals needed. A.
C. Butcher, 17 Bramham Road,
Bingley, West Yorkshire, BD16
4H P.

YAESU FT101 transceiver with
extra bands, very good condition, demo if required, £375. Farnham Common 5775.

KW ATLANTA 80-10M transceiver,

PSU/SPKR,

EXT-VFO,

500W PEP, £200 ono, or p/ex
Liner 2, Mizuho SB-2M, Mizuho
Icom
IC202(S), Trio
TR7010 sideband equipment.
SB2X,

WANTED RI155 receiver
working

order

or

in

requiring

slight attention. B. J. Redfern,
Hopesay School House, Astonon-Clun, Craven Arms, Shropshire SY7 BET.

VARIABLE

CAPACITORS,
ganged
and

500PF/300PF

geared, suitable ATU, £2 each
inc. P & P. 50pF airspaced trimmers 75p each. G. Southwell,
G6MPH, 49, Hartington Street,
Bedford MK41 7RN. Tel 46788
(0234).

EX -RAF TRANSMITTER T1154

WV14 6JR.

O 813 VALVE (U.S.A.) new and
boxed, £20. G3NRZ. Tel: Erith
(Kent) 34699.

FOR SALE Panasonic DR26 FM
(88-108MHz), LW, MW, SW (1.618.6MHz)
double
superheterodyne digital frequency display, BFO tape, in/out
mains/battery, 174 countries re-

ceived, £75. Need money for
R.A.E. Mark Cooper, 33 Park

EXCHANGE UNWANTED gift,
Kenwood TR-2400 portable 2
metre transceiver, 400 channels
- 1.5 watts - 9 preset frequen-

£30.00 ono assembled and in

30Mcs or what have you. Phone
Boston (Lincs.) 870893.

working order. N. H. Foster, Flat
9

-

19 Earlsdon Way, Christ-

TRIO TR-2200GX fully crystal led R0 -R2 R4 -R7 S8, S20 -S23 12

tact G8KMV QTHR Tel: 0438-

channels complete with rubber duck
Nicads
charger,
1/4

54689.

Highcliffe (04252) 71122.

wavewhip mobile ant, carying
case £65. Mr J. H. Dyson, 2
Grange Road, Barnton, Northwich, Cheshire.

70CM AMPLIFIER W Er D

tion
new,
offers.
Washington 469374.

Yorkshire S71 4AA.

1W in, 10W out, aligned and
tested by W Er D, £23 post

HALLICRAFTERS SX100, £115.

paid.
G3MEW
820315

communications receiver and
HS 1661 speaker, very good condition, £90. Mr B. J.Radford,

"Ryecroft", 9 New Rd, Bolehill,
Derby. Tel: Wirksworth 2866.

TS

TRANSCEIVER,

130S

boxed as new / hardly used, first
offer of £495, cash secures sale.

need cash to buy the Rolls

Royce of H.F., the Trio TS 930S.
Phone Richard Jones (0633)

Hallicrafters SX43, £120. Sony
6700 digital, £140. Panatonis 32
band, £135. Eddystone 960,
£130. Realistic DX 302 digital,
£125. Grundig satellite with
BFO, £98. Grundig professional
1400, £135. All excellent. S. N.
Andrews, 12 Malton Way, York
Y03 6SG. Tel: 0904 59035.

EDDYSTONE 730/4 receiver
with handbook and circuit,

superb original condition (new

Murphy R.W. RX both v.g.c., but
very heavy, 651bs, Heathkit
GR64 RX, ideal beginners radio,

electrolytics), 15 valves, Xtal
calibrator, 500kHz to 30MHz, unused for eight years, £95. Telephone Pershore (03865) 552086.
Don't suffer transistor front
ends anymore.

£60, £40, £30 respectively, in-

MICROWAVE

270110.

U.S.A. ARMY RX BC1147/x,

spect and collect all ono. D. Williams, 7 Rosebery Court, Craig
Ydon, Llandudno, Gwynedd.
Tel: 0492 76465.

modules
MML155/100LS 2 metre 100
watt linear amplifier, 1 watt or 3
watts input, switchable with re-

ceive preamp boxed as new,

'SWAN 700CX TRVCR, 230 XC
P.S.U., Crystal oscillator 510X,
Datong R.F.C. spare valves,

handbook, collect or carriage
extra, for quick sale £395. QTHR
Tel: 0202 579115 anytime.

TRIO 2400 2M FM hand/held
transceiver base charging unit,
mobile charging unit, microphone, soft case, spare NI -CAD
pack handbook, new condition,

boxed complete base, mobile

bargain, £130. 041-554 0516, 24
hours.

FERGUSON 20D studio music
centre for sale, £60 or exchange
for AR88. G. W. West, 37 Welford Gardens, Abindgon, OX14
2BN. Tel: 26635.

'SELLING,

Grundig

Satellite

2100 radio with headphones,
also SSB attachment, full instruction books and packing

station £190 ovno. Collect or carriage extra. Mr D. F. Thompson,
52 Miller Drive, Fareham, Hampshire. Tel: Fareham 232799.

box, mint condition, £90 ono. G.

ICOM IC2E as new in carton

SONY ICF2001 synthesized re-

complete

with

accessories,

months old Yaesu
FT200 with mains and mobile
£140.

10

Pearce, 57A Corve Street,
Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DU.

Tel : Ludlow (0584) 5645.

ceiver, 150kHz to 30MHz, AM
and SSB, VHF broadcast; LCD
frequency

display,

keyboard

tuning, £125 ono. Tel: Luton

061-865 3191.

AR77E COMMUNICATIONS
receiver for sale not working,

£225.

2M/10

FOR SALE Icom 240 1 year old
full set of channels installed with
VHF, SWR meter, AWD, 1/4wave

33456.

believe valve blown,

offers?

Wanted working receiver such

mag mount in original packaging, immaculate, £130. QTHR

as Trio R.1000, Yaesu FRG 7 or

G6GKN. Phone Tadley 2798 evenings.

Lewis Hunter, Lacl:en,
Edgeworthstown,
Cou,ity
Longford, Republic of Ireland.

MIZUHO SB-2M SSB/CW portable 2m tx/rx, VXO controlled, 1
w PEP output, good condition,
£85. G6HPA A. Smith, 23 Hurle
Crescent, Boston, Lincs.

haul £25. Mr H. F. Buggins, 89

Moorland Rd, Witney, Oxon.

Portsmouth

HOME BREW morse course on
six C60 cassettes, £10 including
post and packing (U.K. only), or
S.A.E. for details. J. P. Billingham, 22 Lawday Place Lane,
Farnham, Surrey GU9 OBT. Tel:
Farnham (0252)722649.

"SONY GLOBAL receivers for
sale. ICF 7600, £40. ICF 2001,
£90. CRF 320, £490. Phone Sharp

01-460 4496. Call 26 Coniston
Road, Bromley, Kent.

FOR SALE Trio 2200G portable
2m FM transceiver, 12 channels,
accessories, no Nicads, £50
cash. Mizuho SB2M portable 2m
CW/SSB transceiver,
accessories, no Nicads, £50 cash. Mr.
C. P. Howard (GBANU), 52 Fairview Way, Stafford ST17 OAX.
Tel: Stafford (0785) 52693.

R.C.D. 1050C vintage radiogram in three walnut cabinets, 1.
tuner amplifier, 2. turntable -re-

HI-FI Sansusi stereo tuner fm/

mw, JVC stereo amplifier 30
watts per channel £80 for both.
Sorry cannot separate. C. Fone,

25 Lancing Road, Luton LU2
8JN. Tel: 38548.

COMMUNICATIONS

RE-

CEIVER 0.15 to 30MHz (DX -160)

with connections for frequency
counter £100, Tangarine computer psu, mini -rack, mini-mobberboards (for 2 cards) £60 ono,
stereo cassette recorder, mains
£30 ono. J. P. Gilliver, 7 Leaside
Court, Clifton Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT20 2ED.

FOR SALE, TS830S with cw filter fitted, external VFO 240 and
SP230 speakers with audio filters. All mint condition in original boxes £700. G13YDH. Tel:
Belfast 793913.

EXCHANGE Canon AE1

35-

70mm Tarnron zoom, auto flash,

mounts, battery charger, cases
for good gen cov receiver, not
transistorised. Eddystone, Hallicrafters etc. D.C. Brightman
0908 566222 Ex 35 office hours.

fers or exchange, 2 metre gear.
Mr. N. Wilson, 87 West Chilton
Terrace, Chilton Ferryhill, Co
Durham. Tel: Bishop Auckland

MIZUHO sky coupler receiving
ATU £20, microwave modules
2m converter, output 28-30MHz
£12, Hamgear PM11DX pre selector (mains), modern case,
covers 1.8-30MHz £8, all plus
postage. Tel: 0224 643131 after

721130.

6pm.

cords, 3. bass -reflex speaker, of-

E.

element
parabeam, £20. G3XGE QTHR
PSUs,

FOR SALE, 1938 "Sky Buddy"
working, needs general overTel: 72582.

View, Royston, Barnsley, South

G3AOT,

cies for H.F. transmitter up to

POWER SUPPLIES 2 amp 13v
£8, 1 amp 12v £5, 144MHz 40w
valve p.a. £5, Radio Communications Handbook Volume 2 £2,
Datong FLI audio filter £45. Con-

church, Dorset BH 23 5TB. Tel:

unmodified, as issued, condi-

*HEATH HR 1680 amateur band

I

Paul Lockley, 52 Bunkers Hill
Lane, Bilston, West Midlands

H.A.C. TRIPLE -T short-wave receiver with slow motion dial and
earphones,
range:
10-170
metres, 30-1.765MHz, requires
PP3 battery and external aerial,

7700 or 2 mtr transceiver Contact

Advertise your
amateur
radio equipment
.

FREE OF

CHARGE!

Take advantage
of this
reader service
special
turn
the free classified to page 71 for
ad for m.

TRIO TR2300, excellent condition, complete with Nicads and
accessories, £125 or any offers?
Tel: Devizes (038013087.
73

LOW COST
PROFESSIONAL TEST
INSTRUMENTS
116849521

FAKE

G8UUS

R.A.S. (NOTTINGHAM)
Radio Amateur Supplies
Tel: 0602 280267

elemic

VI

Hand Held

vi ;40

Visit your Local Emporium

Analogue and

Large Selection of New/Used Equipment
on Show.

Digital

sabtronic8

Multimeters

FREQUENCY METERS
100MHz, 600MH2, and 1GHz Models

AGENTS FOR:

ACCESSORIES:

16 Models

F.D.K.

from £18.75

AZDEN

Welz Range
Microwave Modules.
Adonis Mics.
Mutek Pre -Amps.
Packer Communications.

ICOM

from £67

YAESU
0

0

0

SOMMERKAMP

0

FORTOP ATV

FREQUENCY METERS
ANALOGUE MULTIMETERS

AERIALS: Tonna, Halbar, R.A.I.C.
Mobile Whips.

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
FUNCTION GENERATOR

PLUS OWN

OSCILLOSCOPES
POWER SUPPLIES
LOGIC PROBE
SCOPE PROBES
RSf

electro

"Special" Q.R.P. GW5 HF 5 Band Beams.
117MI
JUST GIVE USA RING

I Write or phone for illustrated
test instrument catalogue and price
list
Black Star Ltd.
9A, Crown Street
St. !yes, Huntingdon
Cambs. PE1 7 4EB

3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Off
Ring Road between A52 (Derby Rd) &
A609 (Ilkeston Rd).

Tel: 104801 62440 Telex 32339

AMATEUR
RADIO
PRODUCTS
POWER SUPPLIES

FT102. Receiver

All fully protected, including over
voltage crowbar circuit. Can you
afford to buy a cheaper power supply?

4 Amp PSU

0"

£27.95
E1.50 carr

6 Amp PSU

£44.95
- £2 50 carr

12 Amp PSU

£69.00
f2.50 carr

VHF WAVEMETER

24 Amp PSU

£99.00
£3.50 carr

compares with FT1,
& TX is super clean.
SAE for leaflet on
this fine rig. Delivery
by Securicor.

YOUR RIG IN OUR
HANDS

FT290R & FT790R. These rigs really
have opened up VHF & UHF multi mode operation. More facilities than
most base stations plus portable
operation. We are hardly selling
anything else! FT790 has L.O.I., and
our FT290s modified L.0.1., tone
burst, brighter audio £259 carriage
paid.Mobile brackets, nicads etc. in
stock
FT790R £299

contained unit for learning morse

Carriage paid

MORSE TUT3R

to

Home Office refor amateur VHF

£24.95 +£1.00 carr

24v to 12v 6amp switoh mode converter

24v to 12v 10amp switch mode converter custom built linear and switch

89 Kimbolton Road
PORTSMOUTH

Hampshire P03 6
Ports (0705)816237
74

adv. Jan. 83.
600MHz FREQUENCY COUNTERS.

0.1 Hz resolution to 10MHz 10Hz at
600MHz 1.5ppm E99 with mains
unit.. Post E2.

£20 this month (were f79).
&WHIPS. Coils and aerials less 15%
this month to callers.

price. 200KHz30MHz, AM SSB CW

VALVES FOR FT101.6JS6C NEC

original boxes £17 pair. Unstamped

OTHER PRODUCTS

Davtrend Ltd.

20p each, callers only with copy this

BURGLAR ALARM KITS. Callers save

SX30D + F.M. At
last a good receiver
with digital readout,
FM, & reasonable
FM.

mode power supplies

FERRITE CORES. 30-70p elsewhere.

HI -Fl EQUIPMENT. Big flog -off this
month.

£46.90 +£1.00 carr

VHF Wavemeter designed

Yaesu experts.
Sales and repairs.

FT102 £725

Carriage paid

The 'DRAE' morse tutor, a self

meet the
quirements
operation.

5/8 & 7/8

SX3OD £219

Carriage paid

£13. 12BY7A NEC £3. 6146B General
Electric E19 pair. Post 50p.

TEST EQUIPMENT. SOAR FC841

Frequency counter £47, FC845 f65,

Auto Digital Multimeter E41 - post
f1.50 each.

Pease phone for further details
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
ACCESS CARDS ACCEPTED

Barclaycard, Acce ss, Cheque, Cash!!

HOLDINGS PHOT O AUDIO CENTRE
39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn BB2 2AF
Tel: (0254) 59595. Closed Thursday.

Ell-PAK BARGAINS
"IRRESISTABLE
RESISTOR BARGAINS"
Pal

Ilw

5110
5111

Pp'

Deauspbesi

KO

Mired

Once

All type Resistors
LI
Pie lamed
h.ae Carbon

400

El
LI
, wan Carbon Resistors
LI
4. non Carbon Resistors
,1 nett Resistors 21 ohm
150
El
1rn1 Wired
5115
100
1 and 1 watt Resistors 11
LI
ohm 2rn1 M,.ed
Pads SR12 15 contain a range 01 Carbon trim Resistors
of assorted values from 22 ohms to 2 2 met Save
pounds on these resistor pals and bane a full ranee to
corer your protects

Palk la.

Qta'

Mambo

150
200

Capacitors Mixed Types

5117

5111
5119

100
100

Mixed Ceramics lel 5601
Mind Ceramics611P1 0.5mt

SZZO

100

5121

60

Asserted Polyester, Polystyrene
Capacitors
El
Mned 02130 type capacitors

Ulf

51:' SCREWDRIVER SET
ores or

er.UP ve

case Sires

- 0 13

4

[1.75

Stir NUT DRIVER SET
5 precision nut asses m nineeC
With turning '0(1

33L

Sizes

4

4

app...e count by +eight

E I. 75

5 necision instruments in ntnnec ;,
Crossocknt r Pninips screwarivers Hn
- .e, wri.nche, -

Li/ nectars to include DIN 180 -240

1st'

S1/,
ROY AL

HEX KEY SE FREE
HEX KEY SE 1 ON RING
3

5 5 5 anci Eimm
Mane of narcenen stet,

4

SX91
51142

5113

SIM
5147

019

MS

lox/

MINI VICE

El

120

5152
Black neatstnk

.

1

£2.50

.

.

'

,,

a

n.

roc -,ountea

magnifier Diving 2 S . magnification Helping
nand unit available with or without magnifier

S155

IS .1 an,

Power finned ....mink Inn her

oe PCB ist c um°, ses

ORLI

Mini D111110 000RPM 12,, DC
Inms Twist bA

wpb ()wilily 40 wart Cr"'-,- POSe
:.-weiplit Soldering Hop :4,, main,

.$ 1

.tet PCB transfers 210M,

.4 immi Ent
DeSOide,nCi (WV NIP, SU1.-0, A
automatic election Knurled anti corrosive
casing and tenon nozzle
5 metres or De soldennq braid on paste

Resist Pen
n pack FERRiC CHLOR-0E c'ysta

- St unOns for making your own PCB

Dispenser
2 yds I 1 83m, Resin Corea So aer on Cr
1 Heat Shunt I001 tweeter TYDe

Retail Value Over t 15.00
BI PAK SPECIAL KIT PRICE £9.75

4

56 'C106 Fallouts Manulac-

SX72

lure S out of spec on volts or
gain You lest
A mixed bundle of Copper clad
Board Fibre glass and paper
Single and double sided A
fantastic bargain

SX38

TECASBOTY

components including pOtentiOmelerS - ratan/ and Slider DreSeIS - nOrizOntal and vertical
Resistors ot mixed values /2Ohrns to 2M2
8 to 2 Watt A comprehensive range 01
capacitors including electrolytic and polyester types plus disc Ceramics etcetera
Annie plugs and sockets 01 various hoes plus switcneS fuses healsrnks wire nuts Dolts
gromels cable clips and tyes knobs and P C Board Then add to that 100 Semrconduclors

SX39

1

to include transistors moan SCR soot° s all or which are current everyday usable dey,
In and Fantastic Parcel No rubbish all identifiable and valued in current catalogues at n
over 025 00 Our Fight Against inhation
Price -

JUST £6.50.

2113055

SINGLE SIDED FIBREGLASS -1
BOARD

Dider Co
F1I

Proven
d

P02

3

4

Sq.Ins.

Price

100

LI.50

100

L1.50
E2.00

9.24
3r'

13,3-

156

11

i

FR4

2

14.4"

110

[2.00

SILICON POWER TRANSISTORS

-TB3

100 watts 500 min
10 to [1.50 - Very Good Value
100s of uses - no duds
Order No 5190

UM

S watt IRMS) Audio Amp
HO Quality audio amplifier Module Ideal for use in
record players tape molders stereo amps and
()Mlle players etc Full data and back. up diagrams
with each module
Specification

Max Power Supply 30v Power Output 5 watts
RMS Load Impedance 8.16 ohms Frequency
response 50Hz to 25KHz-3db Sensitivity 70mv
for full output Input Impedance 50k ohms Size
85 x 64 x 30mm Total Harmonic
distortion less than .5BIPAK S give away price

LI 00

£2.25
IN cooed not WI owe
thrs dice

Cl 00

100 Silicon NPN Transistors -all
perfect Coded mixed types with
data and eqvt sheet No rejects
Real value
£3.00
100 Silicon PNP Transistors all perfect Coded mixed types
with data and egot sheet No
'elects Fantastic value
L300

r NONE BARGAINS! -1
S151

S151

The best known Power Transistors In the

World -2X3055 NPN 115w

S159

Our BI.PAK Special Offer Price
10 aft
5011
100 el
L1.50
[11.00
£30.110

S1641

011312 COMPLIMENTARY PNP POWER
TRANSISTORS TO 2 N3055

Sin

NPN like 2N3055 - but not lull spec

SX33A 6 small 'min ISDST0SPDT Toggle
Switches 240v 5amp
LIAO
SX35A 6 small (mini Rocker Switches
240v 5amp
£1.80
SX32ki '2 Assorted Jack & Phono plugs

''re Electronic Components and Semiconouctor Bargain or Ine 'rear A host of Electronic

wet DeiheorBeusdsgice:

46p

PROGRAMMABLE UNIJONCTION TRANSISTOR

w NO SxI31

r

I

sn-kets and adaptors 2 5m
3 run and standard sizes

J 4"3

DOUBLE SIDED FIBREGLASS
BOARD

TO 66 site 35mm. 30mm. 12mm
350
Heat Efficiency Power tinned Hee,

SX71

)

35.00 each

FB3

POT case 10106 piastrc MEU22 Similar to
2N6027 6028 PNPN Silicon
Price I 9 10 49 50-99 100Normal Retail
Each 20p 18p
15p
13p
Price CO 35 each

.meets co0Oe' clad board
F inreglaSS COCK*, cad Dear C

1

.

'4,10 C4.75...

BI-PAK PCB ETCHANT
AND DRILL KIT

BI.PAK SOLDER DESOLDER KIT

CI

C 1 50 each

Without magnifier ORDER NO

77.

'1* FOSS PRICE

El

take ulti TO

NO T402 £5.50

e

PHs onms

90mm a 80mm a 35mm High 0,

Our Price witn magnifier as illustrated ORDER

Down

LI

staggered Ito design pre dialed
10 3 Sire 45mm square, 20Mr10 h.,'
S154

ai

AC volage 0 000 1000V
r urent 0 290L A
, tO 0 Acc

SO,

.n the smartest space (hying to

7," Heavy Base CrOcocliie Clips

360° also avariabie anachea to Red a 210. dram

-

0 2 20 200 1000V act 0 8

gives the greatest possible heat

attacnec .. 'on ends Si. oan 6, socket taints
give infinite variation and Positions through

ORDER NO S/82

DC Voltage 0 700mv

.0: 220 Ready Millen nail or,,,.
5153

norizon' ,

Size
RANGES

LI

value

Bi Pao s Mtn, Owe at
a Mini Price Only

r

El
El

and caterers - MTe panel mounting

Obrynt

total Petal' Value over £1 2.00
OUR SPECIAL Kit PRICE ft5.95

LI

Positive readings appear
witnout sign
input impedance 10 Megohms
Automatic
Zero adjust
250 mmiseconas
Sampling time
Temperature range - 5°C to 50°C
PP3 or equivalent 9,,
Power Supply
battery
Consumption
05nT

12 %And and Filament lamps Law

TheThird and
1 Fourth Hand...

Ltmo on to any bench or table Memo a ma.
Illicitness of
the 2' laws open ro

ADM. size 80

20 a Large 1" RED LED
20 small 125 Red LED s
10 Rectaneular Green LED s 1
30 Assorted tenor Diodes
250rniv 2 watt milled voltages
all coded New
4 Black instrument
Knobs -winged with pointer fia"
Standard screw Fit site 29.
20mm
20 Assorted Slider Knobs
Black/Chrome etc

"

quaitty mane sloe IX'

kit comorises

LI

digit In ranges [Pus nFE test facility to,
'.0 and NPN transistors 'Auto zero auto
;00,arity 'Single nanaed Pushbutton
operation 'Over range triniCatton "12 5mm
" inch large LCD readout 'Diode check
'Fast cud urt protection 'lest leads battery
and instructions included
Ma. indication
t 999 0- - 1999
POlarity mouton Negative orny

vottada and nem - mous types

CIA 50 Wirewound 9 watt lavgl Resistors
Assorted values 10hM-12K
ELSA

C 1 .25

Clf 1'1

El

BARGAINS

Infine

.50

C 1 .75

1.051

LI

metal Cod

Eiectiorytics all sorts
Quality Electroryfics
501000m1
Tantalum Beads mixed
5124
20
LICtuantitres approaimete count by werahl

Speakers. Phono Jack Stereo
Mono etc Valued at well over £3 normal Order
No SX25
Our Pricell
per pay
Guaranteed to save you money
SX26 3 Prs of 6 pm 240 DIN Plugs and
500
Chassis Sockets
SX27A 60 Assorted Polystyrene Bead
Capacitors Type 9500 Series PPD
£1.00
SX28A 50 Assorted Silver Mica Caps
5 6pF-1500F
£1.00
SX29A 50 Assorted Silver Mica Caps
180pF-4700pF
LIDO
SX30A 50 High Voltage Disc Ceramics 750v
min up to 8KV Assorted useful values L1.00

WRENCH SET

5.

../S

LI

100
50

o2c pieces of Audio Plugs. Sockets and Con../

.'

C 1.75

Sizes 15 2 2 5

El
El

tt

',la 1 TOOL SET

T

LI

Mixed

5122
5123

ddrn
'0 MEGOHM INPUT IMPEDANCE

Once

Creme Capacitors afintature

Resistors

200
200

5112
5113
5114

BRAND NEW LCD
DISPLAY MULTITESTER.

"CAPABLE
CAPACITOR PAKS"

60 metres PVC covered Hook-up
wire single and stranded Mixed
colours
25 Assorted TTL Gates 7100
Series 7401-7160
10 Assorted hip Flops and MSI

to

20 Assorted Shaer
Potentiometers

5162

10 Assorted Pre Sets Hor Vert

5171

10 Reed Switches - glass type
3 Micro Switches - with lever

etc

duinlent 0112955 - 10312 - 103
SPECIAL NICEire7.00.3semb

B1 -PA

the you. doors ca .d R.Pg us on Rare 1182 NO* and

Send your orders to Dept PEI2131 PAK P01300 6 WARE HERTS
SHOP AT 3 BALDOCK ST WARE HERTS
TERMS CASH WITH ORDER SAME DAY DESPATCH ACCESS.
BARCLAYCARD ALSO ACCEPTED TEL 1092013182 GIRO 398 MO6
KA dd 15% WT AND 75p PER ORDER POSTAGE AND PACKING

PH you, order even Noe. Goan own...45er, jna
Class ran
Remember you must add VAt a, IS

lota, emu!, add 75p .14. 10IJ, 0.0r

10 Mu, Pelt.
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For more information:
Ask at your nearest electronics stockist
01-808 5656/(0476) 76928

